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ABSTRACT 

In this research study, a scheme to minimise interference in converged mobile cellular 

networks (MCNs) and wireless sensor networks (WSNs) was designed and 

implemented. The focus was the mitigation of interference that arises when proximity 

service (ProSe)-enabled sensors engage in a device-to device (D2D) communication to 

alert smartphone users upon the detection of explosives at highly crowded areas like 

shopping malls. D2D is a technology that academia and industry experts believe will 

play a prominent role in the implementation of the next generation of mobile 

networks, specifically, the fifth generation (5G). However, the full roll out of D2D is 

being impeded by the interference that the technology introduces to the cellular 

network.  D2D devices cause a significant amount of interference to the primary 

cellular network especially when radio resources are shared. In the downlink phase, 

primary user equipment is likely to suffer from interference emanating from a D2D 

transmitter. On the other hand, the immobile base station is affected by interference 

caused by the D2D transmitter in the uplink phase. This type of interference can be 

avoided or reduced if radio resources are allocated intelligently under strict 

coordination of the base station. An NP-hard optimisation problem was formulated 

and finding a solution to this problem in 1 ms is not possible. 5G has a frame structure 

duration of 10 ms with 10 subframes of 1 ms each. Heuristic algorithms were then 

developed to mitigate the interference affecting the primary network that could carry 

out resource allocation within the fast-scheduling period of 1 ms. Smartphones have 

progressed into devices capable of generating massive volumes of data. The challenge 

is that battery technology is not keeping up with the pace of smartphone technology, 

so any additional feature that designers want to add, is met with a lot of contempt from 

customers who are concerned about their smartphone batteries depleting rapidly. In 

this context, the strategy must be energy-efficient for smartphone users to embrace it. 

A system level simulator was developed using MATLAB to evaluate the efficacy of 

the proposed design. Extensive simulation results showed that ProSe-enabled sensors 

can safely be integrated into cellular networks participating in D2D communication 

with smart phones, without introducing significant harm to the primary cellular 

network. The results showed that after implementing the proposed strategy, overall 

user throughput decreased by 3.63 %. In cellular networks, this is a modest figure 

since a reduction of up to 5% is acceptable to both users and network providers. The 

figure generally capped in service level agreements signed between network providers 
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and users is 5%. The proposed technique also resulted in a 0 % reduction in SINR of 

CUEs in a cellular network, according to the findings. In terms of D2D link throughput 

for different D2D transmit levels, the method proposed in this research work surpassed 

a similar scheme proposed in literature by an average of 18.3%. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION  

 

1.1 Introduction 

With Device to Device (D2D) communication, devices that are near each other can 

communicate autonomously with each other making it possible for the devices to 

seamlessly collect and share vital information amongst themselves. This makes D2D 

communication an excellent candidate technology for use in Wireless Sensor 

Networks (WSNs). Integrating WSN and D2D into the existing or future generation 

of mobile networks will inevitably affect the overall network throughput of the 

mobile networks. Enabling D2D communication on a cellular network presents 

challenges of radio resource management, because D2D links utilise cellular users' 

uplink or downlink radio resources, which might create interference to D2D user 

equipment’s (DUE) transmitting and receiving channels. 

 

1.2 Rationale and Motivation 

Quite a number of schemes have been advanced by several researchers in the 

mitigation of interference in D2D-enabled mobile networks. Research work that has 

been carried out regarding D2D communication has mostly focussed on the 

reduction of interference with the aim of enhancing 4G and 5G networks’ spectral 

efficiency and overall system capacity. Not much research work has been undertaken 

to mitigate the interference that arises when ProSe-enabled sensors participate in 

D2D communication (Maraj et al. 2021: 68932-68965). Alnoman and Anpalagan 

(2017:124-127) presented an extensive review on recent advances in D2D 

communications with regards to public safety applications such as search and rescue 

missions, road safety and coverage extension. The review work by Alnoman and 

Anpalagan does not cover interference management schemes.  Wang and Yan 

(2015:1199-1204) surveyed and evaluated the effectiveness and comprehensiveness 

of existing security solutions in D2D communications. After an extensive review on 

recent works on D2D security issues, Hamoud et al. (2017:1-11) proposed a 

taxonomy on D2D security solutions. Kar and Sanyal (2018:203-208), cited 

interference management as a technical challenge in Prose-enabled D2D mobile 

networks that requires further extensive research work. A comprehensive 

interference management approach was cited by Li et al. (2019:25263-25273) as an 

open research area that requires further attention by researchers. 
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D2D communication was introduced in the Third-Generation Partnership Project 

(3GPP) Release 12 (3GPP 2013:1-45). Follow up work appeared in 3GPP (2014:1-

50), 3GPP (2015:1-147), 3GPP (2017:1-38) and Releases 16 and 17 (3GPP 2020:1-

54). The use of D2D in public safety was mostly initiated by 3GPP (Panaitopol et al. 

2015:1-8). Academia has embraced the technology but has concentrated on the 

public safety that deals with use of D2D as a public safety solution after 

conventional communication infrastructure has collapsed following major natural or 

man-made disasters (Yu et al. 2018:70397-70425). According to Yu et al. 

(2018:70397-70425), “little work has been done toward adapting D2D from a public 

safety perspective”. The main contributions of subsequent 3GPP releases after 

release 12 in relation to D2D are depicted in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1: D2D communications support in 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) releases, 

Höyhtyä et al., 2018, p.5) 

The use of D2D communications for sensor networking is very promising. D2D does 

not overburden the existing cellular infrastructure. Sensed information can be 

processed quickly, locally by smart phones and other mobile gadgets, and then 

relayed to base stations (BSs) for further handling. Researchers from academia and 

industry agree that D2D will play a very pivotal role in future generation networks, 

specifically 5G networks (Chaaban & Sezgin 2015:15-22 and Tehrani et al. 2014:86-

92). D2D allows devices to directly communicate with each other without heavily 

involving the network infrastructure though its connectivity is controlled by the 

network. While the public safety outlined by 3GPP deals with the continuation of the 

provision of communication services after disaster would have struck, this research 

work sought to extend this public safety to cover explosives detection by use of D2D 

to prevent terrorists’ acts at shopping malls and other public places.  The design 

makes use of special sensors in detecting explosives at shopping malls, involve D2D 
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communications in processing and relaying of sensed information and prompt the 

cellular network to alert the responsible parties of an imminent terrorist attack.  

 

D2D is a trending topic in the research community. Academia, industry experts and 

standardisation bodies are still studying the implementation of D2D (Cintron et al. 

2021:1-82). More than a hundred research papers on D2D are available but most of 

the proposed schemes are still immature (Adnan et al. 2020:1-22). Device-to-device 

communication adds a new dimension to the mobile environment by simplifying 

data transfer between physically adjacent devices. D2D communication makes use of 

neighboring communicating devices to optimise the use of available resources, 

minimise latency, improve data rates, and extend system capacity. The development 

of D2D is fueled by mobile operators' actions to collect short-range communications 

for the maintenance of proximity-based services and to improve network 

performance. 

 

Some challenges have been resolved, however the potential for ProSe-enabled 

sensors to cause interference in a D2D-enabled cellular network has not been 

satisfactorily addressed. Optimisation and mathematical techniques aren't utilised to 

their full potential. Most researchers, particularly those trying to solve problems in 

interference management, formulate NP-hard optimisation issues that are left 

unsolved due to the problem's NP-hardness. Numerical evaluation and simple home-

grown simulators are used in most of the research that has been surveyed. There is a 

lack of experimental evaluation or proper modeling on interference management. 

Therefore, despite its many benefits, D2D's deployment has been mostly limited to 

unlicensed frequency bands. The benefits of reverting to D2D are numerous with the 

following being the major ones (Asadi and Wang 2014:1801-1819) that emanate 

from the usage: 

(i) Improved throughput. (ii) Increased energy efficiency. (iii) Reduced end-to-

end delay. (iv) Fairness. 

 

1.3 Aim of the Study   

The aim of this research work was to develop new radio resource allocation and 

power control algorithms for machine type communication (MTC), where the same 

spectrum is shared by human to human (H2H) and D2D communications. The focus 
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in the algorithm’s development was interference management and energy 

consumption minimisation so that the scheme is acceptable to both cellular network 

operators and smartphone users. Cellular network operators accept strategies that do 

not compromise the networks' quality of service (QoS), while smartphone users 

generally accept schemes that do not cause their devices' batteries to deplete quickly. 

 

1.4  The Problem Statement 

The study sought to solve the problem of interference in D2D-enabled cellular 

networks in which ProSe-enabled sensors have been introduced. The concept of D2D 

communications has been in existence for quite a while now (Doppler et al. 2009:42-

49), however, the challenge of interference management is impeding their full-scale 

materialisation (Li et al. 2019:25263-25273) The design of a D2D network 

incorporating ProSe-enabled sensors needs to include smart interference 

management strategies to avoid compromising the performance of an existing 

cellular network (Trifunovic et al. 2013:606-620). For users of some energy 

constrained devices like smart phones (Matyjszek 2021), to accept using D2D 

connecting to ProSe-enabled sensors, researchers need to ensure that the D2D 

communication incorporating sensors does not drain user devices batteries too 

quickly (Teherani et al. 2014:86-92). 

 

1.5 Objectives of the Study 

(i) To design a scheme for interference mitigation for use in D2D sensor networks 

deployable at highly crowded public places such as shopping malls. 

(ii) To provide an analysis of mitigation techniques for the interference that arises 

from the integration of D2D and explosives detecting systems into the next 

generation mobile networks. 

(iii) To develop a complete system level D2D communications simulation package 

for the evaluation of the proposed design.  

 

1.6 Scope of the Study 

The study intended to cover the design, implementation and evaluation of an 

interference management scheme developed for use in D2D-enabled cellular 

networks in which sensors have been introduced. A centralised scheduling strategy 

was developed that can be used to coordinate D2D communications among smart 
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phones, explosives detection systems and cellular base stations. A centralised 

schedulinng was chosen ahead of the decentrarised strategy because it was found out 

that it was more effective in delealing with interference in cellular networks in which 

sensors would have been introduced.  The scheduling strategy combines resource 

and power allocation, mode selection and mobile devices power consumption 

reduction techniques in the interference management process. Integrating sensors 

into a cellular network might present several challenges. Such problems include 

cluster creation, cluster head selection, and security. The problems of interference 

management and higher power consumption were the focus of this study. 

 

1.7 Methodology and Research Design 

(i) A rigorous review of state-of-the-art of the following was undertaken: 

(a) An exhaustive literature review of existing sensors used for the detection of 

explosives at public places was conducted and this led to the recommendation 

of sensors that can work with the proposed interference management scheme. 

(b) The status of D2D communication was reviewed and challenges preventing the 

technology from being rolled out were analysed. This was important so that the 

proposed interference management scheme for a hybrid sensor network could 

be appealing to both network operators and smartphone users. 

(c) Issues surrounding the integration of sensors in D2D-enabled cellular networks 

were reviewed. This led to the development of a scheme that has minimum 

D2D-cellular interference problems. 

(ii) Designed a framework that conforms to 3GPP ProSe standards of Device-to-

Device communications involving sensors and smart phones exchanging 

harvested information about the presence of explosives at public places. 

(iii) Designed an interference management scheme for D2D sensor networks 

deployable at highly populated areas like shopping malls. 

 

1.8 Contributions of the Research Work 

The following were the contributions of the study: 

1.8.1 Contribution 1 

The main contribution looks at how sensors in cellular networks can share available 

radio resources with no or minimal impact on existing cellular services. As a result, a 

spectrally efficient strategy was developed and presented. A mobile scenario with 
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several sensors was explored, and simulations were run to investigate how the 

introduction of sensors might affect the network throughput and SINR. 

 

1.8.2 Contribution 2 

Power control of DUEs is a significant and challenging task in a D2D-enabled 

cellular network. A novel power control algorithm was developed in this research 

study.  The approach considered the channel capacity, network radius, and DUE 

transmission power optimisation. It was concluded that the inclusion of DUEs has no 

detrimental effect on the QoS of an underlay cellular network, according to the 

simulation results of the proposed power control strategy. 

 

1.8.3 Contribution 3 

A state-of-the-art simulator was developed as part of this research to enable studies 

in converged mobile cellular networks (MCNs) and wireless sensor networks 

(WSNs) for the implementation and investigation of the techniques/algorithms 

developed to reduce interference that occurs when sensors communicate with 

smartphones in a D2D manner. The developed model encompasses the connections 

between a BS, UEs, and sensors, allowing for realistic analysis of network-related 

issues such as interference mitigation and network planning optimisation in urban 

settings such as shopping malls. The system level simulator follows the 3GPP 

standard for 5G network features and characteristics. Path-loss models, BS/UE 

standards, MIMO/ smart antenna designs, appropriate channel models such as the 

WINNER II model, and defined channel bandwidths are all features of the 5G 

network standard that were used. The system-level simulator was developed by first 

abstracting the link-level features (i.e., the physical layer) to a sufficient level of 

detail and accuracy, and then mapping the link-level to the system-level. 

 

1.9  List of Publications 

The research work presented in this thesis has been published in the following 

journals and international conferences: 

(i) Weston Mwashita, Marcel Ohanga Odhiambo. Interference Management 

Techniques for Device-to-Device Communications. Handbook of Research on 

Predictive Intelligence Using Big Data and the Internet of Things. IGI Global. 

2019. https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/interference-management-

https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/interference-management-techniques-for-device-to-device-communications/219125
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techniques-for-device-to-device-communications/219125 ISBN13: 

9781522562108, ISBN10: 1522562109, EISBN13: 9781522562115, DOI: 

10.4018/978-1-5225-6210-8 pp. 219 - 245. 

(ii) Weston Mwashita, Marcel Ohanga Odhiambo. A Power Control Strategy for 

IoT Sensors Developed for 5G Networks.  International Journal of Smart 

Sensor Technologies and Applications (IJSSTA).  https://www.igi-

global.com/article/a-power-control-strategy-for-iot-sensors-developed-for-5g-

networks/272126 Volume 1, Issue 1, January-March-2020, ISSN: 2644-1845, 

eISSN: 2644-1853, pp. 22-41. 

(iii)  Weston Mwashita, Marcel Ohanga Odhiambo. Interference Management 

Techniques for Device-to-Device Communications. Research Anthology titled 

Research Anthology on Developing and Optimizing 5G Networks and the 

Impact on Society. IGI Global. 2011. ISBN: 9781799787080 (hardcover), 

9781799877547 (ebook), pp383-409, https://www.igi-

global.com/chapter/interference-management-techniques-for-device-to-device-

communications/270200 January 2021. 

(iv) Weston Mwashita, Marcel Ohanga Odhiambo. A Power Control Scheme for 

Artificial Intelligence and IoT (AIoT) ProSe-enabled Sensors. The 23rd 

International Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ICAI'21: July 26-29, 2021, 

USA) https://www.american-cse.org/csce2021/conferences-ICAI 

https://www.american-cse.org/csce2021/ Springer Nature - Research Book 

Series: Transactions on Computational Science & Computational Intelligence. 

https://www.springer.com/series/11769 

https://www.american-cse.org/static/2021-CSCE-BOOKLET.docx 

(v) Weston Mwashita, Marcel Ohanga Odhiambo, IoT Sensors-Interference 

Management Through Power Control, Achieving Full Realization and 

Mitigating the Challenges of the Internet of Things, https://www.igi-

global.com/book/achieving-full-realization-mitigating-challenges/277450 

To be published in March 2022. 

 

1.10 Thesis Organisation  

Chapter 1 introduces the research topic, describing issues that are relevant to 

interference management in D2D-enabled cellular networks in which ProSe-enabled 

sensors have been introduced. The design challenges of integrating D2D in cellular 

https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/interference-management-techniques-for-device-to-device-communications/219125
https://www.igi-global.com/article/a-power-control-strategy-for-iot-sensors-developed-for-5g-networks/272126
https://www.igi-global.com/article/a-power-control-strategy-for-iot-sensors-developed-for-5g-networks/272126
https://www.igi-global.com/article/a-power-control-strategy-for-iot-sensors-developed-for-5g-networks/272126
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/interference-management-techniques-for-device-to-device-communications/270200
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/interference-management-techniques-for-device-to-device-communications/270200
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/interference-management-techniques-for-device-to-device-communications/270200
https://www.american-cse.org/csce2021/conferences-ICAI
https://www.american-cse.org/csce2021/
https://www.springer.com/series/11769
https://www.american-cse.org/static/2021-CSCE-BOOKLET.docx
https://www.igi-global.com/book/achieving-full-realization-mitigating-challenges/277450
https://www.igi-global.com/book/achieving-full-realization-mitigating-challenges/277450
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networks for sensor networking are discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents a 

discussion of the current state-of-the-art interference management techniques for 

D2D-enabled cellular networks. Power control, mode selection, beamforming 

techniques, and other novel interference management approaches that have received 

a lot of attention from the research community. Machine learning's role in D2D-

enabled network interference reduction is also discussed in Chapter 3. The 

formulation of the problem is presented in Chapter 4 as well as the system model 

that was used in the study. A description of the development of a collaborative area 

monitoring framework that focuses on the management of interference introduced to 

a cellular network by ProSe-enabled sensors and D2D communication is also 

presented. Chapter 5 describes the design of the interference control method that can 

be utilised. Chapter 6 provides details of the development of a state-of-the-art 

simulator as part of this research to enable studies in converged mobile cellular 

networks (MCNs) and wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for the implementation and 

investigation of the techniques/ algorithms developed to reduce interference. Chapter 

7 presents the simulation tests carried out on the proposed scheme to ensure that the 

design specifications are met. Chapter 7 chapter also explains the reasons for the 

selected tests. The simulations test results are also reported in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO: DEVICE TO DEVICE 

COMMUNICATIONS AND ITS INTEGRATION INTO SENSOR 

NETWORKING 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The background of D2D communication is covered in this chapter, with a focus on 

its integration in future cellular networks, particularly in the domain of sensor 

networks. The design challenges of integrating D2D in cellular networks for sensor 

networking are also discussed. 

 

2.2  D2D Communications 

The 5th generation of mobile networks brings together radical solutions to cater for 

the unprecedented user demand for higher data rates and bandwidth. D2D was 

introduced to solve the problem of heavily densified heterogeneous networks and to 

extend network coverage, improve spectral efficiency, increase energy efficiency, 

enhance system capacity, and allow for extremely low delays (Rahi and Hasan 

2020:1-9). To cope with the unparalleled growth of cellular traffic, the Third-

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution Edge (LTE) and the 

5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5GPPP) considered D2D as one of the 

technologies that will connect 7 trillion wireless devices used by 7 billion people 

(The 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership 2014:4). It is generally agreed in 

the academia circles that D2D technology forms the cornerstone of 5G and 6G 

mobile networks (Ansari et al. 2017:3970-3984). 

 

The Third Generation Partnership Project 3GPP has developed D2D communication 

as a compelling alternative for many applications requiring direct access, both with 

and without infrastructure. In cellular networks, D2D communication is defined as 

two UEs in proximity connecting directly to each other without passing via the base 

station (Cai et al. 2015:5429-5434).  D2D communication in cellular networks has 

several advantages for both network operators and end users. To begin with, it boosts 

spectral efficiency by repurposing the same frequency resources that cellular users 

are using. Second, because of the short distance communication, it decreases 

communication delay and boosts network throughput. Third, D2D enhances energy 

efficiency by utilising less transmission power when mobile terminals communicate 
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directly with one another. Another significant benefit of D2D is hop gain, which 

occurs when the uplink or downlink resources are required for the direct 

communication channel (Adnan et al. 2020:1-22). 

 

D2D communication is not a new concept; it has been used in non-cellular 

(unlicensed) technologies like Bluetooth, Wi-Fi Direct, and ZigBee for a long time. 

These non-cellular technologies can also establish direct contact between devices, 

but they have low spectrum and low energy efficiency, a small communication 

range, and are susceptible to high interference in general (Yu-Lien et al. 2016:1-6). 

LTE-D2D technology, according to Jung et al. 2016:19, can be effective at 

addressing these issues. 

 

Figure 2.1 shows two smartphones participating in D2D communication and one 

smartphone also participating in D2D communication with a sensor. For traditional 

networks, the BS must be involved in all communications even when communicating 

devices are some millimetres away from each other. This can work well for low data 

applications like voice and text but presents problems to modern mobile users who 

exchange high volumes of data especially in the form of video files. The concept of 

D2D communications first appeared in (Lin et al. 2000:1273-1282) and its first 

implementation appeared in (Wu et al. 2010:521-525).  

 
Figure 2.1: D2D communications 

 

2.3  D2D Communication Modes  

D2D communication can be categorised into inband (licensed) and outband 

(unlicensed) based on how user devices can access the licensed or unlicensed 

spectrum. Table 2.1 shows the different types of D2D communications. 
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Table 2.1: D2D communication types (Mwashita & Odhiambo 2018:222) 

 D2D communications 

Inband Outband 

Underlay Overlay Controlled Autonomous 

Frequency band  Licensed band Licensed band  Unlicensed band is used  Unlicensed band is used 

Spectrum 

resources 

Cellular and D2D 

users use the same 

spectrum resources 

Cellular users and 

D2D users use 

separate resources 

Cellular spectrum is used Industrial, Scientific, and 

Medical (ISM) band is 

used 

 

2.3.1  Inband D2D Communication 

D2D and other cellular users in a cellular network share licensed cellular frequency 

in inband communication. The network infrastructure, such as the BS, has complete 

or partial control over D2D users. The BS oversees prospective D2D devices, 

establishing links based on channel status information, allocating radio resources 

either uplink or downlink, controlling power based on a pre-defined threshold level, 

and coordinating interference between cellular and D2D users (Mach et al. 2015: 

1885-1922). The inband D2D communication is further subdivided into underlay 

(non orthogonal) and overlay (orthogonal) modes. 

 

2.3.2  Underlay Inband 

According to Zhu et al. (2018: 1148-1151) and Zhang et. al 2018:1-9), under 

underlay inband D2D, the BS allocates the same radio resources to D2D and cellular 

users simultaneously. Based on performance parameters such as mutual distance 

between D2D and cellular users, transmit power level, interference limitation area, 

the BS reuses either the uplink or downlink resource blocks for D2D 

communication. When compared to overlay, the reuse mode can achieve a higher 

spectrum efficiency. However, because both D2D and cellular users can use the 

same physical resource blocks at the same time, it creates a serious interference 

problem. 

 

2.3.3  Overlay Inband 

For this mode, the BS allocates resources for D2D communication. As a result, there 

is no mutual interference between cellular and D2D users, because each 

communication mode has its own allocated physical resource block for its own 

communication. However, because many D2D links can use the same RBs for their 

transmissions, there is still mutual interference among D2D users, which affects the 
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overall network throughput. In comparison to underlay mode, overlay inband has a 

severe disadvantage of underutilisation of radio resources. This is because when 

there is no D2D session, the dedicated resources are kept idle, resulting in inefficient 

spectrum utilisation. 

 

2.3.4  Outband D2D Communication 

Outband D2D communication operates in the unlicensed industrial, scientific, and 

medical (ISM) frequency band. This is similar to the wireless local area network 

(WLAN) and Bluetooth technologies' working bands. Coordination and management 

of D2D connections in outband D2D can be controlled by the BS, or by the D2D 

users themselves. The key benefit of this type of D2D is that it eliminates the 

problem of interference between cellular and D2D networks. Additionally, resource 

allocation is simplified because the scheduler (i.e., BS) does not need to account for 

user frequency, time, or location when assigning resource blocks (RBs) to both D2D 

and cellular users.  

 

Users can also use the two radio interfaces to maintain cellular and D2D connections 

at the same time. However, due to the availability of other communication entities 

such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth devices that operate in the same unlicensed band, there 

is unpredictable inter-system interference. As a result, sharing unlicensed spectrum 

may not provide a stable, controllable environment, resulting in congestion and poor 

QoS, as well as a reduction in overall network throughput. Furthermore, the security 

of D2D transmission and coordinating communication across two bands with 

separate radio interfaces creates a critical power management issue. Depending on 

the extent of network engagement in managing and coordinating D2D 

communication, outband D2D communication can be classified as network–assisted 

(network controlled) or autonomous D2D. 

 

2.3.5  Network-Assisted D2D Communication 

In the network assisted mode, the BS oversees the synchronising of D2D users in 

time, frequency, and phase utilising primary synchronisation signal (PSS) and 

secondary synchronization signal (SSS). It transmits control information signals for 

device detection, session setup, link establishment, resource scheduling assignment, 

power control, and routing via the physical downlink control channel (PDCCH). In 
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addition, the BS monitors D2D links to guarantee that D2D policies are followed. 

The D2D users provide a status report on the direct connection, as well as other 

control information about the environment, to the eNB on a regular basis via 

physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH), random access channel (RACH), and other 

channels. Channel status information (CSI), signal to interference and noise ratio 

(SINR), device discovery request, and scheduling request are all included in the 

report (Kwon et al. 2018:1-6). 

 

2.3.6  Autonomous D2D Communication 

The BS has partial control over the activities of D2D users (DUEs) or links in 

autonomous D2D communication. The BS manages radio resource allocation over a 

long period of time, limits the maximum transmit power allowed for D2D users, and 

so on. D2D users freely initiate communication sessions by declaring and monitoring 

the process between the D2D pair through direct discovery. Simultaneously, D2D 

users can control radio resource allocation, plan their own transmissions, and 

establish power control independently in a distributed manner. When there is a 

serving BS and no cellular network infrastructure, autonomous D2D communication 

can be used in both in-coverage and out-of-coverage areas. The D2D pair can 

establish communication with each other independently in both circumstances. The 

BS incurs less signaling overhead because of autonomous D2D, allowing it to 

service other cellular users. However, one of the primary obstacles for autonomous 

D2D is interference control among DUEs.  

 

In autonomous mode, a device chooses resources at random from a resource pool 

that has been pre-configured or that has been identified by a BS if it is in coverage. 

The cellular operator determines the size of this resource pool based on traffic 

forecasts. Even if the devices are out of range, they can support this mode. The main 

problem with this mode is interference, as two or more devices may choose the same 

radio resource as well as significant implementation complexity on the part of D2D 

users. As shown in Figure 2.2, a resource pool is a collection of resources dedicated 

to the sidelink operation. It comprises of a subframe pool and a subcarrier pool. A 

bitmap in the resource pool shows which subframes will be used for the sidelink. 

The frequency domain setup is determined by three parameters: PRB-Start, PRB-

End, and PRB-Num.  
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Figure 2.2: D2D Resource pool. Adapted fron (Schlienz and Roessler, 2015, pp1-36) 

 

2.4  D2D Communications and Public Safety 

3GPP has acknowledged the importance of having devices that are near each other to 

directly communicate with each other by publishing technical specifications for 

ProSe and D2D in LTE Release 12 of 2015 through to the publication of LTE 

Release 15 in 2018 as depicted by Höyhtyä et al. (2018:5) in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3: D2D communications support in 3GPP releases 

Release 12

-One tp many  
communication

-In coverage discovery

-Use cases: Public safety 
and group communication

Release 13

-Intercell and 
Interoperator transmission

-One to one 
communication

-UE to network relay

-Interpartial and out of 
coverage discivery

Release 14 and Beyond

-Network offloading

-V2V Services

-Network offloading

-UE to network relaying
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The main motivation that led to the standardisation of D2D by 3GPP (2013:1-45) in 

LTE was for public organisations that provide firefighting services, medical 

emergency services and the police which are expected to intervene and render 

assistance after a natural disaster or in situations where ordinarily an established 

cellular infrastructure fails to cope with high congestion levels. Disasters like floods, 

fire and heavy storms can severely cripple a well-established communication 

infrastructure. The cellular network might fail due to damage to network 

infrastructure or due to an overload resulting from intense traffic. In situations like 

these, 3GPP proposed that D2D can be used to convey information to users who are 

close to each other and UEs can be used to relay information to control centres in the 

case of a disaster (3GPP 2013:1-45). Users with D2D-enabled devices can also use 

their devices to notify nearby responders of their condition and whereabouts. The 

3GPP has spearheaded the standardisation process. New functions and interfaces 

have been introduced by 3GPP (2013:1-45) so that future cellular networks may be 

able to provide proximity services. LTE has been a momentous success since its 

inception, and this has seen many international organisations considering it for 

critical communications. 

 

2.5  D2D LTE Architecture 

The D2D architecture, which is based on the conventional LTE architecture, 

provides a new entity named Proximity Services (ProSe) function in the Evolved 

Packet Core (EPC). (Prasad et al. 2016:56). Figure 2.4, adapted from 3GPP 

(2017:13), shows the basic architecture of LTE-Advanced Pro that incorporates the 

ProSe functionality.  

 
Figure 2.4: The basic architecture of the D2D LTE (3GPP 2017, p13) 
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As can be seen in Figure 2.4, ProSe-enabled devices have ProSe applications running 

on them and this allows the devices that are close to each other to directly 

communicate with each other. PC3 and PC5, two new logical interfaces, are 

introduced. A user who wants to use a Prose application must first communicate with 

the ProSe function via the PC3 interface.PC3 and PC5 (3GPP 2017:13). Once the 

UE has been authorized, it can begin the discovery process or communicate with 

other UEs over the PC5 interface. The term "sidelink" is used to describe direct 

connection over PC5. The functions of these interfaces are given in Table 2.2.  

 

Table 2.2: Functions of PC3 and PC5 

Interface Function 

PC3 UEs use this interface to connect to a ProSe Function 

PC5 UEs use this interface to connect directly to each other 

 

ProSe-enabled devices communicate with the ProSe Function via PC3 and through 

this interface, ProSe-enabled devices can obtain information for network related 

actions. Authorisation to participate in a D2D session is obtained from the BS via 

PC3. 

 

2.6  Resource Management for D2D Networks 

The introduction of D2D communication in cellular networks necessitates a review 

of current radio resource management strategies to make the most of this technology. 

The radio resource management strategies for D2D communication in cellular 

networks can be divided into three categories: (Lucas and Gozalvez, 2017:120-130) 

i) Mode selection, which involves deciding whether a user pair should 

communicate directly or via the BS. 

ii)  Power control, which involves setting the transmitting nodes' power levels. 

iii)  Time/frequency resource allocation, which involves allocating the physical 

RBs for use by each interaction. 

 

2.7  Performance Gains of D2D Communication 

Direct connection between two mobile users without the use of a BS can result in 

four different types of performance gains.  

(i) Short-range communication via a D2D link allows for higher data rates, 

 shorter latency, and reduced power consumption.  
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(ii) The hop gain is the second benefit of D2D communications, as it only requires 

 one hop rather than two, consisting of one UL and one DL.  

(iii) The third benefit is reuse, because in an underlay mode, D2D users can share 

 the same licensed spectrum as cellular users.  

(iv) The paring gain, which enables new sorts of wireless services. 

 

2.8  D2D Opportunities and Use Cases 

There are a growing number of scenarios that call for data to be shared across 

neighbouring terminals and can therefore be facilitated by D2D technology. The key 

situations and services that benefit from D2D communications can be divided into 

the categories shown in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5 D2D communications use cases 

 

2.8.1  Commercial Proximity Services 

There are some promising D2D communications uses in location-aware services, 

both economical and social. Smart cities (Orsino et al. 2016:1-19), Machine-to-

Machine (M2M) communications, local advertising, streaming services (Vo et al. 

2018:209-223), and Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications are among the 

new use cases of D2D communications for commercial proximity services. D2D 

communication can also be used to broadcast information regarding public 

transportation services, such as train schedules in subway stations or flight updates in 

airports, to nearby users (Kar and Sanyal 2018:203-208). Future cellular 
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technologies are aimed to create widespread connections among different sorts of 

terminals, such as cameras, printers, and automobiles, in addition to human-centric 

communications. V2V communication intends to promote the sharing of information 

between automobiles in proximity to prevent accidents and enhance traffic 

management. For its ability to meet the tight reliability and responsiveness criteria 

set by V2V applications, D2D technology is a viable contender for vehicular 

networks (Liang et al. 2017:3186-3197). 

 

2.8.2  Public Safety Services 

In public safety scenarios, D2D communications are likely to play a significant role. 

Cellular infrastructure, for example, can be affected in the event of natural disasters 

like earthquakes, stormy weather conditions or terrorists’ attacks. The cellular 

network may fail in these scenarios due to infrastructure damage or excessive 

congestion and overload caused by a heavy traffic load. D2D communications can be 

used to establish direct communications between mobile users to ensure public 

protection, disaster assistance, and public safety services (Fodor et al. 2014:1510-

1520). D2D communications were introduced by the 3GPP specifically for public 

safety scenarios. Public safety agencies such as the police and firefighters, have 

traditionally established their own communication technologies, which are based on 

standalone infrastructure and devices, utilise different standards based on the 

geographical location, and mostly provide voice services. There are several reasons 

to assume that providing new network innovations could be beneficial in an 

emergency. In the case of broadband data transfer, real-time video, and geolocation, 

for example, it would be possible to track the exact location of first responders or 

injured persons (Câmara and Nikaein, 2015). 

 

2.8.3  Network Enhancement 

Due to D2D connections, user to network relaying is possible. The fundamental 

benefit of this scenario is that it increases capacity, expands cellular network 

coverage, and reduces the energy consumption of low-power devices (e.g., IoT and 

wearables) (Liu et al. 2014:2304-2308). Secondly, the D2D approach can be used to 

optimally distribute the network load in the following scenarios: content delivery 

(Biswash et al. 2017:995-997, multicasting (Santana et al. 2018), and direct 

communications (voice, messages, content sharing). Thirdly, the BS takes advantage 
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of D2D-based localization to improve user placement accuracy. Finally, the D2D 

approach can help with the administration of various cellular procedures, such as 

handover (Lai et al. 2020:1-6). D2D relaying is a technique that involves employing 

a UE as a relay to assist another nearby device in communicating with a BS.  The 

UE-relay-BS setup allows base station coverage to be extended. Furthermore, the 

devices participating in D2D communication constitute a virtual cellular 

infrastructure, which takes advantage of spatial diversity. Smartphones that maybe 

close to sensors can act as relays. The D2D capability must be enabled on a 

smartphone for it to function as a relay. The sensor then sends its data over a D2D 

link to a nearby smartphone, which subsequently sends the aggregated data to a BS 

via cellular connectivity. Using UEs as relays has the advantage of not requiring 

additional deployment expenditures. One disadvantage of this setup is that it is 

difficult to estimate the areas covered by UEs because they move about according to 

their owners' patterns. Several research papers have investigated the feasibility of 

employing a UE as a relay to connect sensors via D2D networks. Rigazzi et al. 

(2014:1-15) devised a multi-hop D2D communication technique to reduce energy 

consumption and interference when sharing radio resources across cellular and D2D 

networks incorporating sensors. 

 

2.8.4  Social Proximity Services 

D2D communications can also enhance a variety of social proximity services, 

including social networking (Nitti et al. 2019:1-5), gaming, content sharing, and 

video delivery. Cellular networks have recently been significantly overburdened by 

social-based services such as YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter, in which thousands 

of users subscribe to a single content provider (for instance, a famous artist) and 

receive his/her material updates on a regular basis. Offloading such traffic to 

alternative networks, such as a delay-tolerant network made up of D2D interactions 

between mobile users, is a feasible way to mitigate cellular constraints (Wang et al. 

2020:1-10). 

 

2.9  Integrating D2D in Cellular Networks for Sensor Networking 

The use of D2D communications for sensor networking is very promising. Sensed 

information can be processed quickly, locally by smart phones and other mobile 

gadgets, and then relayed to BSs for further handling. Researchers from academia 
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and industry agree that D2D will play a very pivotal role in future generation 

networks, specifically 5G networks (Chaaban & Sezgin 2015:15-22 and Tehrani et 

al. 2014:86-92).  According to a report by 3GPP (2013:1-45), Massive Machine 

Type Communications (mMTC) is commonly regarded as a significant service that 

is provided by 5G cellular networks in the provision of wireless sensing services. 

mMTC is an Internet-of-Things (IoT) scenario in which many static sensors are 

placed and report irregularly to cloud-based application servers. 

D2D communication, as one of the key technology enablers for 5G networks, offers 

a cost-effective way to meet the demands of mMTC services.  

 

Massive machine-type communication is being explored to support communication 

among many devices. This provides a feasible solution for future industrial IoT 

(IIoT) (Al-Sakran et al. 2018:291–297).  Massive devices can access a wireless 

network in a spectrum-sharing mode, in which several devices are allocated to the 

same spectrum at the same time, due to limited spectrum resources in the cellular 

system. This limits the number of devices that can connect to the cellular system 

because of co-channel interference. 

 

Studies have been conducted to see how D2D can be used to improve mMTC 

services. (Pratus and Popovski, 2014:423-428) and Kar and Sanyal (2018:203-208) 

proposed that a single cellphone can operate as a relay for other sensors via D2D 

connectivity. Packets generated by those sensors can be sent to a BS via a relay. 

Because the D2D pairing operation is carried out in a scattered fashion without the 

assistance of BS, there is a loss of global awareness. As a result, the proposed 

approach has a limited applicability. 

 

Wireles Sensor Networks have been in existence since the 1950s, Singh et 

al. (2020:1-24). Environment monitoring, home automation, healthcare, agricultural, 

military, smart grids, smart autos, and explosive detection are just a few of the 

applications for wireless sensor networks (WSN). Sensors having wireless radio 

interfaces are used in these applications to create a wireless network and 

communicate with other sensors or a data aggregator. Kundaliya (2020:1-5) pointed 

out that WSN will be critical in launching the early Internet of Things (IoT) sector 

though there are some technical hurdles that must be addressed before WSN may be 
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used as a network infrastructure for the early IoT. The autonomous communication 

among sensors is a typical open problem. Controlling all sensors in a WSN using a 

central node is inefficient (Kundaliya 2020:1-5). 

 

According to Mumtaz and Rodriguez (2014), D2D communication can be a solution 

in WSNs in resolving this problem. Instead of being routed through a controller or 

central node, sensor nodes in proximity can establish a direct link with each other 

employing D2D communication. The network coverage expansion and interworking 

with heterogeneous networks is an emerging field of study of WSN to improve IoT. 

Cellular networks could be a great contender for resolving this issue. Most countries 

are covered by cellular networks, which interoperate with other networks. As a 

result, there is a rising trend to combine WSNs and cellular networks. 

 

According to Meng et al. (2017:2694), a large number of devices, including 

monitoring sensors and execution control units, will be deployed to enable factory 

automation and industry control systems in the future industrial Internet of Things. 

Large amounts of periodic and non-periodic data, such as video monitoring data, 

sensing data, and operation instructions, will be sent to a centralized control unit or 

neighboring devices via an industry wireless network. The current cellular system, 

however, should embrace D2D communication for it to serve future IoT applications 

with many devices and heterogeneous data flow (Park 2019:1-6).  

 

2.10  Design Challenges of Integrating D2D in Cellular Networks for Sensor 

Networking 

Integration of D2D capabilities in cellular networks creates new technological and 

architectural challenges. 

 

2.10.1  Mode Selection 

In the context of D2D communication, a natural design problem is determining the 

conditions under which two users should create a direct link (D2D mode), rather than 

connecting via the BS. The mode selection problem entails determining whether to 

use D2D or cellular mode for a D2D pair. The decision on the performance metric to 

optimise, what channel state information is required, and how frequently this 

information should be updated are all design concerns tied to the mode selection 
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problem. Another key decision is how frequently the users’ communication mode 

should be updated. On the one hand, the mode selection time frame cannot be too 

broad because the wireless channel may swiftly change, rendering the assigned 

modes ineffective. Adapting the communication mode to channel fluctuations, on the 

other hand, can be impracticable and costly due to additional signalling overhead. 

Finally, because of the mutual effects that they have on each other, the 

communication mode of a transmitter should be allocated jointly with the radio 

resources (e.g., power and frequency channels) to realise the full potential of D2D 

communication, particularly in the case of shared channels where interference can 

become an issue (Hou and Chen, 2020:244-251). 

 

2.10.2  Neighbor Discovery and Synchronisation 

Neighbour discovery and synchronization, according to Bagheri et al. (2015:591-

595), are two crucial first steps in building dependable D2D connections. The 

process of neighbour discovery involves the searching for devices that are 

geographically adjacent to each other, representing possible D2D users. User 

synchronisation aids in the efficient use of available energy and spectrum. Neighbour 

discovery, according to Mumtaz and Rodriguez (2014), can be accomplished via 

asynchronous scan/search algorithms based on beacon sequences. Users looking for 

peers, broadcast their identification on a regular basis so that other users in the area 

can recognise them and determine whether to initiate a D2D communication. Due to 

a lack of synchronisation, the receiver must constantly monitor the channel to avoid 

missing the transmitters’ discovery signals. Because the listening phase can greatly 

deplete the battery of mobile devices, this constant monitoring becomes an essential 

issue in terms of energy usage.  

 

When D2D connections are established with the help of a cellular network, the 

cellular infrastructure’s underlying synchronisation can be exploited to improve the 

D2D discovery phase. In this scenario, however, new discovery signals must be 

developed and integrated into existing cellular mechanisms. The functionality of the 

cellular network in which the D2D technology is embedded can also dictate the type 

of D2D synchronisation. For example, to coordinate interference in a cellular 

operation like OFDMA multi-carrier modulation, time and frequency 

synchronization is required. 
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2.10.3  D2D Channel Modelling 

When compared to regular cellular channels, D2D radio channels have different 

propagation qualities (Nurmela and Kyosti, 2014:1-5). First, in D2D 

communications, both the transmitter and receiver have modest antenna heights, 

resulting in more interaction with objects in the terminals’ immediate vicinity. This 

is especially problematic in urban settings, where devices are placed in roadways 

with moving shadowing items such as vehicles (Vannithamby and Talwar, 2017). 

 

In open space or indoors, however, the D2D pairs’ short-range communication is 

likely to cause line-of-sight (LoS) propagation. Unlike cellular communication, 

where the base station is fixed in place, both endpoints of a D2D link can move. This 

double motion necessitates the development of novel Doppler models. D2D 

communications may operate in the mm-wave bands as well. Other propagation 

properties of transmissions at these frequencies must be considered. It’s critical to 

have access to the CSI between mobile devices while planning and analysing the 

performance of D2D-enabled networks. This is a more difficult operation than in 

traditional cellular networks, where all that is necessary is the CSI between the 

devices and the base station. The collection and possible sharing of such data can 

add an unacceptably high amount of overhead to the system. In D2D-enabled 

networks, the trade-off between CSI accuracy and signalling overhead must be 

considered. 

 

2.10.4  Matching Performance, Computational Complexity and Signalling  

It’s difficult to come up with optimal resource allocation methods that are both low 

in computational complexity and low in signalling overhead (Zhou et al. 2017:5256-

5268). In many circumstances, algorithms for resource allocation policies must 

tackle nonconvex, combinatorial, and other optimisation problems. This can be time-

consuming, inefficient, and unmanageable in real-world systems. Furthermore, 

optimal solutions frequently rely on the complete CSI of all relevant links and/or the 

flow of a large amount of data among nodes. Due to the associated communication 

overhead, this may be unworkable. As a result, the difficulty is to strike a good 

balance between optimality and application, as well as to choose between joint 

versus separate resource allocation optimisation and centralised versus distributed 

solutions. 
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2.10.5  Interference Management 

The expense of obtaining additional licensed bandwidth is high for network 

operators. As a result, the available spectrum must be effectively utilised using 

adequate interference control strategies. Interference management is a difficult 

problem to solve, particularly in networks where D2D communications use cellular 

spectrum (Wenjun et al. 2019:4530). In this case, intra-cell interference is added to 

the typical inter-cell interference due to frequency reuse amongst users in the same 

cells. Interfering transmissions in D2D networks can operate at any distance, hence 

the presence of D2D links can have a significant impact on system performance. By 

lowering the signal-to-interference-plus noise ratio, interference can impede 

successful transmissions.    

 

According to Mwashita and Odhiambo (2018:219-245), there are three approaches 

that can be employed in tackling the interference in D2D-enabled cellular networks:  

(i) Centralised approach. 

(ii) Distributed approach. 

(iii) Hybrid approach.  

 

Table 2.3 presents the general characteristics of these capproaches. 

Table 2.3 Characteristics of interference management classes 

Criteria Centralised 

Approach 

Distributed 

Approach 

Hybrid Approach 

Controlling Entity The Base Station DUEs make their 

own decisions 

BS and DUEs participate in a 

well-defined manner in the 

controlling of interference 

Where used Can be used in small 

networks 

Can be used in 

large networks 

Can be used in moderately large 

networks 

Attributes that can 

be used for 

controlling 

Channel State 

Information (CSI) 

QoS, Feedback, etc. 

Spectrum utility 

maximization 

Beamforming, power 

Control actions Power, Resource 

allocation 

Power, 

Linear 

optimisation 

Power, resource allocation 

Disadvantages Requires huge 

amount of signalling 

Interference 

coordination is 

difficult 

Computationally intensive 
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2.11  Conclusion 

Today's wireless broadband access systems face a considerable challenge of 

providing high-speed data rates while also performing well in a variety of 

geographical and landscape scenarios. Mobile communication systems have been 

extensively researched to provide solutions that allow users to convey useful 

information. In this context, the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has 

introduced D2D communication as a viable alternative for a variety of applications 

that require direct access, both with and without infrastructure. This chapter has 

presented the background of D2D communication with a focus on its integration in 

future cellular networks, particularly in the domain of sensor networks. D2D 

opportunities and use cases have been outlined. The design challenges of integrating 

D2D in cellular networks for sensor networking have also been discussed. The 

design issues that academics and industry professionals are facing in trying to 

progress technologies using D2D use cases have been identified as mode selection, 

neighbour discovery, and synchronisation, D2D channel modelling, and interference 

management. Interference management has been noted as a particularly challenging 

problem to handle, particularly when aspects such as computing complexity and 

signaling are critical in the desired outcome. The need for robust interference 

management techniques to deal with the interference that is introduced by D2D has 

also been discussed. The next chapter presents a literature review of interference 

management techniques for D2D-enabled cellular networks. 
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CHAPTER THREE: LITERATURE REVIEW OF INTERFERENCE 

MANAGEMENT SCHEMES IN D2D-ENABLED NETWORKS 

 

3.1 Introdruction 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the current state of the art in interference 

management techniques for D2D-enabled cellular networks. Power control, mode 

selection, beamforming techniques, and other novel interference management 

approaches have gotten a lot of attention from the research community. Machine 

learning's role in D2D-enabled network interference reduction is also discussed in 

this chapter. The current approaches' drawbacks are also noted. This is being done to 

provide an effective technique for reducing interference in D2D-enabled cellular 

networks where sensors would have been deployed to participate in a D2D 

communication arrangement with smartphones. 

 

3.2 Categories of interference management techniques 

According to Adnan et al. (2020:1-22) interference avoidance, interference 

cancellation, and interference coordination are the three main categories of methods 

that have been advanced by many researchers to mitigate the interference that exists 

in D2D-enabled mobile networks. The categories and the methods are presented in 

Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Categories of Interference Management Techniques 

D2D Interference Management Techniques 

Interference Cancellation Interference Coordination Interference Avoidance 

(i) Successive interference       

cancellation 

(ii) Parrallel interference cancellation 

(iii) Multi-stage interference cancellation 

(iv) Full Duplex-Based Interference 

Cancellation 

(v) Unconditional Interference 

Cancellation 

(vi) Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access 

(i) InterferenceAilgnment 

(ii) Enhanced inter-cell interference 

coordination 

(iii) Coordinated multipoint 

(iv) Network assisted interference 

cancellation and Suppression 

(i) Spectrum splitting 

(ii) Power control 

 

 

3.3  Interference Avoidance 

Interference avoidance approaches involve manipulating signals to prevent 

interfering nodes from interacting (Ansari et al. 2017:3970-3984). The main goal of 

this interference mitigation technique is to enhance the SINR, which allows all 

system UEs to share the same frequency channels regardless of how severe the 
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interference is. Interference avoidance is a frequency, timing, and power control 

technique that coordinates network resources and reallocates them to UEs (López-

Pérez et al. 2009:41-48). Interference avoidance approaches have been extensively 

studied using various network resources such as radio frequency, user interaction, 

power distribution, and so forth. Although these approaches are referred to as 

"interference" avoidance, they have also been used to reallocate resources to address 

a variety of network challenges, including UE offloading, handover, and so on. As a 

result, approaches in this area should be categorised based on whether the 

distribution of network resources is static or dynamic. 

 

To properly present how interference avoidance works on D2D networks in this 

thesis, Viering et al. (2006:2095-2100)’s proposal of categorising the strategies into 

two groups based on how they interact with network resources was adopted. The two 

groups are static channel allocation and dynamic channel allocation techniques. 

 

3.3.1  Static Channel Allocation Techniques 

The most significant resource that must be pre-allocated for static channel allocation 

approaches is frequency (Amirteimoori and Tabar, 2010:3036-3039). For the method 

of static channel allocation, each cell will have its own exclusive portion of the 

frequency resource and will not share it with its neighbours. Frequency reuse 

systems include traditional frequency planning schemes (Reuse-1 and Reuse-3), 

partial frequency reuse (PFR), and soft frequency reuse (SFR):  

 

(i)  Conventional Frequency Schemes 

The perfect scenario is to utilise a frequency reuse factor of one (Reuse-1), which 

means that all available frequency resources are shared and reused across network 

cells. However, considerable interference will certainly result from this technique, 

particularly for cell edge users with low received power. To reach Reuse-1, a trade-

off must be made while using static channel allocation. To directly decrease the 

interference caused by reuse-1, Viering et al. (2006:2095-2100) and Navaratnarajah 

et al. (2013:37-43) proposed a replacement technique, Reuse-3, that divides the 

entire frequency resource into three equal but orthogonal sub-bands, allowing 

adjacent sectors to be assigned to different sub-bands without interfering with 

neighboring sectors. The results reveal that interference can be significantly reduced, 
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but there is a drawback: spectrum efficiency is sacrificed in favour of this tight 

interference avoidance technique. As a result, when compared to Reuse-1, two-thirds 

of frequency resources are not fully utilised. 

 

(ii)  Partial Frequency Reuse (PFR) 

The Reuse-3 approach is relatively simple: it is a basic static resource allocation 

methodology that involves trading off spectrum efficiency. PFR systems have been 

used to increase the frequency factor from Reuse-3 to minimise the disadvantages of 

traditional planning. The general concept behind this plan is to reserve the same band 

and power level for all sectors. Khan (2019) proposed using two separate frequency 

reuse factors to create reduced inter-cell interference for all UEs and other devices 

participating in D2D communication within a cell. For a reduced interference, full 

frequency reuse is used for cell centre users and low frequency reuse is used for cell 

edge users. Rahman and Yanikomeroglu (2010:1-6) improved the concept by 

limiting the use of some frequency resources in certain sectors. Furthermore, the 

reuse factors for cell edge users ought to be variable for each individual cell, as 

determined by the prevailing interference scenario. Chang et al. (2019:3993-3998) 

extended the PFR concept by defining adaptive spectral sharing for different cell 

loads. This design considers the fact that traffic loads in different cells can change in 

terms of content and request timing. Because this condition is identical to the 

problem of graph colouring, the authors used the graph colouring algorithm to 

address the resource allocation problem. 

 

Porjazoski and Popovski (2010:160-164) developed an analytical method based on 

static inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) for calculating inter-cell interference 

and applying coordination based on numerical results for cells sharing the same 

frequency channels. This inter-cell interference coordination technique focuses on 

reducing interference from cell-edge UEs and other D2D-enabled devices. Instead of 

merely selecting a universal reuse factor, it analyses the interference level of various 

CUEs and D2D-enabled devices before deciding on the amount of reserved 

frequency reuse. The researchers then analysed inter-cell interference using three 

different schemes: uniform frequency reuse factor, Reuse-3, and static inter-cell 

interference coordination. According to simulation data, the interference level for 

cell-edge users utilising partial frequency reuse ICIC was found to be around two 
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times lower than those using Reuse-3 schemes, and about three times lower than 

those using universal frequency reuse situations. Since PFR provides a strict non-

sharing policy for reserved parts of the frequency resources, spectrum efficiency for 

large scale networks is underutilised. 

 

Some studies suggest incorporating flexibility to PFR's stringent no-sharing 

restriction, sometimes known as Soft Frequency Reuse (SFR), to improve spectrum 

efficiency (Jiming et al. (2013:45-55). As a result, the term "soft" refers to the ability 

to achieve frequency reuse by altering power control strategies between the 

cell centre and peripheral regions. Jiming et al. (2013:45-55 increased the frequency 

reuse factor for centre DUEs and CUEs to 1, allowing these users to take advantage 

of all available frequency resources. The researchers then employed a power control 

strategy to keep cell CUEs and DUEs at a minimal level of interference. To 

distribute transmission power to DUEs and CUEs, the needed reuse factor is applied: 

the centre DUEs and CUEs group is assigned high power due to the high interference 

level of applying Reuse-1, while the peripheral DUEs and CUEs are allocated low 

power to keep the overall transmission power constant.  

 

Doppler et al. (2009:42-49) employd the interference awareness concept and 

determined the SINR for active DUEs and DUEs. Instead of centre or peripheral 

devices, the researchers split the groups by actual SINR of DUEs and CUEs and 

assigned high power to the high SINR group. However, inter-cell interference 

coordination’s concept of SFR may differ from traditional schemes. Since cell edge 

DUEs and CUEs suffer from more severe inter cell interference than those in the 

centre, Liu et al. (2014:2304-2308) proposed that those peripheral devices be given 

higher power. Centre DUEs and CUEs will still have a greater frequency reuse factor 

and access to cell peripheral devices’ frequency bands, but their allocated power 

should be reduced to keep the total transmission power unchanged. Inter-cell 

interference coordination focuses on total devices’ interference balance inside the 

cell and neighboring cells, whereas traditional systems primarily focus on the current 

cell's centre DUEs and CUEs with high frequency reuse factors. 

 

Static channel allocation methods do not aim towards Reuse-1 for all DUEs and 

CUEs in the system. Static channel allocation can increase the reuse factor of certain 
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DUEs and CUEs by up to 1 by reserving a portion of the frequency resource. Inter-

cell interference coordination may outperform existing algorithms by considering the 

precise cell-edge interference condition as well as the level of interference between 

neighboring cells. This approach, however, necessitates intelligent recalculation and 

optimisation of inter-cell interference coordination settings whenever the condition 

of cell edge CUEs and DUEs changes. Furthermore, because of their low received 

power, cell edge DUEs and CUEs may be more susceptible to QoS deterioration. As 

a result, the static channel allocation reserving frequency resource strategies may not 

be suitable for deployment in D2D-enabled networks with sensors participating in 

D2D communication. 

 

Shah et al. (2015:137-152) proposed a scheme that uses fractional frequency reuse 

(FFR) based architecture for the allocation of the available resources to deal with 

interference that results from D2D communications. The scheme utilises 

proportional fair (PF) scheduling algorithm in the allocation of RBs. The researchers 

designed a smart power control technology that enables DUEs and CUEs to achieve 

an acceptable minimum SINR. The proposed scheme outperformed schemes that use 

strict and soft FFR. One major drawback of the proposed scheme is the issue of out-

of-bound emission problem that is caused by peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR).  

 

3.3.2  Dynamic Resource Allocation Techniques 

Coordination systems are used in dynamic resource allocation techniques to allocate 

resources depending on the overall network planning. They are divided into three 

categories: centralized, semi-distributed, and autonomous-distributed (Hamza et al. 

2013:1642-1670): 

(i)  Centralised Resourse Allocation Technique 

The term 'centralised' refers to the fact that the network is managed by a single 

controller. This controller will evaluate all network CUEs and DUEs for interference 

and then distributes available resource blocks to these devices. The central controller 

must receive every channel quality indicator (CQI) from network BSs and give back 

coordination signals to accomplish specified network metrics such as total 

throughput, CUEs' and DUEs' fairness, and interference levels. Das et al. (2013:786-

796), proposed that interference avoidance and dynamic load balancing coordination 

be controlled using a centralised architecture, with coordinated cells clustered 
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according to their location. The researchers assumed that comprehensive CQI 

information from all cells, as well as coordination signals back to cells, would be 

unaffected, and that large total throughput gains would be realised through real-time 

traffic offloading. Koutsimanis et al. (2013:2524-2530) developed a technique to 

address the centralised topology's delay problem. To achieve optimum total 

throughput, the authors used a centralised coordination architecture to allocate RBs 

to each cell. The authors then presented a distributed technique to provide inter-cell 

interference coordination power adjustment among neighboring cells, reducing 

central controller coordination signaling and allowing for local fine tuning. The 

authors focused solely on the benefit of placing a high-speed operating central 

controller in the network, ignoring the massive additional backhaul signaling caused 

by coordination information between central controllers and all BSs. 

(ii) Semi-Distributed Topology 

Massive backhaul signaling will unavoidably result from centralised cell 

coordination techniques. As a result, semi-distributed technologies have been 

proposed to address this issue. Unlike centralised topologies, semi-distributed 

topologies typically divide algorithms into two parts: the first is centrally based, like 

all centralised schemes, and installs a central controller to manage network BSs. The 

second part is based on BSs, and instead of directly distributing RBs to DUEs and 

CUEs, the central controller merely provides resources to BSs. As a result, at frame 

level, BSs will be responsible for controlling their own DUEs and CUEs (Park and 

Choi, 2015:1-6). 

(iii) Autonomous-Distributed Schemes 

Autonomous-distributed methods decentralise the network even more by minimising 

central coordination as well as coordination among BSs. Each BS is very 

independent, assigning channels solely based on its own DUEs’ and CUEs’ 

information, reducing overhead signaling between BSs even further (Cicalo et al. 

2011:1-9). 

 

Kim et al. (2018:1-21) designed an interference management scheme that can be 

used to deal with intercell interference that emanates from sensors and UEs sharing 

resources in the uplink and downlink. For their study, the researchers, considered a 

converged wireless multimedia sensor network (WMSN and cellular networks. 

According to Porambage et al. (2016:1-6) and Usman et al. (2016:590-597), a 
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multimedia sensor is a special sensor that can collect multimedia data. The 

multimedia sensors are useful in the transmission of multimedia, checking of traffic 

and in the monitoring of environment, machines, and people.  Compared to 

conventional WSNs, WMSNs handle very large amount of traffic. The proposed 

scheme involved the division of a cell into six equal zones and the division of the 

allocated frequency into six fractional portions. The researchers proposed a resource 

allocation scheme that they called Fractional Frequency Reuse-3 (FFR-3). In the 

scheme, cellular links within the same cell are allocated fixed orthogonal resources. 

 

The researchers evaluated the performance of their scheme by use of a simulator. 

The NLOS Winner Bf path loss model was used with a carrier frequency of 2 GHz. 

For the performance evaluation, it was assumed 50% of the sensors use the cellular 

link and 50% using the D2D link. They conducted each experiment 1000 times with 

the results being averaged by using the Monte Carlo method. Performance evaluation 

of the proposed scheme was achieved by comparing it to a semi-static scheme.  

 

The researchers admitted that optimal power control of transmit powers of D2D 

sensors and UEs participating in D2D communication is very crucial in managing 

interference that arises when sensors are made to communicate directly with nearby 

devices. Their design, however, did not incorporate a rigid power control strategy of 

the devices engaged in D2D communication. This is likely to affect the QoS of the 

underlying cellular network. Furthermore, the high complexity of the proposed 

interference management scheme is likely to increase UE power consumption and 

the authors made no effort to come up with a strategy that compensates the increased 

power consumption. 

 

Any communication by devices that are very close to the BS is likely to severely 

degrade the SINR at the BS. The proposed scheme proposed by Kim et al. (2018:1-

21) does not limit D2D transmissions in the uplink using distance from the BS as a 

parameter. It was crucial to check the performance of the proposed scheme for 

distances that are very close to the BS. The proposed scheme does not make use of 

the downlink. 
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Kim et al. (2017:1-18) proposed an interference management technique in D2D-

enabled cellular networks in which sensors would have been introduced for 

countering terrorism or other applications. The researchers proposed a joint Almost 

Blank Sub-Frame (ABS) and fractional frequency reuse (FFR) to deal with intercell 

interference that affects DUE receivers coming from CUEs. Their study sought to 

increase the SINR by reducing intercell interference. For their scheme, the 

researchers, considered a seven-cell hybrid network with CUE and DUE 

communications taking place. Cells are divided into two regions: centre region (inner 

region) and cell edge (outer region). The proposed scheme has three phases. The 

results obtained showed that the proposed scheme can improve system throughput 

and QoS. However, there was no attempt by the researchers to address intra-cell 

interference that come from co-channel DUEs.  

 

3.3.3  Power Control Strategies 

A power control strategy is one technique that can be used to reduce co-tier as well 

as cross-tier interference. According to Song et al. (2015:1-388), power control can 

be realised using two methods:  

(i) Self-organised. With D2D pairs controlling their transmit powers at the local 

level without involving the BS. They achieve this by making use of a pre-

defined SINR to meet a pre-defined  QoS. CUEs are not involved in this 

process. This scheme is not so efficient, but the implementation is simple. 

(ii) Network managed. DUEs and CUEs constantly modify their transmit powers 

according to the prevailing SINR conditions. The iterative procedure halts 

when all users have met the prescribed SINR requirements. Compared to the 

self-organised scheme, this method though very complex, is more efficient.  

 

In 3G cellular networks, power control is used to deal with the near-far problem. The 

near-far problem is a result of UEs transmitting to a BS using the same transmit 

power irrespective of their locations in the cell. This results in weak transmissions 

from the cell edges being obliterated by strong signals from UEs located very close 

to the BS. 4G on the other hand is not affected by intra-cell interference as 

orthogonal resources are used in the uplink. However, power control is still needed 

for the compensation of path loss and shadowing. New strategies such as fast 

scheduling have been introduced to supersede power control schemes in 4G (Lin et 
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al. 2019:1-19). Power control strategies have however been rekindled in 5G as an 

innate method of D2D interference management. According to Alsharif et al. 

(2020:1-21), instead of using traditional methods, 6G mobile networks will use 

operational intelligence (OI), a technology that efficiently allocates power to 

accomplish satisfactory network operations. Due to its heterogeneity, density, and 

scalability, operational intelligence requires multi objective optimisations that can 

function in the highly complex and dynamic nature of 6G. 

 

Lee et al. (2015:1-13) proposed centralised and decentralised power control 

strategies. The centralised power control approach involves D2D communication 

links being managed centrally by a BS which uses normalised channel gains received 

as feedback from the DUEs. The BS computes the DUEs’ and the CUEs’ uplink 

transmit powers. The authors used stochastic geometry to develop a centralised 

power control scheme that works by collecting global CSI from DUEs and CUEs. 

The major problem with this centralised power control approach is the very high CSI 

feedback overhead that can easily disrupt the efficient running of the cellular 

network. In a bid to fix the high CSI feedback overhead, Lee et al. (2015:1-13) 

proposed a distributed ON-OFF power control strategy which avoids the sharing of 

CSI information. DUEs select transmit powers from a decision set making use of a 

pre-defined threshold that is used in conjunction with the D2D pairs’ direct link 

information. The DUEs use these two pieces of information to select their best 

transmit powers. The researchers found out that the centralised power control 

scheme results in an improved network throughput performance that comes with a 

drawback of increased complexity. The distributed power control strategy 

outperformed the centralised power control strategy overall at a much lower 

complexity. 

 

Janis et al. (2009:169-179) proposed a scheme that can be used in interference 

management for a D2D system operating as an underlay network in an LTE-

Advanced mobile network. In the proposed scheme, the BS manages allocation of 

orthogonal frequency division multiple access resource blocks. D2D transmitters 

have their powers limited using the cellular uplink power control information as a 

way of containing the interference on the BS. The authors modelled and simulated 

the proposed scheme and the results showed that D2D communication can be 
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implemented in cellular networks without adversely impacting the network 

operations. However, the scheme only dealt with interference from D2D pairs to 

CUEs and not vice versa. In as much as D2D communications should not affect the 

QoS of a cellular network, devices engaged in D2D communications also need to 

enjoy interference-free communication sessions. 

 

Wen et al. (2012:542-547) proposed a strategy that maximises system’s throughput 

as a way of managing interference in D2D-enabled cellular networks. The proposed 

strategy focuses on resource allocation, power control and a self-optimisation 

system. D2D receivers estimate the interference that exists in the whole band. This 

information is then used by D2D pairs to select a suitable resource block set for 

spectrum sharing. The BS then broadcasts resource block information and D2D 

property messages. The broadcast messages should contain UEs’ locations and 

priorities amongst other things. UEs then use the broadcast information to discover 

partners that they can pair up with. D2D pairs then decide on the best transmit 

resource block group that introduces the least interference to the nearby cellular 

users.  

 

A priority mechanism is used to ensure that D2D pairs within the same cluster do not 

transmit on the same channel, thus avoiding interference in the process. Once a pair 

has started using a new resource block set, SINR level is detected to decide whether 

a power increase request can be made to a BS. The BS can only allow a power 

increase if that action does not affect other users. The researchers evaluated the 

proposed scheme through extensive simulations. They observed a 220%-430% gain 

in system capacity. This was made possible by the interference reduction brought 

about by the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme however failed to handle a big 

number of D2D pairs intending to share resources in a small area. The scheme was 

not designed for heterogeneous networks and since the next generation mobile 

networks will be heterogeneous networks, the proposed scheme might not post 

satisfactory results where such networks are involved. 

 

Xu et al. (2014:1-84) developed joint power control and beamforming strategy in the 

mitigation of interference in a D2D-enabled cellular network. The BS at the centre of 

a cell can have multiple antennas and the UEs can have a single antenna each. The 
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strategy is centralised with the BS controlling the transmit powers as well as the 

beamforming. By use of extensive simulations, the researchers were able to show 

that the proposed joint power control strategy and beamforming strategy results in an 

improved system throughput with reduced interference. Beamforming requires a 

comprehensive precoder design which increases the computational overhead. The 

proposed design requires an accurate CSI feedback of all the DUEs and CUEs 

involved in the links. This can be problematic in large cellular networks that 

incorporate ProSe-enabled sensors.  The multiple antenna system substantially 

increases the cost of hardware implementation. 

 

Hongnian and Hakola (2010:1775-1780) evaluated the impact of power control 

strategies in managing interference resulting from D2D communications. The 

researchers concluded that power control schemes should not be used alone in those 

networks. Power control schemes must be complemented by schemes like resource 

scheduling or mode selection. Fodor et al. (2013:6008-6013) also established that 

power control schemes can be effective in a cellular incorporating D2D 

communications and they came to the realisation that CUEs benefit more than the 

DUEs.  

 

3.3.4  Spectrum Splitting 

Spectrum sharing allows DUEs to share the spectrum bands of the licensed users 

(Mandeep & Amandeep 2015:3089-3091). Figure 3.1 shows various network 

systems that can be made to dynamically share spectrum. 
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Figure 3.1: Dynamic spectrum sharing (Mandeep & Amandeep, 2015, p.3089) 

 

Nouran and Nordin (2016:130-150) claim that spectrum splitting is the simplest 

method which can be used in the reduction of cross-tier interference in a D2D-

enabled cellular network. An analytical approach to tackle the spectrum splitting 

optimisation problem was used by Lin et al. (2014:1273-1282) to effectively reduce 

interference in a D2D-enabled cellular network. The authors designed a tractable 

hybrid network model which could drop mobiles using a random spatial Poisson 

process. 

 

They used the model to capture important characteristics like mode selection and 

went on to design an analytical framework which they used to produce analytical 

rate expressions. These expressions were used in the optimisation of spectrum 

sharing parameters. The researchers then derived an optimal D2D mode selection 

threshold that is used in the reduction of DUEs’ transmit powers to lowest levels 

which could allow communication to occur at minimum interference. The authors 

split the uplink into two portions which are orthogonal to each other. They reserved 

one portion of the spectrum for DUEs and the other one for CUEs overlay in-band 

D2D communication. For the underlay in-band D2D communication, the authors 

allowed DUEs to make use of frequency hopping in the reduction of interference on 

other communicating devices. The researchers concluded that for the underlay mode, 

an increase in spectrum resources leads to an increase in sum rate. The rate of D2D 
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connections is however affected by interference. The rate is sensitive to a spectrum 

reduction for CUEs, in the overlay but it is more robust to the D2D interference 

existing in the underlay. Lin et al. (2014:1273-1282) successfully identified the 

trade-off between the underlay D2D spectrum access and the mode selection by use 

of the model they designed. They achieved this by using traditional homogeneous 

cellular networks consisting of 5 macro-BSs. Though the authors posted good results 

in enhanced sum rate and reduced interference, the performance of the scheme has 

not been tested in heterogeneous networks. 

 

3.4  Interference Cancellation 

Intelligent cancellation techniques enable the receiver to decode the message by 

limiting the influence of interference. Advanced signal processing techniques, such 

as spatial diversity techniques and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), are used 

in interference cancellation. An intelligent interference cancellation method enables 

a receiver to decode messages by limiting the influence of interference (Hu and 

Yuan, 2015:1-12). Adaptive beamforming strategies can be employed to reject 

interfering signals that come from a direction which is different from the anticipated 

direction. A beam finder can be used to control the phase and amplitude of a beam 

into a highly directional beam that points in the direction of the intended recipient 

with zero signal in the direction of interference. This beam forming concept can be 

adapted and utilised in D2D-enabled mobile networks to manage interference. 

Interference cancellation is further categorised into parallel interference cancellation 

(PIC), successive interference cancellation (SIC) and multi-stage interference 

cancellation (MIC). 

 

3.4.1  Successive Interference Cancellation  

Successive interference cancellation is a promising interference cancellation 

technology for wireless networks and has been widely investigated by many 

researchers.  The primary idea behind SIC is to regenerate interfering signals and 

then cancel them from the received composite signal to increase the target signal's 

signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). The SIC receiver decodes the strongest interfering 

signal first, dismissing all other signals as noise. The analogue signal is then 

generated from the decoded signal and cancelled from the received signal. The 

remaining transmission is free of interference from the strongest interfering signal 
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after this stage. After then, the SIC receiver decodes, regenerates, and eliminates the 

second most powerful interfering signal from the remaining signal, and so on, till the 

desired signal is recovered (Iswarya and Jayashree, 2021:1057-1059). 

 

For each stage, Varanasi and Aazhang, (2018:509-519), used the SIC approach to 

detect only one UE. The first stage is to look for the signal with the highest receiving 

power, and the second stage is to look for the signal with the second highest 

receiving power. The stages are repeated until all the received signals have been 

processed. Then, from the entire received signal, each signal will be reformed, 

reconstructed, and isolated. In the end, this cancellation process benefits all UEs; 

UEs in the early stages suffer little interference due to the high received power, 

while UEs in the later stages suffer less interference due to the cancellation of high-

power signals in the early stages. Since interference cancellation does not act on the 

physical layer but on the composite signal itself, it is no longer limited to control 

signals. However, there is one big drawback that prevents this technology from being 

used in D2D networks: high latency. The computing complexity and delay of SIC 

are proportional to the number of users, and this latency is particularly severe for 

users and devices that require real-time transmission of data.  

 

Tao et al. (2013:452-458) proposed a resource allocation strategy based on a greedy 

algorithm blended with a sequential interference cancellation scheme. The SIC 

technique was employed at the receiver to cancel mutual interference between users. 

The proposed system has problems in terms of added computing overhead and 

energy usage, according to the authors. 5G networks are projected to be energy 

efficient, with minimum overhead at the BS. To implement the proposed technique, 

the constraints must be considered when building future D2D networks. 

 

3.4.2 Parallel Interference Cancellation and Multi-Stage Interference Cancellation 

Though parallel interference cancellation and successive interference cancellation 

are two different types of interference cancellation, the gap is becoming less with the 

advent of new approaches (Andrews, 2017). Sawahashi et al. (2016:433-449) used 

the PIC concept to identify all UEs at the same time, allowing the first initial report 

to be generated quickly. Severe interference can be identified and cancelled using 

this report, and detections on several UEs can be run in parallel to analyse 
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interference further. PIC also can also be referred to as multi-stage interference 

cancellation because this method is conducted in parallel with several UEs. Soft 

interference cancellation in subsequent parallel detections is required because the 

initial detection only gives large scale interference cancellation. PIC contains a finite 

number of cancellation steps following the detecting phase, even though users are 

detected in parallel, which may reduce latency. A PIC receiver eliminates 

interference from signals in parallel units in consecutive phases. As interfering 

signals are eliminated from each received signal, related changes to a data 

correlation matrix's root matrix are represented as computationally efficient rank-one 

updates. Processing of signal and/or correlation information can be initiated, halted, 

or continued at any time, for example, because of signal or data quality. With root 

matrix updates, the PIC receiver can apply a variety of demodulation methods. 

 

Wijk et al. (2015:1-6) developed a multi-stage SIC model for determining a flexible 

trade-off between the two methods.   The UEs are divided into groups, each of which 

is probed individually before having their signals cancelled as a group from the 

composite received signal, and other groups are detected in parallel. The results 

obtained demonstrated that this approach works effectively for a limited number of 

UEs because detecting UEs in groups reduces the time spent on the detection stages. 

However, because the difficulty of parallel cancellation remains proportionate to the 

number of UEs, latency remains a severe concern for D2D networks, especially 

when each stage is now a group of devices near each other rather than a single UE. 

 

3.4.3  Unconditional Interference Cancellation 

Unconditional interference cancellation (UIC) is a simplified interference 

cancellation approach that assumes powerful interferers with received strengths 

larger than a particular threshold can be totally (unconditionally) eliminated (Lee, et 

al. 2013:78-86). UIC does not relate to a specific IC technique, but rather models the 

effect of IC approaches using a cancellation-power threshold-based estimate. This 

model is analytically tractable and provides a broad overview of IC performance. 

 

3.4.4 Full Duplex-Based Interference Cancellation Technique 

As part of 5G D2D communications, full duplex (FD) communication between D2D 

users is being investigated as a new technology. The capacity to transmit and receive 
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data at the same time could open new research possibilities (Giatsoglou et al. 

2016:1-6). Han et al. (2014:851-856) presented an FD-based interference 

cancellation method. The DUE can use its FD capability to transmit both the 

required signal and the interference from the BS in the presented manner. This 

technique uses fewer resources for interference control because it avoids the large 

overhead required for D2D and CU coordination. This technique is especially useful 

in situations where CSI is unknown. 

 

Ali et al. (2014:45-61) used the FD approach to cancel self-interference. Lower D2D 

distances are found to provide better performance in uplink transmission conditions 

due to lower transmit powers. However, a comparison of half duplex and FD for 

downlink indicates that FD operation results in higher throughput. 

 

3.4.5 Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access 

One of the most promising radio access strategies in 5G networks and beyond is non-

orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) (Kizilirmak, 2016). Compared to the existing 

de facto standard orthogonal multiple access (OMA) approach, orthogonal frequency 

division multiple access (OFDMA), NOMA offers several desirable potential 

benefits, including higher spectrum efficiency, low latency with excellent reliability, 

and huge interconnectivity. The basic concept of NOMA is to service several users 

simultaneously, using the same frequency, and at the same location. NOMA has the 

potential to be used in a variety of fifth generation (5G) communication scenarios, 

including D2D communications and the Internet of Things, according to recent 

research (IoT). NOMA is made up of two different techniques: Power-Domain 

NOMA and Code-Domain NOMA. Superposition Coding (SC) at the Base Station 

(BS) and sophisticated Successive Interference Cancellation at the User Equipment 

are used to achieve non-orthogonal resource allocation in Power-Domain NOMA 

(Kizilirmak, 2016:1-11). 

 

Zhao et al. (2016:1-6) investigated how NOMA could be used in device-to-device 

communications to manage interference introduced by D2D network elements.  In 

the proposed NOMA-based D2D framework, a novel algorithm based on many-to-

one matching theory was presented to solve the sub-channel allocation problem. The 

proposed technique was shown to have an acceptable complexity when a stable 
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matching between the D2D groups and subchannels was attained. When compared to 

the upper bound obtained by the exhaustive-search approach, numerical results 

demonstrated that the suggested algorithm achieved near-optimal performance. The 

proposed NOMA-based D2D framework was also shown to outperform the 

traditional OMA-based D2D framework. 

 

Instead of successive interference cancellation, Gandotra et al. (2018:1006-1017) 

presented an enhanced NOMA-based system that leverages multiple interference 

cancellation (MIC) techniques (SIC). The results suggest that MIC outperforms SIC 

in terms of performance and complexity. The proposed MIC system demonstrates its 

usefulness by reducing the total circuit's power usage. The authors, on the other 

hand, did not discuss the network's reduced latency. 

 

3.4.6 NOMA Implementation Challenges 

There are still some problems to overcome to successfully implement NOMA. 

NOMA requires a lot of computational power to perform SIC algorithms, especially 

when there are a lot of users and a lot of data. Power allocation optimisation is still a 

difficult problem to solve, especially when UEs are moving quickly around the 

network. Cancellation issues, which are prevalent in fading channels, are particularly 

sensitive to SIC receivers. It can be used in conjunction with other variety 

of approaches such as multiple-input-multiple-output or coding schemes to improve 

reliability and, as a result, reduce decoding problems (Iswarya and Jayashree, 

2021:1057-1059). 

 

3.5 Interference Coordination 

Interference coordination methods become increasingly relevant in network situation

s with inband D2D communication. With centralised interference coordination 

(CIC), the BS supervises the interference management in the cell. In decentralised 

interference coordination (DIC) schemes, the D2D nodes participate in the 

coordination mechanism with limited supervision from the BS. Wen et al. 

(2012:542-547) developed a CIC technique that combines mode selection, power 

control, and resource allocation into one system. The proposed multi-pronged 

technique could be used to construct more intricate 5G D2D networks in the future. 

Yang et al. (2014:242-247) introduced another CIC technique for minimising intra-
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cell interference in the uplink mode that uses genetic algorithm based joint resource 

allocations and user matching schemes. Alvarez et al. (2016:505-510) presented a 

DIC architecture in which D2D nodes alter the allocation of physical resource blocks 

(PRBs) dynamically to reduce interference. The D2D nodes conduct periodic PRB 

sensing, and PRBs that experience interference are not chosen for transmissions. The 

proposed decentralized method aligns with the vision of future 5G networks with 

a significant D2D node density. Yin et al. (2015:2626-2631) proposed another DIC 

approach in which the BS manages D2D-to-CU interference and the D2D nodes 

control inter-D2D node interference. Game theory is used to formulate the inter D2D 

interference coordination problem. The proposed scheme improves performance at 

the BS by lowering signaling overhead. 

 

3.5.1 Interference Alignment 

Interference alignment (IA) is a cooperative interference management approach that 

uses several time slots, frequency blocks, or antennas to offer various signaling 

dimensions (Ayach et al. 2013:35-42). The TXs collaborate to generate their 

transmitted signals in multi - dimensional space, thus the interference seen at the 

RXs is limited to a small section of the total signaling space. IA maximises the 

amount of non-interfering symbols that can be sent over the interference channel at 

the same time by doing so. IA enables multiple interfering users to communicate 

over a limited number of signaling dimensions by condensing the space spanned by 

interference at each receiver into a small number of dimensions while trying to keep 

the desired signals separable from interference so that they can be projected into the 

null space of the interference and recovered free of interference. 

 

Zhao et al. (2019:3347-3365) proposed a design that provides a D2D  coordinated 

multi-point transmission system based on interference alignment technology that 

allows several D2D service pairs to use the same "frequency-time slot" resource 

block at the same time. The technique first determines an area for performing 

interference alignment using a cellular system's time-frequency synchronisation and 

satellite positioning approach, and then implements time-frequency synchronisation 

of the receiving and transmitting stations of several D2D service pairs. A BS and a 

receiving station estimate the channel state information between the base station and 

a transmitting terminal, as well as between the transmitting terminal and the 
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receiving terminal of each D2D service pair, by measuring reference signals 

successively transmitted by transmitting terminals of the plurality of D2D service 

pairs. Through base station calculation, the terminals of a plurality of D2D service 

pairs obtain the power control factor, transmitting terminal pre-coding matrix, and 

receiving terminal interference suppression matrix, and transmit on an assigned 

frequency-time slot resource block using interference alignment technology. In-

depth simulations by the researchers revealed that their design can greatly improve 

spectral efficiency (SE) for cell-edge users. Under a better signal-to-noise ratio, the 

method substantially increases the capacity compared with a traditional frequency 

and time slot orthogonal multiplex scheme. interference. 

 

3.5.2 Enhanced Inter-Cell Interference Coordination 

The access nodes of a typical heterogeneous network (HetNet) are a mixture of pico, 

femto, and macro. The high-power macro-cell network nodes are used to provide 

blanket coverage of urban, suburban, and rural areas, whilst the pico-cell and femto 

cells which have smaller RF coverage areas, are used to augment the macro network 

nodes by filling coverage gaps and increasing throughput. As a result, high-power 

macro-cell BS transmissions could severely interfere with downlink pico-cell 

transmissions to related UEs (Pederson et al. 2013:120-127). 

 

Enhanced inter-cell interference coordination approaches, according to 3GPP 

(2011:1-208), are featured in Release 10 of the third-generation partnership project 

(3GPP) LTE advanced (LTE-A) and fall into three categories: time-domain 

techniques, frequency-domain techniques, and power control techniques. 

(i) Time-domain techniqus- The basic idea underlying time-domain enhanced 

inter-cell interference coordination approaches is to schedule transmission to 

susceptible UEs in time-domain resources where other nodes' interference is 

minimised. 

(ii) Frequency-domain techniques-The primary objective underlying frequency-

domain eICIC approaches is to arrange control channels and physical signals in 

a restricted bandwidth to achieve completely orthogonal transmission between 

cells. The BS uses the UE's measurement reports to assess whether a UE has 

unacceptable amounts of interference in frequency-domain orthogonalization. 

The macro cell BS signals the pico cell BS across the backhaul when a victim 
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UE is identified. After that, the BSs plan their transmissions across the full 

spectrum. 

(iii) Power control techniques- Primary objective is to increase the performance of 

target macro-cell UEs, this strategy relies primarily on lowering the radiated 

power of pico-cells, which are employed for throughput enhancement. 

 

3.5.3  Coordinated Multipoint 

The basic goal of Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) is to allow geographically 

dispersed BSs to work together to serve UEs. In CoMP, multiple transmitter points 

provide coordinated transmission in the downlink, and multiple receiver points allow 

coordinated reception in the uplink. (Lopez-Perez et al. 2011:22-30). A TX/RX-

point is made up of a group of co-located TX/RX antennas that cover the same 

sector. CoMP's TX/RX points might be in distinct places or co-located but provide 

coverage in various sectors. They could be from the same or different BSs. CoMP 

can be done in a variety of methods, and in both homogeneous and heterogeneous 

networks, the synchronisation can be done for both the downlink and the uplink. 

Downlink CoMP transmission is divided into four categories according to the 3GPP: 

dynamic point selection (DPS), joint transmission (JT), dynamic point blanking 

(DPB), and coordinated scheduling/beamforming (CS/CB) (Sun et al. 2013:56-66).  

 

In DPS, the connection quality between the BSs and the UE is assessed per-

subframe, and the BS with the best channel circumstances is dynamically selected. In 

other words, DPS takes advantage of channel variations opportunistically to increase 

selection variety. However, in compared to the already established frequency and 

spatial diversity gains, the attainable selection diversity gain may be modest.  The 

objective of IDPB is to identify and mute the prominent interferers in the 

coordinating region in real time. The number of dominant interferers diminishes, 

resulting in a considerable increase in the UE's instantaneous SINR. Muting a BS 

may lessen interference in the UE, but it also causes the BS's performance to 

deteriorate. Before muting a BS, it's crucial to evaluate the beneficiaries' 

performance gains to the BS's performance loss. If the gains in performance 

outweigh the losses, the BS can be turned off; otherwise, it should be kept active.  
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By beamforming and scheduling over different BSs, the CS/CB CoMP transmission 

method aims to reduce interference. By utilising channel knowledge, a judicious 

beamforming weight selection may help to boost the SINR of a specific UE, 

allowing for directional support. It can improve transmission across a single UE 

while reducing interference to other UEs. Furthermore, by using a coordinated 

scheduling technique to pick the UE for transmission, interference at the UEs can be 

reduced even further. 

 

As uplink CSI is available in the network without resource-intensive transmission 

and the UE terminals require almost no modification, uplink CoMP is easier to 

implement than downlink coordination. Uplink CoMP includes joint reception (JR) 

of the received signal at multiple BSs and/or CS decisions among UEs to manage 

interference levels and improve coverage (Marsch and Fettweis, 2011:1730-1742). 

JR's core concept is to combine many copies of a signal received by antennas at 

different locations to produce a final output signal. The operation in JR is like that in 

JT; however, in JR, the received data must be transported between the BSs, 

necessitating the need of a backhaul infrastructure. How much the received signals 

are pre-processed before being transmitted determines the quantity of information 

delivered between collaborating BSs. Even though quantised baseband samples give 

the most extensive information for joint processing, their processing places the most 

strain on the backhaul. CS tries to reduce interference by properly aligning UE 

scheduling and precoding decisions among BSs in the coordination region.   In 

comparison to JR, CS only requires the sharing of CSI and resource allocation 

information among the BSs, reducing the burden on the backhaul network 

significantly. 

 

Using the zero-forcing technique, CoMP can eliminate inter cell interference 

between D2D users and CU. A processing unit in a centralised CoMP processes 

information such as the Pre-coding Matrix Index (PMI) and the Rank Indicator (RI) 

to determine the adequacy of the D2D operation (Mumtaz et al. 2014:718-723). The 

developed method was tested in a multi-CUE and DUE pair environment, making it 

particularly useful for 5G D2D networks. The efficacy of the developed technique in 

a heterogeneous environment with dense node deployment could be studied in the 

future to gain insight into the effects of interference. 
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3.6 Other Interference Management Technigues in D2D-enabled Networks 

3.6.1 Topological Interference Management  

Topological interference management (TIM) works based on network topology 

information rather than instantaneous CSI (Yi and Gesbert, 2015:6107-6130). The 

interconnectivity pattern in the TIM approach is represented by an adjacency matrix 

that is shared by all devices in the network and is dependent on 1-bit interference 

data (weaker or stronger than the noise level), depending on the network's 

propagation physical processes (Jafar 2014:529-568). As a result, the matrix entries 

depict the interference relationship between the transmitters (columns) and the 

receivers (rows). The TIM problem has been shown to be identical to the index 

coding problem with linear techniques, where the received signals are linear 

combinations of the transmitted ones in terms of degrees of freedom (DoF). DoF is 

specified as the pre-log factor of the bandwidth when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

is high (Veeravalli and Camal 2018). This is predicated on the concept that the 

smallest rank of a matrix that matches the side information graph is equal to the 

optimal linear index code length. This graph is a directed graph with the vertex set 

representing the users and the edge set containing an edge (i, j) if and only if user 

i has packet j as side information. As a result, the TIM problem can be solved by 

solving an equivalent matrix completion problem over a bounded or real field based 

on a few specified elements of this array (Candès and Recht 2009:717).  

 

Salam et al. (2019:7856-7871) developed a device-to-device (D2D) network 

clustering and topological interference management framework. The method divides 

the entire network into distinct groups, each serviced on a separate frequency, and 

TIM manages the interference within each group based solely on connectivity 

patterns rather than on CSI. To this end, TIM is modelled as a low-rank matrix 

completion (LRMC) problem that is addressed using a novel and simple semi-

definite programming approach (SDP). The authors devised a clustering method that 

is suitable for the LRMC approach to solving TIM, based on the SDP relaxation of 

the maximum-k-cut algorithm, and extended to account for each cluster's capacity. 

This clustering problem is shown to be a constrained maximum-k-cut algorithm, for 

which they derived a relatively tight upper limit that aids in determining the 

performance guarantee of various clustering methods. The joint clustering-TIM can 

help enhance the system DoF in some instances, according to simulation studies, 
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notably in big D2D networks. The proposed scheme also decreases the LRMC-based 

TIM approach's computational complexity. 

 

A problem with using TIM for D2D is that it can't handle very strong interference 

that's even stronger than the desired signal and cache it: this scenario is common in 

D2D communications that take place in proximity (e.g., in crowded D2D networks 

like shopping malls, live shows, or sports arenas) and ignores signal strength 

differences due to propagation path loss, which is a significant physical phenomenon 

in D2D (Veeravalli and Camal 2018, Zhang and Tian 2018:1-9). 

 

3.6.2 Mode Selection  

The point at which any two devices near each other should start communicating with 

each other is very important after discovering each other. It does not always mean 

that it would be always optimal for the two nearby devices to switch to D2D mode. 

SINR and channel quality condition are the most used metrics to determine whether 

nearby devices should be allowed to engage in D2D communication. For network 

assisted D2D communications, the BS can choose the mode that can be used by a 

D2D pair. For this task, the BS makes use of channel quality information that is 

obtained from CUEs and DUEs to decide. For autonomous D2D systems, the DUEs 

themselves get to decide at what point to change from one mode to the other. 

Interference can affect the communication process if mode selection is not handled 

properly (Safdar et al. 2016:7967-7987). 

 

3.6.3 Mode Selection Decision Based on Availability of Orthogonal Resources. 

Huang et al. (2016:1-8) proposed a mode selection method that chooses the overlay 

method if devices are near each other and there is availability of orthogonal 

resources. The BS then gets to decide whether the nearby devices can participate in 

D2D communication. Ues can connect and communicate if the agreed conditions are 

met. Ues can be made to use dedicated or other resources otherwise they can remain 

in cellular mode. The strategy that Huang et al. (2016:1-8) devised also ropes in 

resource allocation and power control techniques to effectively minimise 

interference.  Once the BS has decided a mode that has to be used, the BS then 

controls the transmit powers of the D2D pairs to meet a specified QoS requirement 

for all receivers in the area. The BS then allocates available RBs to CUEs and DUEs 
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in a way that reduces interference. Reuse of the available resources can only be 

allowed if a D2D pair is not within an interference zone. Results from extensive 

simulation showed that the proposed scheme can deliver a higher sum rate when 

D2D pairs are closer to each other and are quite far from the BS. The scheme is 

somewhat restrictive in that D2D communication can only be allowed if there is 

availability of orthogonal resources. This might be good for effective interference 

management but might result in spectrum underutilisation.  

 

3.6.4 Optimal Social-Community-Aware Resource Allocation  

Li et al. (2015:293-296) proposed a technique that CUEs, and DUEs can utilise in 

the sharing of spectrum resources to minimise interference in the next generation 

mobile networks where D2D is used. The researchers called the scheme, Optimal 

Social-Community-Aware Resource Allocation, shortened to OSRA. The algorithm 

the authors proposed capitalises on the fact that in D2D, the devices are normally 

carried around by human beings who exhibit well defined social structures. The 

algorithm exploits this human behaviour in solving the resource allocation problem. 

The gathered social information about users is used to form social characteristics of 

the community and divides a network into communities. 

 

Simulations were conducted in a bid to evaluate the performance of the proposed 

technique. The results obtained showed that the system performance was 

substantially enhanced in terms of D2D transmission time. Implementation of the 

scheme at highly populated shopping malls might give problems since the only 

regular visitors who frequent these places are the shop attendants of which their 

number is insignificant compared to the many irregular visitors who go to the 

shopping malls. 

 

3.6.5 Social Interaction Resource Allocation  

Wang et al. (2015:342-349) proposed a different version of social interaction that 

should be taken into consideration when allocating network resources. It is not 

always the case that devices that are geographically close to each other connect 

directly to form a D2D pair for the sake of sharing information. The authors argued 

that social properties should also be taken into consideration when figuring out 

whether any two nearby devices should participate in D2D communication. Not only 
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should the decision be based on the distance between the devices and the link 

quality, but the social side of things should be considered.  A D2D communication 

link that is instituted between two colleagues is likely to last longer than a 

communication link established between strangers. Figure 3.1 shows the connection 

of DUEs based on the personality traits of the users. Dashed arrows on Figure 3.1 

denote D2D links which are intermittent due to human mobility from a social 

network perspective. A longer communication link between DUEs ensures that more 

information is delivered. This means that the social traits and the geographical 

separation should be considered when allocating RB resources to DUEs.  

 
Figure 3.2: System architecture (Wang et al., 2015, p.345) 

 

A D2D communication link established between friends who are in proximity with 

each other will be a more reliable link compared to users who are not friends. This is 

so since the contact time is most likely to be longer in comparison to a D2D 

communication link between strangers. The researchers went on to use contact time 

to model the sociality traits of D2D communication links in a bid to maximise the 

RB resource utilisation. With numerical results, the researchers concluded that both 

the user’s social traits and the geographical position affect the performance of a 

network and the resources allocation.  The researchers went on to propose a 

sociality-based network framework which they used to establish a mean contact time 

between any two users within a time slot. The established mean contact time of each 

DUE was then used to come up with resource allocation constraints. The authors   

used CPLEX Interactive Optimizer to solve the formulated linear optimisation. 

CPLEX Interactive Optimizer is an executable program that can read a problem 

interactively or from files in certain standard formats, solve the problem, and deliver 

the solution interactively or into text files. They were able to conclude that social-
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aware optimisation strategies outperform schemes that do not consider the sociality 

aspect.  

 

3.6.6 Network Coding-based Interference Management Scheme in D2D 

Communications 

A novel scheme by Shuang et al. (2017:48-54) that makes use of helper nodes and 

network coding to manage interference was proposed. The researchers described 

helper nodes as those nodes not participating in D2D communications. Any idle 

node within a coverage area can be chosen as a helper. The helper’s link conditions 

are noted. Links can only be chosen as candidate links provided the packet error rate 

for that specific link is above a prescribed value. Helpers buffer packets from nodes 

participating in the transfer of packets. If it so happens that some packets do not get 

to the BS, the helper is requested to forward these packets that it would have 

encoded and in this way the BS is guaranteed to get all the packets from UEs 

including those that get lost along the way. The evaluation of the performance of the 

proposed scheme was achieved by taking note of the number of packets received 

against packets sent and the strength of the signal against distance travelled. Results 

showed that the proposed scheme extends the area of D2D communications and at 

the same time improves system throughput. The system however is designed to only 

deal with the interference from D2D communications to cellular users. Interference 

from cellular to D2D users is not considered. The concept of relaying messages in 

the network is very likely to increase end to end delay and an unnecessary overhead. 

 

3.6.7 Beamforming Techniques 

Adaptive beamforming strategies can be employed to reject interfering signals that 

come from a direction which is different from the anticipated direction. A beam 

finder can be used to control the phase and amplitude of a beam into a highly 

directional beam that points in the direction of the intended recipient with zero signal 

in the direction of interference. This beam forming concept can be adapted and 

utilised in D2D-enabled mobile networks to manage interference. Xu et al. (2014:1-

84) developed joint power control and beamforming strategy in the mitigation of 

interference in a D2D-enabled cellular network.  A BS with multiple antennas is 

placed at the centre of a cell with UEs having a single antenna each. The strategy is 

centralised with the BS controlling the transmit powers as well as the beamforming.  
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By use of extensive simulations, the researchers were able to show that the proposed 

joint power control strategy and beamforming strategy results in an improved system 

throughput with reduced interference. Beamforming requires a comprehensive 

precoder design which increases the computational overhead. The proposed design 

requires an accurate CSI feedback of all the DUEs and CUEs involved links. This 

can be problematic in large cellular networks that incorporate ProSe-enabled sensors.  

The multiple antenna system substantially increases the cost of hardware 

implementation. 

 

3.7 Interference Management Techniques Using Machine Learning 

Machine learning is being used in a variety of applications in mobile networks 

because of recent advances in the field. Machine learning (ML) is an artificial 

intelligence (AI) discipline that lets machines to learn from examples and data 

without having to be explicitly programmed (He and Ding, 2019). ML algorithms 

can uncover hidden patterns in large amounts of complicated data by employing a 

variety of training approaches, which are often divided into the following categories 

(Hashima et al, 2021:1-14): 

(i) Supervised Learning- The ML model in this category seeks to learn a function 

that maps an input (x) to an output (y) based on a set of historical data used to 

train the model. 

(ii) Unsupervised Learning- Unsupervised-learning models, in contrast to 

supervised-learning models, discover and explore hidden structures in raw data 

without the use of data labels. 

(iii) Reinforcement-Learning- RL is a great tool for dealing with real-time stability 

issues where supervised and unsupervised learning methods are ineffective. 

RL's learning technique is built on observation and experimentation, just like 

humans. 

 

3.7.1 Mode Selection Using Machine Learning 

In dense networks, the resource allocation and mode selection processes in D2D 

communications exhibit high levels of complexity. For mode selection, machine 

learning approaches can provide more extensive flexibility in dealing with network 

dynamics. Ban and Lee (2019) developed a deep learning-based transmission 

technique for D2D networks. They designed a convolutional nueral network (CNN) 
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that picks D2D connections for data transmission, with 90% of the selected sub-

optimal data used to train the CNN-based algorithm and 10% used for validation. 

The neural network provided 85-95 percent accuracy, according to their numerical 

data. Zaky et al. (2020:14-29) developed an auto-encoder that pairs underlay D2D 

transmitters to reuse the spectrum of CUEs using a supervised learning approach, 

with the effective pairing in a dataset obtained using the traditional Hungarian 

algorithm that reduces the overall cost of selection through optimization algorithms 

formed as a bipartite graph. The basic concept is to apply a deep learning approach 

that can convert the cost matrices of matching different DUEs-CUEs to the 

corresponding optimal solutions described by the assignment matrix generated by the 

Hungarian algorithm in a less complex and time-consuming manner. 

 

3.7.2 Power Control Using Machine Learning 

Power control is an important interference management related topic that machine 

learning can handle in D2D.  Fan et al. (2017:558-563) proposed two supervised and 

unsupervised learning-based power control methods. By comparing the two machine 

learning algorithms to traditional power control approaches in terms of 

computational complexity, throughput, and energy efficiency, the authors 

demonstrated the importance of machine learning in D2D communication. To 

achieve a near-optimal result, Kim et al. (2020:1-12) devised a technique in which 

D2D devices memorise the appropriate transmit power with position information. 

For D2D links, they employed the proposed approach to solve a distributed power 

allocation problem. They devised a distributed algorithm that trains the devices as a 

group yet allows each device to operate autonomously, resulting in near-optimal 

performance. 

 

3.7.3 Resource Allocation Using Machine Learning 

Li and Guo (2019:1-14) proposed neighbour-agent actor critic (NAAC), a distributed 

spectrum allocation method based on multi-agent deep reinforcement learning. 

NAAC leverages neighbor users' historical knowledge for centralised training but 

executes without it in a dispersed manner, which not only eliminates signal 

interference during execution but also makes use of user collaboration to improve 

system efficiency. The simulation results show that the proposed framework 
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successfully reduces cellular link outage probability, improves D2D link sum rate, 

and has good convergence.  

 

3.7.4 Problems Asscicated with Machine Learning 

Fast speed learning is required for the implementation of machine-learning based 

algorithms, especially for fast-moving devices. It's also a good idea to learn and 

update models for high channel versatility. However, modelling in practice is not 

always possible, which creates a bottleneck in D2D communication networks. 

Proposing an optimal/sub-optimal ML-based approach with quick inference time in 

mmWave D2D is a difficult task, especially when considering multiple D2D use 

cases, because of the intrinsic complexity of priority-based algorithms. In worst-case 

scenarios, most machine learning approaches have theoretical performance 

guarantees. These strategies, on the other hand, do not perform better in reality since 

the environments are not always so hostile, and they do not fully exploit the settings' 

simplicity. 

 

3.8 Conclusion 

Researchers have developed interference control strategies in D2D-enabled cellular 

networks since the technology's inception in the early 2000s. Most techniques have 

been designed to manage interference in D2D-enabled mobile networks, where D2D 

would have been implemented largely to boost spectrum utilisation. Off-loading 

cellular data onto the D2D network increases spectrum use in these designs. There 

has been very little study committed to attempting to alleviate interference caused by 

the addition of sensors to D2D enabled cellular networks. The limited research 

available has not sufficiently addressed resource sharing in the uplink to efficiently 

deal with interference, nor has it considered the issue of device power consumption 

throughout the interference management process. Machine learning-based solutions 

have also been discussed. It has been noticed that for the implementation of 

machine-learning based algorithms, particularly for fast-moving devices, quick speed 

learning is essential. Learning and updating models for high channel flexibility is 

also important. In practice, however, modelling is not always achievable, resulting in 

a bottleneck in D2D communication networks. The problem that this research project 

aims to address will be described and discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The formulation of the problem is discussed in this chapter, as well as the system 

model that was used in the study. A description of the development of a 

collaborative area monitoring framework that focuses on the management of 

interference introduced to a cellular network by ProSe-enabled sensors and D2D 

communication is also presented. 

 

4.2 The System Model and Assumptions 

A system of sensors for the detection of a cocktail of explosives is placed at strategic 

points at a crowded area like a shopping mall to form a wireless sensor network as 

depicted in Figure 4.1 

 
Figure 4.1: The system model 

 

Sensors are deployed to monitor an area of interest (AOI) and are grouped into 

clusters. An AOI can be monitored independently by three clusters with each cluster 

having a cluster head (CH). CHs are pre-selected and are ProSe-enabled devices that 

can be smoothly integrated into a cellular network according to the 3GPP 

standardisation process (3GPP 2013:1-45). The cluster heads have special 

capabilities like synchronisation and D2D communication participation. For the 

proposed interference mitigation scheme, it is not all the CHs that get to 
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communicate with the BS at the same time. The CH with the best channel conditions 

communicates with the BS. Limiting the number of CHs that communicates with 

BSs ensures that the BSs’ traffic does not escalate to untenable levels. 

 

4.3 Critical Communications and Public Safety 

The main problem in incorporating sensors into cellular networks by allowing D2D 

communications between the sensors and UEs is the interference that arises. Two 

types of interference would result from such an action. There is interference from 

cellular communications to the CH-UE communications. This is shown in Figure 

4.2.  

 
Figure 4.2: Interference from cellular to D2D 

 

Then, there is interference from CH-UE communications to the cellular network as 

shown in Figure 4.3.  

 
Figure 4.3: Interference from D2D communications to cellular communications 
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The sensors must be positioned at strategic points at shopping malls or public places. 

Sensed data is sent to cluster heads which then analyse the patterns that appear to be 

suspicious.   

 

Chemicals are the main constituents of explosives (Kumar et al. 2016:1-7). An 

elaborate analysis of the chemical signatures makes it highly probable to predict the 

explosivity of materials. The proposed strategy sought to exploit more than one type 

of sensor to confirm the presence of explosives. A single type of sensor is just not 

good enough. Amongst the sensors should be those capable of detecting vapour 

traces of explosives. The principle used by these sensors is anchored on the fact that 

very minute quantities of detectable gaseous molecules of explosives will always be 

emitted due to the finite vapour pressure of the materials used in the manufacture of 

the explosives. 

 

According to Patel (2010:1), sensors like nanowire arrays which are more sensitive 

than sniffer dogs, can detect extremely minute quantities of the most used explosives 

within seconds. Such sensors can be used in conjunction with smartphones to warn 

the smartphone users of impending danger at shopping malls. Mcdermott (2016:1), 

reported that a Rhode Island professor, Otto Gregory, developed a sensor capable of 

detecting the kind of explosives that were used in the Paris bombings of November 

2015 that killed 130 people and injured several others.  

 

4.4 Problem Formulation 

In this section, the interference management problem that arises when ProSe-enabled 

sensors are included in a D2D-enabled cellular network is formulated and discussed. 

The proposed scheme was developed in such a way that it can work with 5G 

networks and beyond. Release 12, 3GPP (2013:1-45) and follow up work that has 

appeared in 3GPP (2014:1-50), 3GPP (2015:1-147), 3GPP (2017:1-38) and 3GPP 

(2018:1-130) have indicated that 5G has a frame structure duration of 10 ms with 10 

subframes of 1 ms. 5G supports multiple orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 

(OFDM) numerologies as shown in Table 4.1.  
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Table 4.1: OFDM supported transmission numerologies (3GPP, 2018:9) 


 [kHz] 152 = f  Cyclic prefix 

0 15 Normal 

1 30 Normal 

2 60 Normal, Extended 

3 120 Normal 

4 240 Normal 

 

The 5G frame structure supports a multi-antenna scheme which helps in beam 

management and uses OFDM. OFDM is a multiplexing technique that is used to 

transmit many parallel subcarriers as opposed to using a single wideband carrier. 

3GPP has adopted OFDM as a multiplexing technique for 5G because of its ability to 

work with exceptional robustness to signal impairments on the air interface. As can 

be seen in Figure 4.4, the 5G resource block is almost identical to that of LTE with 

the difference in the physical dimension (i.e., number of OFDM symbols within a 

radio frame and the subcarrier spacing). For 5G, a radio resource covers: 

(i) Duration of transmission. 

(ii) Transmit power. 

(iii) Antenna configuration. 

(iv) Modulation/coding scheme. 

(v) Type/number/configuration of antennas. 

(vi) D2D capability. 

.  

According to Conceição et al. (2020:1-26), OFDM falls short of meeting some of the 

needs for future wireless communication, and more advancements in this area are 

possible. This has necessitated the development of new approaches to replace OFDM 

that were more spectrum and power efficient. Many OFDMA versions have been 

proposed in the context of 5G and future generations of wireless communications, 

including Filtered-OFDM (F-OFDM) and Time Interleaved Block Windowed Burst 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (TIBWB-OFDM) (Conceição et al. 

2020:1-26) 

 

Since OFDMA and the proposed OFDMA variants support use of multiple antennas, 

the interference mitigation scheme developed in this research work sought to exploit 

the use of space division multiple access (SDMA) technology to deal with the 
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interference that sensors are likely to introduce to cellular networks. A BS that has 

enough information of the multiple antenna radio propagation channels, can easily 

establish non-interfering links to the different users. A beamforming technique can 

be employed to take advantage of the spatial channel dimensions by focussing the 

radiated signal into a narrow beam that is pointed to the intended recipient. In a 

SDMA/OFDMA environment, there is need for a sophisticated strategy for assigning 

radio resources to UEs and sensors for minimum interference. Using CSI available at 

the BS, SDMA can be used to place UEs and sensors in the same group. 

 

 
Figure 4.4: The 5G resource block (3GPP, 2018:9) 

 

For the proposed scheme, it is assumed that there are L transmission links scheduled 

in a frame with N slots all allocated to K SDMA groups as shown in Figure 4.8. 

Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 …… Slot N 

SDMA group 1 SDMA group 2  SDMA group K 

Link 1, 2 Link 3, 4, 5  Link M 

Figure 4.5: A SDMA frame structure 
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The total number of slots in an SDMA group k is denoted 𝑛𝑘.  With SDMA, it is 

possible for frequency resources to be reused concurrently by UEs and sensors that 

are separated by use of multiple inputs and multiple output precoding techniques. A 

group of CUEs and DUEs sharing a subcarrier is termed a SDMA group. SDMA 

groups are made up of consecutive time slots. They are mutually orthogonal in time 

and frequency. Within the groups, multiple links can be slated simultaneously on 

identical time slots. The data rate of link i, in a SDMA group k, of local D2D 

communications (i.e., communications between CHs and UEs) is given as 𝑐𝑖
𝑘. 

 

For the proposed scheme, CHs and UEs can directly communicate with each other 

using the cellular downlink and uplink resources depending on their location with 

respect to the BS.   According to Chaaban et al. (2015:1-7) and Wang et al. 

(2013:1148-1151), cellular uplink utilisation is far lower than the downlink 

utilisation hence it is more efficient for the nearby devices to use the uplink 

resources. 

 

4.5 Notations and Assumptions 

Table 4.2 summarizes the key mathematical symbols and notations used throughout 

this sub-section. 

 

For a transmission scenario depicted in Figure 4.1, the network consists of one BS, 3 

cluster heads and set of m cellular UEs, i.e., 𝑈𝑀 = {1, 2, .........., M). The BS 

transmits to the devices within the cell using a fixed power given by: 

𝑝𝑚
𝑟  ˃ 0 ,    ∀𝑟                                                         (4.1) 

 For each DUE transmitter, t ∈ 𝑈𝑑𝑇, transmit power over the available resource 

blocks is determined by the vector: 

 𝑃𝑡 = [𝑝𝑡
(1)

, 𝑝𝑡
(2)

, … … 𝑝𝑡
(𝑇)

]                                               (4.2) 

where 𝑝𝑡
(𝑟)

 ≥ 0 represents the the transmit power level of a DUE transmitter t over 

RB r. This transmit power must be chosen from a limited set of power levels given 

by: 

𝑈𝑃𝐿  = {pl1, pl2, ...........PL}                                          (4.3) 

 

Within the network, sensors can participate in D2D communications forming up to a 

maximum of D pairs of DUEs. The set of D2D pairs is denoted by:  
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𝑈𝐷 = {1,2, ..........., D}.  The set of the total devices in the network is U and is given 

by =  𝑈𝐷  ⋃    𝑈𝑀.   

The set CUEs and DUEs, i.e., 𝑈𝐷 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑈𝑀, use the same set of orthogonal RBs. 

This set of the orthorgonal RBs is denoted by 𝑈𝑟 = {1, 2, ............, R}. The d-th 

element of the sets 𝑈𝑑𝑅  and 𝑈𝑑𝑇 representing the receiver and transmitter of the 

DUE pair d ∈ 𝑈𝐷 respectively. 

 

Table 4.2: A summary of mathematical symbols and notations 

Notation Interpretation 

D The total number of D2D pairs. 

U The total number of CUE links. 

N The total number of allocated slots. 

𝑈𝑀 Set of CUEs 

𝑈𝐷 Set of DUEs 

𝑃𝑡 Total power 

𝑈𝑟  A set of resource blocks 

K The total number of SDMA groups and links 

𝑈𝑑𝑇 A set of DUE transmitters 

𝑈𝑑𝑅 A set of DUE receivers 

𝑥𝑡
(𝑟,𝑝𝑙)

, X Indicator of allocation, transmitter t using resource {r, pl} and the indicator 

vector X, respectively 

T Total number of underelay transmitters (DUE and CUE transmitters) 

Ga Represents the Gaussian noise power on a specific link 

𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒 Represents the transmit power of CUE 

𝑝𝐷2𝐷 Represents the transmit power of D2D (CH to UE transmission) 

𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟
 Represents channel gain between D2D transmitter (Dt) and D2D receiver (Dr) 

𝛿𝑖
𝑘 Represents the scheduling factor for link i within k SDMA group. 

𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆 Represents the channel gain between CUE and the BS 

𝐺𝐶𝑈𝐸.𝐷𝑟
 Represents channel gain between CUE and D2D receiver 

𝐺𝐷𝑡.𝐵𝑆 Represents channel gain between D2D transmitter and the BS 

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑟  SINR for any arbitrary CUE in a cell over RB r 

𝑃𝐵𝑆 𝐺𝐶𝑈𝐸 Represents macro tier interference    

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐷2𝐷
𝑟  SINR for any arbitrary D2D in a cell over RB r 

𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒 Represents the maximum achievable data rate over RB r for CUEs 

B Represents the available bandwidth. 

𝑅𝐷2𝐷 Represents the maximum achievable data rate over RB r for DUEs. 

𝑛𝑘 Number of slots distributed to a SDMA group k. 

pl Power level 
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𝛿, 𝑛, 𝑝 Represent the sets of  𝛿𝑖
𝑘, 𝑛𝑘 and 𝑝𝑖  respectively. 

𝐼𝑟 Aggregated interference on RB r 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟  Threshold interference limit for the RB r 

 

For UEs and CHs using a resource block (RB) r, the SINR over RB r at the BS is 

given by: 

 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑟 =  

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆.𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒

𝐺𝑎+ ∑ 𝑝𝐷2𝐷𝐺𝐷𝑡.𝐵𝑆 
                                                         (4.4) 

And the SINR over RB r at the D2D receiver is given by: 

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐷2𝐷
𝑟 =  

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟𝑝𝐷2𝐷

𝐺𝑎+∑ 𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒 𝐺𝐶𝑈𝐸.𝐷𝑟

                                                     (4.5) 

To address the issue of the unprecedented increase of mobile data traffic, the next 

generation mobile networks will incorporate heterogeneity into the networks and will 

be heavily densified. According to Hu et al. (2013:66-73), to cater for the 

heterogeneity nature of those networks, the adjusted SINR of the D2D receiver or a 

mobile user connected to a micro BS is given by: 

 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐷2𝐷−𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑟 = 

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟

𝑝𝐷2𝐷

𝐺𝑎 +  𝑃𝐵𝑆 𝐺𝐶𝑈𝐸  [𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒] + ∑ 𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒 𝐺𝐶𝑈𝐸.𝐷𝑟
[𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒]

(4.6) 

 

The Shannon formula (Peterson and Davie, 1996:94-95) can then be used to 

calculate the maximum achievable data rate of any arbitrary CUE over RB r as: 

𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒 =    𝐵. 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1 + 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑟 )                                               (4.7) 

The maximum achievable rate of an arbitrary D2D device over RB r is given by: 

𝑅𝐷2𝐷 =    𝐵. 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1 + 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐷2𝐷−𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑟 )                                       (4.8) 

 

The objective of the resource block and transmit power allocation problem is to find 

the RB and power level that optimises the possible sum data rate for underlay 

devices (e.g., DUEs and CUEs). A binary decision variable, 𝑥𝑡
(𝑟,𝑝𝑙)

 denotes the RB 

and power level allocation indicator for any underlay transmitter where: 

 

𝑥𝑡
(𝑟,𝑝𝑙)

 = {
1,      if transmitter 𝑡 is transmitting over RB 𝑟 with power level 𝑝𝑙
0,      otherwise                                                                                               

 

If  the decision variable, 𝑥𝑡
(𝑟,𝑝𝑙)

= 1, this means that  𝑝𝑡
(𝑟)

 = pl 
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To determine the total interference, 𝐼𝑟 on RB r for this research project, (Son et al. 

2011:1260-1272)'s concept of calculating the overall interference was adopted. 

𝐼𝑟 = ∑ ∑ (𝑥𝑡
(𝑟,𝑝𝑙)

𝑔
𝑡,𝑚𝑡

(∗)
(𝑟)

𝑝𝑡
(𝑟)

) 

𝑃𝐿

𝑝𝑙=1

𝑇

𝑡=1

where  𝑚𝑡
(∗)

 =  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑔𝑡,𝑚
(𝑟)

, ∀𝑚

∈  𝑈𝑀          (4.9) 

For this research work, a sensor is only allowed to communicate with a nearby 

smartphone only when it does not violate a pre-defined interference threshold to the 

CUEs ie., 𝐼𝑟˂  𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟 . 

 

The overall interference in a cellular network where sensors and UEs can 

communicate directly with each other for the purposes of sharing sensed information 

can be minimised for maximum system throughput by utilising an efficient 

scheduling of available resources. It was proposed that the scheduling of available 

resources be treated as a constrained optimisation problem. The network 

optimisation problem can then be formulated as: 

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝛿,𝑛,𝑝

∑ ∑ ∑  {𝑥𝑡
(𝑟,𝑝𝑙)

{{𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒 + 

𝑃𝐿

𝑝𝑙=1

 𝑅𝐷2𝐷}
𝑛𝑘

𝑁

𝑅

𝑟=1

𝑇

𝑡=1

}}                                  (4.10) 

 

Subject to: 

∑ ∑ (𝑥𝑡
(𝑟,𝑝𝑙)

𝑔
𝑡,𝑚𝑡

(∗)
(𝑟)

𝑝𝑡
(𝑟)

) 

𝑃𝐿

𝑝𝑙=1

𝑇

𝑡=1

˂ 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥
(𝑟)

, ∀𝑟 ∈  𝑅                                (4.11) 

 

∑ ∑ {𝑥𝑡
(𝑟,𝑝𝑙)

} 

𝑃𝐿

𝑝𝑙=1

𝑅

𝑟=1

≤  1, ∀𝑡 ∈  𝑈𝑇                                 (4.12) 

 

(𝑥𝑡
(𝑟,𝑝𝑙)

∈  {0, 1},  ∀𝑡 ∈  𝑈𝑇 ,     ∀𝑟 ∈  𝑈𝑅 ,       ∀𝑝𝑙 ∈  𝑈𝑃𝐿                              (4.13) 

 

The aggregated interference introduced to the CUEs by DUEs on each RB is limited 

by a pre-defined threshold with the restriction in Equation (4.11). The constraint in 

Equation (4.12) states that each underlay transmitter can only select one RB at a time 

and that each transmitter can only select one power level at each RB. The restriction 
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in Equation (4.13) represents the binary indicator variable for transmission alignment 

selection. 

 

The formulated problem is a combinatorial non-convex non-linear optimization 

problem whose complexity to solve using an exhaustive search is of   𝑂((𝑅(𝑃𝐿))𝑇). 

Using an example of 5 resource blocks (R= 5), 5 power levels (PL =5) and 2 DUEs 

plus 3 CUEs (T= 3+2=5), the search space contains 9 765 625 𝑂((5(5))(3+2)). As 

can be observed in this example, the number of feasible solutions may be extremely 

large such that taking a Brute force approach is computationally impracticable. 

Obtaining an optimal solution within a scheduling interval of one millisecond is not 

possible especially for places like shopping malls with a high number of people, a 

high number of sensors and and high number of available power levels. 5G has a 

frame structure duration of 10 ms with 10 subframes of 1ms (Segura et al. 2021:1-

11).   Because of this, it was proposed that a sub-optimal greedy heuristic algorithm 

be used in the allocation of resources to CUEs and CHs for the devices to participate 

in D2D communication.  

 

The objective of the formulated problem is to allocate power and RB resources 

intelligently to the CUEs and DUEs. This is achieved by maximising network 

throughput during instances when sensors would have requested for one-to-one 

communication with UEs in the vicinity in a bid to issue a warning of the presence of 

explosives. The maximum throughput is achieved having taken interference into 

consideration. 

 

In this study, CHs and UEs can share resources in the UL as well as the DL. The UL 

is preferred for the greater part of the cell due to heavier traffic which is experienced 

on the DL. This is common with Internet data traffic which is characterised by 

heavier download traffic compared to the upload traffic (Wang et al. 2013:1148-

1151). Using the UL for the greater part of the cell also has the advantage of having 

the BS effectively coordinating the interference between sensors, specifically CHs 

and Ues. In this study, CHs can communicate with nearby UEs using the same radio 

resources as those allocated to CUEs in the DL as well as UL if the imposed 

interference does not adversely affect the QoS requirements of the CUEs. 
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4.6 The Proposed Interference Management Scheme 

This section outlines the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme is decomposed into 

two major components:  

(i) Proposed scheduling strategy. 

(ii) Power control strategy.  

 

The major components were further decomposed into sub-components:  

(i) D2D permission request. 

(ii) D2D links resource allocation.  

 

4.6.1 The Proposed Scheduling Strategy 

For the proper allocation of radio resources, the BS must determine the channel 

quality between UEs and the BS, CHs and the BS and between the UEs and CHs. 

This is achieved by sending pilot signals on special subframes. In receiving the pilot 

signals, UEs and CHs calculate their path losses between the BS and themselves. 

The Ues and CHs in turn transmit pilot signals to the BS that it uses to determine the 

channel gains between the Ues, CHs and itself. The proposed scheduling strategy is 

made up of two parts: D2D permission request and D2D links resource allocation. 

 

(a)  D2D Permission Request 

Cellular network service providers have SLAs they sign with their internal and 

external end users. Service providers are obliged to indemnify their customers in 

case of breaches of warranties. The proposed solution takes the issue of SLAs into 

consideration. The BS must decide whether to accept requests from CHs to initiate 

D2D communications. The decision is based on how the inclusion of D2D 

communications would affect the overall QoS of the network. Permission is granted 

or denied after going through the following steps: 

(i) Estimate the resulting interference. 

(ii) Will the interference be tolerable by the network? 
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Figure 4.5 shows the flow diagram of the proposed scheme.  

 
           Figure 4.6: Flow diagram of the proposed scheme 

 

The BS estimates the total interference plus noise using equation (4.14): 

𝐼𝑡 = 𝐺𝑎+𝑃𝐵𝑆 𝐺𝐶𝑈𝐸  [𝑚𝑡𝑖] + ∑ 𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒 𝐺𝐶𝑈𝐸.𝐷𝑟
[𝑢𝑡𝑖]                             (4.14)  

Where: 

 𝐼𝑡 total interference. 

Mti macro tier interference 

uti underlay tier interference 

 

If the resultant interference does not degrade the network's overall quality of service, 

resources can be allocated to CHs for sensor networking; otherwise, D2D connection 

will be rejected. 
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(b) D2D Links Resource Allocation 

The main objective of the strategy is to implement frequency reuse that has a limited 

impact on the CUEs’ data rate. This means that CUEs can take as many resources as 

possible so that a specified threshold on the CUEs’ data is not compromised. This 

gives a constraint on the number of resources that can be availed to sensor 

networking devices at any given point in time. Once it has been ascertained that a 

CH can directly communicate with a UE, then the next step is the allocation of RBs 

for the D2D session. There might be one or more UEs that the CH might want to 

simultaneously get connected to, so that sensed information can be relayed to these 

UEs. The location information of UEs within a cell is known to the BS. This 

information is vital in the allocation of resources for D2D communication. The 

flowchart in Figure 4.6 outlines how RBs are allocated to the CH and UEs to 

participate in D2D communication. 

 
Figure 4.7: RBs allocation flow diagram 

 

4.6.2 Power Control 

Once the BS has decided which resources have to be allocated to which sensors and 

UEs, the next step is to decide at which power level those devices must transmit at as 

a way of managing the resulting interference. An elaborate power control mechanism 

can be used to effectively deal with cross-tier as well as co-tier interference in a 

cellular network where sensors are used. Song et al. (2015:135) pointed out that 

  . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Start 

Update positions of CUEs 

Identify CUEs that are outside a specified radius of a CH 

 

 Arrange CUEs using their SINR in descending order 

Stop 

Assign Resource Blocks 
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there are basically two methods that can be used to implement an effective power 

control mechanism: 

(i) Self-organised. For static power control, a fixed power scheme utilises some   

parameter as a reference. The transmit powers of DUEs are then limited to a 

specific threshold. Devices connecting directly to each other make power 

changes without involving the BS following a predetermined SINR to meet a 

 predefined QoS. The devices that are connected directly to base stations do 

not take part in the process. This method is simpler on implementation but 

lacks on efficiency.  

(ii) Network managed. Both devices connect directly to each other and those only 

connected to BSs dynamically change their transmit powers following a SINR 

report. The process only stops when all the active users have fulfilled their 

SINR requirements. This method is complex but more efficient. Dynamic 

control uses a feedback mechanism that utilises the prevailing conditions in 

real time to control the DUEs transmit powers. The power control strategy is 

chiefly dependant on the distance between the D2D pairs. The power control 

for the proposed solution involves the BS as the central entity collecting global 

CSI. DUEs forward their normalised channel gains and target SINR figures to 

the BS. The BS then calculates the power that the DUEs must transmit at for 

minimum interference amongst the communicating devices. 

 

Power control is a critical component in 3G in dealing with the near-far problem. 

The near-far problem emanates from devices connecting to a central BS in such a 

way that weaker transmissions from the cell boundaries become obliterated by 

stronger signals coming from devices that are very close to the BS. 4G does not 

experience intra-cell interference because resources utilised in the uplink are 

orthogonal. 4G still requires power control to take care of path loss and shadowing. 

Fast scheduling has however been introduced in 4G to replace power control 

techniques (Sesia et al. 2011:45).  

Transmit powers of the devices to be involved in a D2D communication can be 

controlled according to the prevailing SINR. Power control has been rekindled in 5G 

as an intuitive strategy of reducing interference that is introduced by D2D 

communications. 5G, just like 3G and 4G, makes use of two types of power control:  

(i) Open loop power control (OLPC). 
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(ii) Closed loop power control (CLPC).  

These two power control strategies are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. 

 
Figure 4. 8 Open loop power control (5G NR LTE 2020) 

 

The open-loop method utilises a pre-determined level that is arrived at having 

considered path loss estimation between the transmitting and receiving stations. For 

current LTE systems, the UL transmissions within individual cells are orthogonal 

which means that interference management is not critical. For this reason, 

interference management schemes that must be utilised should be able to deal with 

intercell interference.  

 
Figure 4.9 Closed loop power control ((5G NR LTE 2020) 

 

To design a strategy for controlling the transmission power of sensors and UEs 

participating in D2D communications, it was important to undertake an evaluation of 

the current LTE power controls. The evaluation sought to determine whether the 

existing power control strategies are enough for sensor networking. The current LTE 

systems make use of a combination of closed-loop and open-loop control systems.  

 

(a)  CUE Power Control 

According to Penda (2018:61), equation 4.15 can be used for the purposes of 

controlling CUE transmission power. 

𝑃𝑖 = {𝑃 −  𝜌𝐺𝑖 + ∆𝑇𝐹 + ∅(∆𝑇𝑃𝐶) + 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10M, 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥} [dBm]   (4.15) 
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Where: 

𝑃 − 𝜌𝐺𝑖    Represents the operating point. 

∆𝑇𝐹 + ∅(∆𝑇𝑃𝐶)  Represents the dynamic offset. 

10𝑙𝑜𝑔10M  Represents the bandwidth factor. 

M   Represents the number of RBs assigned to the user. 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥   The maximum power that can be transmitted by CUEs. 

𝜌 ∈ [0,1]   Represents the path loss compensation factor. 

𝐺𝑖    Represents the path gain between the BS and user i. 

𝜌𝐺𝑖    Represents the path loss compensation factor. 

P Represents the power level that is used to control the 

SINR target. 

∅(∆𝑇𝑃𝐶) Represents the transmit power control (TPC) command 

that is given by the network. 

 

According to 3GPP (2007:1-125), the power level that is used to control the SINR 

target is obtained by making use of equation 4.16: 

𝑃 = 𝜌(𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

 
+ 𝑃𝑖𝑛) +(1 − 𝜌)(𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 −10𝑙𝑜𝑔10M)       (4.16) 

Where: 

𝑃𝑖𝑛 Represents the estimated noise and interference power for 

every resource block. 

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

  Represents the SINR target for CUEs. 

 M  Represents the number of RBs assigned to the user. 

 

The path compensation factor, 𝜌, is used to compensate for attenuation between the 

receiver and the transmitter. Full compensation which is given to users operating at 

the cell edges maximises fairness for those users but has the disadvantage of 

increasing intercell interference. An acceptable trade-off between cell edge data rate 

and system capacity is normally found in the range of 0.7 to 0.8.  

 

(b)  Power Control for the CH- UE D2D Communication 

If a cluster head is made to share an uplink resource with a CUE, then SINR over RB 

r at the BS is given by: 

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑟 =  

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆.𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒

𝐺𝑎+ 𝑝𝐷2𝐷𝐺𝐷𝑡.𝐵𝑆 
                                                           (4.17) 
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To meet predefined QoS requirements, this SINR over RB r should be equal or 

higher than a target SINR, 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

 that is required at the BS for successful 

communication.  

               
𝛿𝑖

𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆.𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒

𝐺𝑎+ 𝑝𝐷2𝐷𝐺𝐷𝑡.𝐵𝑆 
≥  𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
                               (4.18) 

If the interference that a CH transmitter adds on RB r over subframe s is given by: 

  𝐼𝑠
𝑟 = 𝑝𝐷2𝐷𝐺𝐷𝑡.𝐵𝑆                                                                (4.19) 

Then: 

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟

𝑝𝐷2𝐷 ≤
𝛿𝑖

𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆.𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒

 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

 
 - 𝐺𝑎                                      (4.20)

 𝑝𝐷2𝐷 ≤  
𝛿𝑖

𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆.𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒

 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟  

 -  
𝐺𝑎

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟

                              (4.21) 

Lemma 1. For optimality, the transmit power for a CH transmitter should be: 

𝑝𝐷2𝐷 =  
𝛿𝑖

𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆.𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒

 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟  

-  
𝐺𝑎

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟

                         (4.22) 

 

Proof: If 𝑝𝐷2𝐷 is more than the specified value, then the predefined SINR would not 

be met and if it is less, then maximum achievable rate over the RB in question will 

not be attained. 

 

4.6.3 The Proposed CH-UE Discovery Process 

For a ProSe-enabled UE device to be alerted of the presence of explosives in the 

vicinity, it must periodically broadcast device information which includes its 

identity. This is a standard procedure in LTE and LTE-A. A CH does not need to be 

communicating with nearby Ues all the time. If this was the case, the cellular 

infrastructure would fail to cope with the ensuing traffic leading to network 

providers not accepting the co-option of WSN into their networks. Under the 

proposed strategy, a CH will seek to pair up with a nearby UE if sensors within the 

cluster have detected the presence of explosives in the AOI. The CH then listens for 

identification signals coming from nearby ProSe-enabled UEs. If there is a nearby 

UE, then the CH must request for RBs from the nearest BS so that the CH may 

participate in D2D communication with the UE. Focus is placed on controlling the 

interference from D2D communication with the discovered ProSe-enabled UE to the 

cellular network. If this interference is not controlled to acceptable levels, cellular 

network operators will be hesitant in the incorporation of some WSN add-on 
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applications into their networks since it compromises QoS. The following signalling 

steps were proposed: 

Step 1: A CH sends a request message to the BS to establish D2D links between the 

CH and the ProSe-enabled UE and between the UE and two other cluster 

heads. 

Step 2: On receiving the request, the BS sends a discovery message to the UE, and 

schedules the UE to listen to discovery messages from the CH and to send 

acknowledgement signals to the BS. 

Step 3: Upon receiving the discovery message from a BS, the UE sends discovery 

and acknowledgement signals to the CH using resources allocated by the BS. 

Step 4: On receiving the discovery message, the UE measures SINR which it sends 

to the BS. 

Step 5: The BS allows the CH and the UE to start a D2D communication and at the 

same time allocating resource blocks to the UE for it to further establish D2D 

communication with two other CHs serving the same AOI as the first CH that 

initiated the D2D communication. 

Step 6: If the two other CHs upon interrogation by the UE, confirm that there indeed 

are some explosives in the vicinity, the UE notifies the BS. 

Step 7: The BS then sends an emergency evacuation plan to the UE and sends a 

notification message to the responsible authorities like the police, premises 

owners etc.  

Step 8: On receiving the emergency evacuation plan, the UE displays the evacuation 

plan, highlighting the escape route to be taken whilst vibrating in a unique 

way to alert the holder of the smartphone. 

 

4.7 Attributes of the Proposed Interference Management Scheme 

The proposed scheme ensures that the transmission power of the CHs is properly 

controlled so that there is very minimum interference that is introduced to cellular 

communications. The permitted CH transmit power should be such that the 

minimum SINR requirements are met. Interference is further managed by allocating 

resource blocks that are not in use by other nearby CUEs. The proposed solution 

does not force UEs to wake up too often to listen to requests from CHs to pair up and 

receive sensed information or for the UEs to be constantly transmitting discovery 

messages so that pairing with CHs might take place. If this can take place, the UEs’ 
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battery would be depleted too quickly. Smart phones have evolved to become 

gadgets that can generate a large amount of data. The problem is that battery 

technology is not keeping up with the pace of the smartphone technology and hence, 

any additional service that designers might want to add, is met with a high 

resentment by users fearing a rapid deterioration of their smartphone batteries.  

 

4.8 Conclusion 

The chapter has discussed the formulation of the problem and presented the system 

model that was employed in the study. A description of the development of a 

collaborative area monitoring framework focussing on the management of 

interference that ProSe-enabled sensors and D2D communication introduce to a 

cellular network has also been furnished. The solution to the combinatorial 

optimisation problem was decomposed into two fundamental components, which 

were then subdivided into sub-components, with each sub-component outlined and 

analysed separately. A description of the proposed CH-UE discovery procedure has 

been provided as well. The design specifics will be presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the design of the interference control method that would be 

utilised in cellular networks with ProSe-enabled sensors. The scheme's summary is 

covered in Section 5.2. The allocation of resources to D2D devices in both the uplink 

and downlink is discussed in Section 5.3 with the aim of determining the optimal 

alternative for the proposed system. The proposed method is broken down into two 

primary components in section 5.4: the proposed scheduling strategy and power 

control. D2D permission request and D2D links resource allocation are two of the key 

components that are further broken down into sub-components. The top-down 

technique was chosen so that the sub-components may be sufficiently detailed for 

later practical validation of the proposed solution. The operational procedure for CHs 

seeking to communicate with UEs is described in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 brings the 

chapter to a close. 

 

5.2 Overview of the Proposed Interference Management Scheme 

Deployed sensors monitor an AOI in real-time and report any suspicious targets to 

CHs that process received information and in turn collaborate with other CHs to 

confirm the existence of explosives in the vicinity.  This should be done in a manner 

that does not introduce excessive interference to the primary network. The CHs must 

seek permission from cellular network BSs so that the sensed information can be 

passed to smartphones to alert the users of the presence of explosives. The detection is 

carried out by independent sensors of different types simultaneously to reduce false 

alarms as any false alarm can render the system ineffective and unusable.  For a false 

alarm-free network, an AOI is divided into zones with each zone being scanned by 

appropriate types of sensors. Three clusters of the same type of sensors are installed in 

an AOI with each cluster having a CH. All three clusters operate independently, and 

they share their sensed information. If it so happens that two or three CHs have 

positive results about the presence of explosives in the AOI, a pre-selected CH 

initiates communication with CHs of other types of sensors. If the presence of 

explosives is confirmed by at least two pre-selected CHs of different types of sensors, 

the process of notifying smartphones is then then initiated. Figure 5.1 shows an AOI 

in which the proposed scheme is implementable with examples of different types of 
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sensors shown. As can be observed in Figure 5.1, the design shows some convergence 

of wireless sensor networking and cellular networking. According to Swain et al. 

(2020:39-49), Saranya et al. (2013: 961-965) and Kumbhar et al. (2017:664-672), the 

convergence of cellular networks is still in the research stage and there has not been 

any large-scale implementation.  

 
Figure 5.1: Convergence of WSN and cellular networks 

 

5.3 Sharing of Resources  

New Radio (NR) is the new air interface earmarked for 5G radio systems. The 

multiple access technology for 5G is orthogonal multiple access (OMA) for both UL 

and DL transmissions. With NR, the BS which is named the next generation Node B 

(gNB) performs scheduling procedures by assigning RBs to devices at every 

transmission time interval (TTI).  

 

Devices that are near each other can be made to share resources or they can make use 

of dedicated resources in the UL or DL or in both. The allocation of resources to 

devices can be BS-assisted or BS-controlled. Under the BS-assisted resource sharing 

scheme, the devices involved in D2D communication allocate resources to themselves 

using pre-determined strategies. There is limited signalling between the devices and 

the BS. Under the BS-controlled resource allocation, resources are controlled solely 

by the BS. With this resource allocation method, management of the interference that 

arises as a result of D2D communication is easier to handle. The BS, as a central 

controller can terminate communication between sensors and smartphones the 

moment the QoS of a cellular network is threatened.  
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5.3.1 Sharing of Uplink Resources 

Figure 5.2 shows the sharing of UL resources by CHs and UEs. In this type of 

sharing, CH transmitters introduce undesirable interference to the BS as they use the 

same resources Ues use to communicate with the BS. An acceptable SINR is a 

requirement if communication between sensors and cellular networks is to be allowed 

in the UL. Distance of sensors in relation to the BS is also crucial. Any 

communication in the UL by D2D devices that are very close to the BS severely 

degrades the SINR at the BS and should thus be avoided. However, Doppler et al. 

(2009:1-6) demonstrated that using the UL is less difficult in implementation and 

more effective in operation compared to using the DL for a fully loaded cellular 

network.   

 
Figure 5.2: Uplink sharing 

 

5.3.2 Sharing of Downlink Resources 

Figure 5.3 shows the sharing of DL resources. In this case, the D2D communication 

that is undertaken by devices close to each other does not introduce interference to the 

BS.   

 
Figure 5.3: Downlink sharing 
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In fact, the BS is the one that can introduce interference to the devices engaged in 

D2D communication especially to those devices that are very close to the BS. This 

does not affect the overall QoS of the cellular network if the DL is used by sensors to 

communicate with Ues. 

 

5.3.3 Sharing of Both the Uplink and Downlink Resources  

Sharing of both UL and DL is shown in Figure 5.4. If the devices are to share both the 

UL and the DL, an increased bandwidth is enjoyed by the devices participating in the 

D2D communication. The three cases (uplink shared, downlink shared and the case 

where both the uplink and downlink are shared) result in high spectral efficiency. 

 
Figure 5.4: The sharing of RB resources in both the uplink and downlink 

 

5.3.4  Reservation of Resources 

The other techniques of resources allocation involve the reservation of resources for 

D2D communication either in the UL, DL or in both. Where separate resources are 

allocated to Ues and sensors, there is some very little interference between DUEs and 

CUEs. However, there is no spectral efficiency gain that is achieved in the network. 

With future networks aiming to deliver extremely high data rates in order to fulfil the 

many services that come with the Internet of Things, technologies that do not make 

use of resource sharing are fast being side-lined. 

 

5.3.5 Sharing of Resources as Prescribed by 3GPP 

According to the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP 2013:1-45) standardisation 

process, D2D communication for the purposes of ProSe, should make use of the UL 

resources. The LTE standards making body, introduced side link interface as shown in 
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Figure 5.5 and the resources for the 3GPP-proposed interface are supposed to be taken 

from the UL. 

 
Figure 5.5: D2D communication utilising the 3GPP-introduced interface (Schlienz & Roessler, 2015:7) 

 

LTE recommends that SC-FDMA modulation scheme be used for the PC5 interface. 

The channels for the side-link interface are defined by 3GPP (2015:1-267), 3GPP 

(2015:1-35), 3GPP (2015:1-43), 3GPP (2015:1-79) and 3GPP (2015:1-38). The 

channels are shown in Figure 5.6. 

 

 
Figure 5.6: PC5 Sidelink channels for the air interface (Schlienz & Roessler, 2015, p8) 

 

With D2D devices sharing resources with UEs in the UL, the D2D transmitters are 

likely to introduce interference to the BS especially from the devices very close to the 

BS. For network providers to allow D2D communication into their networks, a 

minimum SINR must be achieved so that the overall network QoS is not 

compromised. This results in devices that are very close to the BS not being allowed 

to engage in D2D communication since they would cause higher interference to the 

BS compared to the ones that are further from the BS. 

 

For this research project, it was therefore proposed that UEs that are close to the BS 

use DL resources and the ones further from the BS make use of UL resources. CHs 

that utilise the DL do not introduce interference to the BS. In cellular communication, 

the UL and the DL are normally used asymmetrically since a higher number of users 
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tend to upload less data than to download. This explains why it was proposed to 

allocate a wider spectrum in the UL compared to the DL. UL comes with easier 

implementation but become problematic when used very close to the BS (Doppler et 

al. 2009:1-6). 

 

5.4 Decomposition of the Proposed Scheme 

This section outlines the actual decomposition of the proposed solution. The proposed 

solution is decomposed into two major components:  

(i) Proposed scheduling strategy. 

(ii) Power control.  

 

The major components are further decomposed into subcomponents:  

(i) D2D permission request. 

(ii) D2D links resource allocation.  

 

5.4.1 The Proposed Scheduling Strategy 

For the proper allocation of radio resources, the BS must determine, the channel 

quality between UEs and the BS, CHs, and the BS and between the UEs and CHs. 

This is achieved by sending pilot signals on special subframes. In receiving the pilot 

signals, Ues and CHs calculate their path losses between the BS and themselves. The 

Ues and CHs in turn transmit pilot signals to the BS that the BS uses to determine the 

channel gains between the UEs, CHs and itself. The proposed scheduling strategy is 

made up of two main parts: D2D permission request and then D2D link resources 

allocation. 

 

(a)  D2D Permission Request 

Cellular network service providers maintain SLAs with their internal and external end 

users. Service providers are obliged to indemnify their customers in case of breaches 

of warranties. The proposed solution naturally takes the issue of SLAs into 

consideration. The BS must decide whether to accept requests from CHs to initiate 

D2D communications. This decision is based on how the inclusion of D2D 

communications would affect the overall QoS of the network. Permission is granted 

or denied after going through the following steps: 

(i) Estimate the resulting interference. 
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(ii) Will the interference be tolerable by the network? 

The BS, according to Hu et al, (2013:66-73), estimates the total interference plus 

noise using equation 5.1: 

𝐼𝑡 = 𝐺𝑎+𝑃𝐵𝑆 𝐺𝐶𝑈𝐸  [𝑚𝑡𝑖] + ∑ 𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒 𝐺𝐶𝑈𝐸.𝐷𝑟
[𝑢𝑡𝑖]    (5.1)  

Where: 

             𝐼𝑡 total interference 

mti macro tier interference. 

Uti underlay tier interference. 

 

Resources can only be availed to CHs to perform sensor networking only if the overall 

interference that they add to the network does not result in an unacceptable network's 

overall quality of service. 

 

(b)  D2D Link Resources Allocation 

The location information of all the UEs and CHs within a specific cell is known to the 

BS by use of the Global Positioning System (GPS). Since UEs are mobile, their 

locations must be updated regularly. The positions of CHs are fixed since the sensors 

are placed at strategic positions at crowded places like shopping malls. A cell is 

divided into two: the inner and outer sections. For this research project, it was 

proposed that, for the inner section, DL resources are shared, and UL resources are 

used in the outer section as depicted in Figure 5.7. 

 
Figure 5.7: The resources that are shared in the uplink and downlink 

 

The flow diagram in Figure 5.8 outlines the cell sectorisation procedure by the BS. 

For a sensor to be allowed to connect with a UE, it’s transmit power is rigidly 

controlled so that the transmissions may not degrade other transmissions taking place 

in the vicinity. 
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   Figure 5.8 Cell sectorisation procedures 

 

For sensors to participate in D2D communications there is need to limit the distance 

between the participating devices. Since a BS knows the positions of all UEs and CHs 

within the cell, distances between UEs and CHs can be calculated using the location 

information. 

 

The BS then groups the UEs around CHs using the distance information for possible 

communication. Hakola et al. (2010:1-6), through extensive numerical analysis and 

simulations, concluded that, fixing a maximum distance between communicating 

ProSe devices can prevent the degradation of the QoS of D2D communications. 

Devices that are close to each other need not transmit at high power. Not exceeding a 

prescribed power level is good for CUEs and the BS. Devices that are transmitting at 

low power do not introduce significant interference especially to the BS. 

 

Figure 5.9 shows grouped potential D2D devices in which pairing have not taken 

place. The BS sorts UEs and CHs according to their locations into inner and outer 

sections of the cell using Algorithm 1. The algorithm uses the distance information to 

group potential D2D devices.   
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Figure 5.9: Potential D2D devices grouped 

 

Algorithm 1: UEs grouping for possible UE-CH communication 

1: Inputs: U = {𝑈𝑖} 𝑖=1,2,…….𝑁; C = {𝐶𝑖} 𝑖=1,2,…….𝐾; 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥;  

2: Output: 𝐺1, 𝐺2, 𝐺3……… 

3: Given that i = 0; 

4: for inner and outer sections of the cell 

5:  while (U ≠ Ø and C ≠ Ø) do; 

5.1: Find 𝑈𝑖 in U such that (𝑈𝑖 – 𝐶𝑖  𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) ≤  𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥; // distance between a 

sensor  and smart phone should not go above a specified value. 

5.2: Place (𝑈𝑖 – 𝐶𝑖)  pair into group  𝐺𝑖 + 1. 

5.3: if size(𝐺𝑖) = 0    then 

5.4: Break; 

6:  end while 

7: end for 

 

The complexity of the algorithm for a system that has K CUEs and M DUEs is 

0(𝑀𝐾^2) which is not prohibitive even for a dense network. 

 

Kang and Kim (2017:9924-9930) proposed an algorithm that uses distance between 

CUEs and DUEs to select UL resources allocated to CUEs that can be reused by 

devices that are close to each other. The authors argued and proved that shorter 
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distances between CUEs and DUEs result in minimum interference resulting from 

direct communication between the devices even if resources are shared. However, the 

authors did not consider the effect of D2D communications on a BS that takes place 

very close to the BS using UL resources. 

 

Rodziewicz et al. (2015:1-6) designed a strategy that utilises devices’ locations to 

decide on which UL resources can be availed for reuse by devices close to each other. 

The authors failed to take into consideration the effect on a BS, of devices close to 

each other engaged in D2D communication whilst being very close to a BS using UL 

resources. 

 

According to Duong and Shin (2013:776-779), the SINR at the BS is not affected by 

the location of CUEs since CUEs follow a rigid power control to avoid the near-far 

problem but is chiefly affected by the distance between DUEs communicating 

amongst themselves and the BS. The smaller the distance, the higher the impact on 

BS’s SINR. It is therefore very important when designing schemes of allocating 

resources to devices close to each other engrossed in D2D communication to consider 

this distance.  

 

(i) Downlink Resource Allocation 

The algorithm that was developed for the downlink allocates resources to Ues and 

CHs based on the devices’ spatial separability properties. 5G allows the use of 

multiple antennas at the BS. SDMA can then be used to increase system capacity. The 

SDMA technology enables the reuse of RB resources by utilising spatial properties of 

the different users with respect to the BS. Different users can be spatially separable in 

a subcarrier if, after sharing the subcarrier, the SINR requirements at their respective 

receivers are satisfied. The spatial separability of users depends on the angular and 

multipath characteristics of different users. The multiple antennas available at the BS 

are used in such a way that channel reuse is made possible for as long as the co-

channel users are spatially separable.   

 

The developed scheme sought to take advantage of the fact that the SDMA 

technology with its adaptive smart antennas, can be made to reuse downlink resources 

by making use of the adaptive antennas at the BS. If sensors that are very close to the 
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BS have registered their intention to communicate with nearby smart phones, 

downlink resources can be made available by having some CUEs release resources 

and availing them to the sensors. The algorithm that was developed works by first 

identifying CUEs whose spatial signatures are highly correlated. Once CUEs are 

identified, they are made to reuse specific resources and to release their current 

resources for use by sensors. Having CUEs and sensors using separate resources 

eliminates any form of interference that may emanate from D2D communication. 

However, the system must be capable of dealing with the co-channel interference 

coming from the CUE users. Algorithm 2 outlines how resources are allocated in the 

downlink for this research project. 

 

Algorithm 2: Allocation of resources in the downlink 

1: Inputs: U = {𝑈𝑖} 𝑖=1,2,…….𝑁; C = {𝐶𝑖} 𝑖=1,2,…….𝐾;  

2: Output: R = {𝑅𝑖} 𝑖=1,2,…….𝑃;  //set of CHs paired with CUE i. 

3: Randomly allocate orthogonal resources to CUEs 

4: for each CH request for resources do 

5:  if there are two spatially separable CUEs 

5.1: Make the two share the same resources and release the other set of resources 

for  use by the CH  

5.2: else deny the request 

6:  end if 

7: end for 

 

(ii) Uplink Resource Allocation 

For the sensors to be allowed to share CUE resources in the UL, the sensors should 

not cause severe interference to CUEs. Network operators would never allow a 

scenario that results in a compromised QoS of their networks. The algorithm 

developed for the UL ensures that the QoS of the network is not degraded by only 

allowing the sensors to share uplink resources if a specified interference level is not 

violated as shown in algorithm 3. The pairing process is premised on the strength of 

D2D links. Since the D2D communication is allowed for CHs and smart phones that 

are in proximity, it is assumed that D2D links are always very strong, and the pairing 

process should be based on interference thresholds. Pairing is permitted if interference 

levels satisfy specified thresholds for both CHs and the smartphones. If the number of 
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devices wishing to participate in D2D engagement with nearby devices is too large, 

the algorithm is designed such that some devices can be made to share resources with 

CUEs in the downlink. 

 

Algorithm 3: Allocation of Resources in the Uplink 

1: Inputs: U = {𝑈𝑖} 𝑖=1,2,…….𝑁; // a set of CUEs already allocated with resources  

 C = {𝐶𝑖} 𝑖=1,2,…….𝐾; // a set of CHs requesting for resources 

 Q = {𝐶𝑈𝐸𝑠𝑖} 𝑖=1,2,…….𝑅; // CUEs already utilising the downlink that can still 

 accommodate some sensors. 

2: Output: R  = {𝑅𝑖} 𝑖=1,2,…….𝑃;  //set of CHs paired with CUE i. 

3: for all 𝑈𝑖  ∈  𝑈 and 𝐶𝑖 ∈ C 

4:  calculate SINR levels; 

5:  if 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐷2𝐷
𝑟  ≤  𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐷2𝐷

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
  and 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒

𝑟  ≤  𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

 then 

6:   Pair up 𝑈𝑖 link with 𝐶𝑖 link: 𝑅𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖  + {k}; 

7:  end if  

8: end for 

9:  if D2D link k is not paired with any CUE in the uplink  

10:   Pair up D2D link k and 𝑄𝑖 in Q: 𝑅1 = 𝑅1  + {k}; 

11:  end if  

12: end for 

 

5.4.2  Power Control for the CH- UE Direct Communication 

The maximum transmit power of devices that are engaged in direct communication 

with each other should be rigidly controlled not only in a bid to manage interference 

but also to guarantee successful D2D communication. The objective of the developed 

power control is to ensure that a network prescribed SINR target for CUEs, 

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

, and a network prescribed SINR target for DUEs, 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑑𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

 are met.  

 

Where a CH is to share a UL resource with a CUE, then SINR over RB r at the BS is 

given by: 

 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑟 =  

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆.𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒

𝐺𝑎+ 𝑝𝐷2𝐷𝐺𝐷𝑡.𝐵𝑆 
                                                               (5.2) 

And for the downlink, the SINR over RB r at the CUE is given by: 
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𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑟 =  

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐷2𝐷.𝑝𝐷2𝐷

𝐺𝑎+ 𝑝𝐷2𝐷𝐺𝐷𝑡.𝐵𝑆 
                   (5.3)                                                       

To meet predefined QoS requirements, this SINR over RB r should be equal or higher 

than a target SINR, 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

 that is required at the BS for successful 

communication.   

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆.𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒

𝐺𝑎+ 𝑝𝐷2𝐷𝐺𝐷𝑡.𝐵𝑆 
≥  𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
                                      (5.4) 

 

If the interference that a CH transmitter adds on RB r over subframe s is given by: 

𝐼𝑠
𝑟 = 𝑝𝐷2𝐷𝐺𝐷𝑡.𝐵𝑆                                                                          (5.5) 

Then: 

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟

𝑝𝐷2𝐷 ≤
𝛿𝑖

𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆.𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒

 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

 
 - 𝐺𝑎                                                (5.6) 

𝑝𝐷2𝐷 ≤  
𝛿𝑖

𝑘𝐺𝑐𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑆.𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑒

 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟  

 -  
𝐺𝑎

𝛿𝑖
𝑘𝐺𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑟

                                         (5.7) 

 

Algorithm 4 is used to control transmit powers of devices involved in D2D 

communication. 

 

Algorithm 4: Power Control Algorithm 

1: Input: Matrix P // Paired CH- UE devices 

2: Output: A set of transmit powers, 𝑝 = (𝑝l1, 𝑝l2, . . . , P𝐿); 

3: for all pairs, 

3.1 calculate transmit powers for the D2D transmitters using Equation (4.21); 

3.2 allocate powers accordingly 

4:  end for 

5: 𝑃 = (𝑝1, 𝑝2, . . . , 𝑝𝐿) 

 

5.5 The Operational Procedure of CHs Seeking to Communicate with UEs 

For a ProSe-enabled UE device to be alerted of the presence of explosives in an AOI, 

it must periodically broadcast device information which includes its identity. This is a 

standard procedure in LTE and LTE-A. A CH does not need to be communicating 

with nearby UEs all the time. If this were the case, the cellular infrastructure would 

fail to cope with the ensuing traffic leading to network providers not accepting the co-

option of WSN into their networks. Under the proposed strategy, a CH will seek to 
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pair up with a nearby UE if sensors within the cluster have detected the presence of 

explosives in the AOI. The CH then listens for identification signals coming from 

nearby ProSe-enabled Ues. If there is a nearby UE, then the CH must request for RBs 

from the nearest BS so that the CH may participate in D2D communication with the 

UE. Focus is placed on controlling the interference emanating from the D2D 

communication with the discovered ProSe-enabled UE to the cellular network. Failing 

to control this interference to an acceptable level would lead cellular network 

operators to reject the integration of WSN into their networks as the integration leads 

to a compromised QoS. Figure 5.11 outlines the operational procedure that CHs use to 

connect wirelessly to nearby Ues to warn them of presence of explosives. 
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Figure 5.10: The operational procedure for connection 

BS CH 2 UE1 CH 1 CH 3 

BS sends an 

emergency 

evacuation plan 

to the UE and 

sends a 

notification 

message to the 

responsible 

authorities like 

the police, 

premises 

owners etc. 

CH1sends a request message to the BS to establish D2D links between the 

CH1 and UE1 and between the UE1 and two other CHs. 

 

BS sends a 

discovery 

message to the 

UE1, schedules 

UE1 to listen to 

discovery 

messages from 

CH1 and to 

acknowledge 

 

On receiving the discovery message, the UE measures SINR which it sends to the BS 

 

BS allows CH1 and UE1 to start a D2D communication at the same time 

allocating resource blocks to UE1 for it to further establish D2D 

communication with CH2 and CH3 serving the same AOI  

If CH2 and CH3 upon interrogation UE1, confirm that there indeed are 

some explosives in the vicinity, then UE1 notifies the BS. 

 

UE displays 

evacuation 

plan, showing 

escape route, 

vibrating in a 

unique way to 

alert the holder 

of smartphone. 
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5.6 Conclusion 

The details of the proposed interference management scheme's design have been 

presented in this chapter. The concept has been split down into two primary 

components: the proposed scheduling strategy and power control, which have been 

further subdivided into D2D permission request and D2D links resource allocation. 

Four algorithms have been presented: an algorithm for grouping UEs for probable 

UE-CH communication, algorithms for resource allocation in the uplink and 

downlink, and finally a power control technique. The algorithms' pseudocodes have 

been presented. The next chapter presents the details of the system level simulator that 

was developed for the evaluation of the proposed design. 
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CHAPTER SIX: SYSTEM LEVEL SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT  

 

6.1 Introduction 

A state-of-the-art simulator was developed as part of this research to enable studies in 

converged mobile cellular networks (MCNs) and wireless sensor networks (WSNs) 

for the implementation and investigation of novel techniques/ algorithms developed to 

reduce interference that occurs when sensors communicate with smartphones in a 

D2D manner. The developed model encompasses the connections between a BS, UEs, 

and sensors, allowing for realistic analysis of network-related issues such as 

interference mitigation and network planning optimisation in urban settings such as 

shopping malls. The system level simulator follows the 3GPP standard for 5G 

network features and characteristics. Path-loss models, BS/UE standards, MIMO/ 

smart antenna designs, appropriate channel models such as the WINNER II model, 

and defined channel bandwidths are all features of the 5G network standard. The 

system-level simulator was developed by first abstracting the link-level features (i.e., 

the physical layer) to a sufficient level of detail and accuracy, and then mapping the 

link-level to the system-level. A 5G heterogeneous network was employed in the 

simulation. For macrocells and femtocells, OFDMA transmission technology was 

used. Subcarriers are used to divide the frequency spectrum. A single RB is made up 

of twelve consecutive subcarriers and is the smallest unit that may be assigned to a 

single UE or sensor. The channel bandwidth in this study is 20 MHz, and there are 

100 RBs in the channel. 

 

6.2 Simulation of Mobile Communication Systems 

There are basically three types of simulators that can be used to prototype and 

evaluate mobile communication systems: 

(i) Link Level (LL) simulators. 

(ii) System Level (SL) simulators. 

(iii) Network Level (NL) simulators. 

 

6.2.1 Link Level Simulators 

Link level simulation focuses on the physical (PHY) layer characteristics with an 

emphasis on a single link between a user and a BS. The analysis can be for the DL or 

UL. With LL simulators, all PHY blocks are implemented in detail with little 
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abstraction. A good example of an LL simulator is the LTE Link Level Simulator 

v1.3r620 (Vienna University of Technology 2010:1-12). This simulation package is 

made freely available under terms of a non-commercial academic licence. The 

simulator uses MATLAB and can be used to emulate transmission features between a 

BS and UE, specifically for the PHY layer. It was developed by the Vienna University 

of Technology. The LL simulator was introduced way back in 2009 when there was 

only one scheduling algorithm that was available at the time. This means that if the 

LTE Link Level Simulator v1.3r620 simulation package were to be used for the 

evaluation of the algorithms developed for this research project, major modifications 

would have been necessary. 

 

6.2.2 System Level Simulators 

SL simulators are used to analyse complex systems comprising of several BSs and 

UEs. They are used to facilitate a thorough assessment of spectral efficiency, data 

throughputs and network coverage incorporating interference affecting BSs and UEs. 

LTE-A Downlink System Level Simulator and LTE-A Uplink System Level 

Simulator are good examples of system level simulators which can be used for LTE-A 

and 5G systems (Rupp et al. 2016:6). These simulators are free for academic and non-

commercial use and have the following features: 

(i) Channel prediction and interpolation for time-variant channels can be 

undertaken. 

(ii) Intercell interference can be quantified through simulations. 

(iii) 3D modelling as specified in TR36.8973 is supported (3GPP 2015:1-43). 

(iv) Different schedulers for multi-user MIMO systems can be implemented. 

(v) Channel estimation for MIMO systems can be implemented. 

 

6.2.3 Network Level Simulators  

NL simulators facilitate the analysis of specific protocols and how the lower layers 

interact with the upper layers. BSs are treated as network entities having the capability 

of exchanging messages amongst themselves. NL simulators are also used to model 

and analyse backhaul issues in cellular networks. Figure 6.1 shows the position of NL 

simulators in relation to the other two types of simulation packages. NL ns-3 LTE 

module is a good example of a NL simulator (Piro et al. 2011:415-422). NL ns-3 LTE 
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module is an open source simulation package that supports the evaluation of the 

following: 

(i) End to end Quality of Experience (QoE). 

(ii) Radio level performance. 

 

It also enables algorithm prototyping of:  

(i) Radio Resource Management (RRM). 

(ii) The management of intercell interference. 

(iii) Self-Organised Networks (SONs). 

 

Strategies for interference management like coordinated multi-point (CoMP) and 

power control are not yet present in ns 3. CoMP is supported by the latest versions of 

Vienna SL Simulator. Both Vienna SL and ns-3 do support round robin (RR), channel 

quality indicator (CQI) and Proportional Fair (PF) schedulers. Vienna also provides 

max-min throughput scheduling. More sophisticated schedulers are provided by ns 3. 

 

 
Figure 6.1: The mapping of the different simulator types onto LTE protocol stack layers (Finn, 2015, 

p46) 

 

Designing a simulator which researchers can use to test the full functionality of their 

prototypes is a very complex task that cannot be realised in many research centres. 

This is the reason why most simulators fail to produce results desired by many 

researchers. It is not possible to design a “one size fits all” type of simulator. This is 
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the reason why it was decided to develop an own simulator to specifically evaluate the 

functionality of the scheme in this research work. Most available simulators have not 

yet incorporated the convergence of cellular networks and wireless sensor 

technologies. 

 

For this research work, LL simulators are inadequate as they are not capable of the 

analysis of network related issues that include scheduling and interference 

management. System level simulators are recommended for research projects where 

overall system reliability and the integration of specific technologies are to be 

evaluated. For this research project, a custom simulation package that makes use of 

system level was developed for use in the performance evaluation of the proposed 

design. The design in this research work is on the convergence of two networks, the 

cellular network, and the wireless sensor network. The complexity of such a network 

dictates that system level simulation be used for the evaluation of the developed 

strategy. Cellular networks and WSNs usually operate in hostile environments that 

include shadowing and multipath propagation amid heavy interference. It is difficult 

to accurately predict channel conditions with a simple analytical model. This is one of 

the reasons why it was decided to use system level simulation techniques in the 

evaluation process of the developed scheme as opposed to using traditional 

techniques. Creation of own system level simulator allowed the control of the level of 

abstraction. The developed simulation framework had to meet certain specifications.  

 

6.3 Specifications of the Simulator 

In 2008, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), set up the International 

Telecommunications Advanced (IMT-Advanced) specifications which are 

requirements set to address the ever-changing needs of mobile services. The key 

features of the specification as outlined by Feng (2014:61) amongst others, are: 

(i) High capability to internetwork with other radio access systems. 

(ii) Ability to offer high quality and efficient mobile services. 

 

According to Huawei Technologies (2017:2), the C-band (3 300-4 200MHz and 4 

400-5 000MHz) is earmarked for the initial roll out of 5G by 2020 with the aim of 

providing a balanced coverage and cost-effective implementation. It is envisioned that 

a 100MHz channel bandwidth per 5G network utilising massive MIMO will provide 
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ultra-high data throughputs with reasonable complexity. Ericsson (2015:2) pointed out 

that the existing radio-access technologies (RATs), like LTE, will be some of the 5G 

access networks providing a backward-compatible route for 5G systems in LTE 

spectrum. Other new RATs targeting new spectrum where backward compatibility 

with the already existing systems is not an issue will emerge.  Taking this into 

consideration, the proposed solution was implemented using LTE specifications. LTE 

makes use of SC-FDMA for the uplink and OFDMA for the downlink. For LTE 

systems, Beard et al. (2016:478) recommend equation (6.1) to be used to calculate the 

amount of available RBs as: 

𝑟𝑎 =  
0.9𝑏

𝑐
                                                      (6.1) 

Where:  

ra is the available resource blocks 

c is 180 kHz 

b is the total available bandwidth in kHz. 

0.9 is a factor that incorporates 10% guard band. 

180 kHz is the bandwidth of an RB that comprises 12 subcarriers of 15 kHz 

bandwidth each. For the time domain, radio frames of 10 ms are used with subframes 

of 1 ms each. 

 

For a 5G network, it must be decided for every device needing to transmit to some 

other device, the frequency, and the time for the transmission to take place. This is 

where the BS comes. The resource allocation must be highly efficient and should be 

done in such a way that interference amongst the active devices is greatly minimised. 

Resource allocation gets complex as the number of active devices increases fighting 

over a limited bandwidth with most of the active devices having a high appetite for 

high data rates.  

 

6.4 Selecting MATLAB for the Simulation Framework Development 

For this research project, MATLAB was chosen in the development of a simulation 

model for the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms. MathWorks 

developed MATLAB, a multi-paradigm programming language and numeric 

computing environment. Matrix operations, function and data visualization, algorithm 

implementation, user interface building, and interfacing with programs written in 
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other languages are all possible with MATLAB (Gillman 2021).  MATLAB was 

cchosen due to the following reasons:  

(i) MATLAB comes with high compactness in that few lines can be used for very 

complex algorithms-MATLAB code is very concise. 

(ii) MATLAB integrates a high computational capability with excellent graphical 

capabilities. It is a powerful tool not only for visualisation but also for graphical 

representation of scientific data. MATLAB has useful features that can be used 

for plotting functions, and it supports the exporting and importing of a variety of 

file formats for further and detailed analysis. 

(iii) MATLAB allows a quick identification of conceptual errors. 

(iv) MATLAB reduces the level of effort that is required to build a simulation model 

because of the availability of many model libraries containing established and 

already tested building blocks. 

(v) MATLAB was chosen because of its high efficiency in testing and evaluation of 

algorithms without going into the intricacies of packet level implementation. 

 

6.5 The Simulation Methodology 

The simulation methodology involves the taking of a snapshot of an AOI. This is 

followed up by a computation of several statistical values. The flowchart of the 

procedure is shown in Figure 6.2. 

 

In accordance with ITU-R (2009:1-72), when undertaking system level simulations, 

the following guidelines should be followed: 

(i) Network layout is defined. This includes the placements of BSs, UEs and cluster 

heads for this research work. 

(ii) Different channel conditions are assigned to UEs and CHs. This should include 

the line of sight (LOS) and non-line of sight (NLOS) propagation. 

(iii) BS connection to a UE depends on the strongest link. 

(iv) The simulation is run for a specific number of UE droppings and the process 

then repeated with UEs being placed at different locations. A big enough 

number of droppings should be allowed for convergence and for statistically 

valid results to be obtained. 
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Figure 6.2: The simulation procedure 

 

All the components of the simulation process are shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: Simulation components 

 

6.6 Simulation Parameters 

To adequately evaluate the performance of the developed strategy for interference 

management, the correct parameters had to be selected for the simulation framework. 

Most of these parameters are taken from Bouras et al. (2014:1213–1237) who 

proposed a framework for use in the evaluation of interference mitigation schemes for 

heterogeneous cellular environments particularly for shopping malls. 

 

6.6.1 Channel Model 

It is always important to accurately model the effects of radio propagation as these 

effects degrade the system performance. Several factors affect wireless 

communication networks. The propagation environment, noise and interference are 

some of the factors. Shadowing from large obstacles, distance between 

communicating devices and multi-path fading all contribute to signal attenuation. This 

research project uses a channel model that factors in the effects of multipath fading, 

path loss and shadowing. For the D2D communication between sensors and UEs for 

this research work, dual mobility that affects normal D2D communication is not 

considered when selecting the channel model to use, since sensors are fixed and 

plugged onto fixed power points. The UEs are the only devices that are expected to be 

on the move. 
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For the evaluation of the proposed resource allocation algorithm, where it is necessary 

to adjust the height of cluster heads for maximum efficiency, the path loss model that 

is recommended by 3GPP (2014:39) was used. The path model is applicable for both 

suburban and urban areas. Table 6.1 shows the channel model assumptions for D2D 

scenarios. 

 

Table 6.1: Channel model assumptions for simulating D2D scenarios (3GPP 2014:39) 

 Outdoor to outdoor Outdoor to indoor Indoor to indoor 

Pathloss ITU-1411-6 or 

Winner+ B1 

Dual strip or Winner + 

B4 or Winner + or 

Winner II A2 

Dual strip, or InH (TR 

36.814 or Winner II A1) 

Loss 

probability 

ITU-R IMT Umi ITU-R IMT Umi ITU-R IMT Umi, or ITU-R 

IMT InH or Winner II A1 

Shadowing 7 dB log-normal or 10 

dB log-normal 

7 dB log-normal LOS:3 dB Log-normal or 

NLOS: 4dB log-normal 

Fast fading ITU-R IMT Umi LOS 

and NLOS 

ITU-R IMT Umi LOS 

021 

ITU-R IMT InH LOS and 

NLOS 

 

According to ITU (2009:23), the most used channel models currently are drop based. 

This means that there is a scattering environment that is created randomly for each 

link. The traditional models do not cater for high density of links that is expected of 

5G networks and do not cater for direct D2D connections between devices that are 

near each other. 

 

6.6.2 Traffic Model 

The traffic model used in this research work is adopted from Hossain et al. (2013:61) 

because this model gives a realistic traffic profile mimicking a practical cellular 

network. In practical cellular networks, traffic generation is inhomogeneous with the 

arrival rate varying both in space as well as in time. Smart phones in this research 

project send high quality level video streams to each other via the BS whilst CHs 

compete for resources to use for a D2D communication with nearby smartphones. For 

video streaming, according to IEEE (2007:36), frames of video data reach their 

destination at regular intervals, T, shown in Figure 6.4 (IEEE 2007:36). 
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Figure 6.4: Near real-time video traffic model (IEEE 2006:36) 

 

Table 6.2 presents other simulation parameters used in this research work. 

Table 6.2: Simulation parameters 

Parameter Value 

System bandwidth 100MHz 

Carrier frequency 4GHz 

Maximum smartphone transmission power  1.5W 

Maximum BS transmission power  24dBm 

Maximum CH transmission power  2.0W 

Shadowing Standard Deviation 10 dB 

Noise Spectral Density -174 dBm /Hz 

Total number of available RBs 50 

Data rate requirement for prioritised smartphones 2Mbps 

Data rate requirement for non-prioritised smartphones 1.0Mbps 

 

Table 6.3 gives the simulation platform specifications. 

 

Table 6.3: Simulation platform specifications 

MATLAB version Computer Specifications 

 

 

 

MATLAB R2017a 

Processor Intel© Core© i3-6006U CPU @ 2 000MHz 

2 core(s), 4 logical processors 

RAM 4 GB 

Hard Disk 1 TB 

OS Microsoft Windows 10 Home Single Language 

 

6.7 Assumptions 

For the sake of simplicity and generality, the simulations in this study are based on the 

following assumptions: 
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(i) The reuse factor is equal to 1 which means that the available spectrum is fully 

reused within the AOI. 

(ii) Since the focus of this research work is resource allocation with the aim of 

minimising interference to allow for maximum data rates being achieved, the 

D2D discovery process is assumed to have been completed. The simulation 

process only concentrates on the communication between the smartphones and 

the BS, communication between the smartphones and the CH and the 

communication between the BS and the CH. 

(iii) At the start of a simulation, it is assumed that the dejitter buffer of smartphones 

and the cluster heads are full of data bits. This data then ‘leaks’ from the buffer 

during a simulation. 

(iv) One transmit antenna and one receive antenna for smartphones and cluster head 

and a MIMO antenna system for the BS. All smartphones communicating 

directly with the BS are allocated orthogonal sub-channels and a clusterhead can 

communicate with a smartphone by reusing any one of the orthogonal 

subchannels allocated to smartphones connected directly to a BS. 

(v) It is also assumed that the positions of all devices within a specific area are 

known to the BS controlling those devices. 

(vi) At one point in time, a smartphone can either be connected to a CH or BS and 

not to both at the same time. Likewise, a CH can be either be connected to a BS 

or a smartphone and not to both simultaneously. 

 

6.8 Deployment of Network Elements 

Five smartphone UEs are dropped randomly close to a CH some random distance 

from a fixed position 5G LTE BS. The random placements of smartphone UEs and 

the taking of measurements is repeated 100 times so that representative results may be 

obtained. Figure 6.5 shows some 5 UEs that are placed randomly covering an area of 

140m by 120m. These 5 UEs, because of their proximity to the CH, can be allowed to 

communicate directly with the CH. The CH, if resources are available and QoS 

requirements are met, can directly communicate with the BS.  

 

Figure 6.6 shows 5 smartphone UEs, that are randomly dropped 10 times around a BS 

and a cluster head covering an area of 1 500m by 1 400m. The positions of the CH 
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and BS remain fixed. The process is repeated until statistically representative values 

are obtained. 

 
Figure 6.5 smartphone UEs, one cluster head and a base station 

 

 
Figure 6:6 50 smartphone UEs, one cluster head and a base station 

 

6.9 Implementation of the Power Control Mechanism 

Once a D2D communication between a smartphone user equipment (SUE) and a CH 

has been allowed by the BS, the D2D transmitters need to transmit at specified 

maximum powers to guarantee an acceptable QoS for smartphones connected directly 
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to a BS. For this research project, the power adjustment parameter proposed by 

Coupechoux and Kélif (2011:1-5) was used. Since CHs are not mobile and are 

plugged to reliable utility power, their transmit powers are obtained using the same 

power adjustment factor but the power remains fixed. This means that CHs that are at 

different distances from the BS would transmit at different powers to SUEs near them. 

The SUEs, because of their mobility, have their transmit powers constantly adjusted 

as their distances to the BS change as they move within the coverage area. 

 

6.9.1 Variation of ProSe-Enabled Sensor Transmit Power  

The variation with distance of transmit power that the Pro-enabled sensors must use to 

communicate with the BS is shown in Figure 6.7. This variation is shown for power 

control levels, α, of 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.  In accordance with an SINR-optimising 

strategy proposed by Novlan et al. (2013:2669-2679), CUEs and DUEs in the cell 

interior have better RF conditions and are less susceptible to interference than users at 

the cell edge. Instead, they are more noise limited, which means that lowering their 

transmit power lowers the SINR they can achieve. This is especially true when using 

pathloss-based power control because high values of α reserve the most transmit 

power for users with high pathloss. As a result, the SINR-optimising strategy is to 

transmit at full power (α = 0) for cell edge devices. 

  
Figure 6.7: Variation of power with distance 

It can be observed on Figure 6.7 that for α = 0, a sensor uses maximum power to the 

BS and as α increases, the transmit power required to establish communication with a 
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BS without causing interference to CUEs for the same distance decreases. This is 

good in maintainìng a specified QoS of the network. This means that as α increases, 

interference to other cells utilising the same resources is reduced. It can also be seen 

in Figure 6.7 that ProSe-enabled sensors must transmit at higher power as the distance 

from the BS increases. 

 

6.9.2 Reusable Distance  

UL resources currently in use by a specific CUE can only be reused by a ProSe-

enabled sensor if the distance condition specified by the developed algorithm is met. 

Figure 6.8 shows the distance from the BS UL RBs can be reused to ensure that the 

cellular network QoS is not compromised. It can be observed that for both NLOS and 

LOS propagation environments, the reusable distance decreases quickly as the power 

control level increases. It can also be seen from Figure 6.8 that the reusable distance 

decreases faster for a NLOS propagation environment compared to a LOS 

propagation environment. It can also be observed that sensors should not be allowed 

to share UL resources with CUEs that are further than 160m from the BS under NLOS 

environment and for the LOS propagation environment the distance is 150m. 

 

Figure 6.8: Reusable distance from BS vs power control levels 

 

6.9.3 Sensors Maximum Allowed Transmit Power  

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show that that maximum allowed transmit power increases faster 

to attain their maximum levels for CUE distances that are nearer to the BS. It can be 
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observed on Figure 6.9 that the reuse of subchannels for distances above 115m from 

the BS for a NLOS environment cannot not be permissible for CUEs that are very 

close to the BS. The algorithm limits the distance to minimise the effect of 

interference on SINR and subsequently maintaining the QoS of the cellular network 

within specified levels. 

 

Figure 6.9: Maximum transmit power vs distance for LOS 

 

Figure 6.10: Maximum transmit power vs distance for NLOS 

6.10 Conclusion 

The development of a compact simulation framework for the complete and systematic 

evaluation of the proposed scheme for its performance analysis was presented in this 

chapter. The simulator's settings were selected from a range of parameters proposed 

by leading experts in the field of interference mitigation methods for use in evaluating 

interference mitigation schemes for heterogeneous cellular environments, particularly 

shopping malls. The simulation tests will be presented in the next chapter, along with 

a discussion of the test results. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SIMULATION TESTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The simulation tests done on the proposed scheme to ensure that the design 

specifications were met are presented in this chapter. This chapter also explains why 

the tests were chosen in the first place. The findings from these tests are also reported. 

Both the wireless sensor network and the cellular network will benefit if the two 

networks converge. Smart phones as redundant gateways improve the efficiency with 

which sensed data is routed to a WSN's core networks. The cellular network benefits 

because network operators can provide additional services, attracting additional 

customer base. However, the additional sensing traffic degrades a cellular network's 

QoS. As a result, selecting relevant performance measures to assess how the proposed 

scheme mitigates the interference introduced to the cellular network is critical for 

evaluating the proposed scheme's performance. Cellular network providers will only 

accept ProSe-enabled sensors if they do not have a significant impact on the cellular 

networks' QoS. The developed method was evaluated using a variety of metrics. 

 

7.2 Performance Tests 

Table 7.1 gives the overview of the performance tests carried out and a summary of 

the results obtained. 

 

Table 7.1 An overview of the results obtained 

Item Performance Metrics Description of performance test carried out Summary of results obtained 

1 User throughput User throughput of a random CUE is monitored as 

the CUE moves about in an AOI before and after 

introduction of D2D and results collected. 

Throughputs of 80 CUEs are also measured before 

and after introduction of D2D. 

For the random user, the proposed 

scheme greatly reduced the 

interference such that user 

throughput was not adversely 

affected. There was a marginal 

reduction in user throughput after 

the introduction of interference 

mitigation scheme. 

2 CUE SINR The SINR of a CUE is measured before and after 

the introduction of D2D communication.  

The introduction of D2D did not 

seem to have affected the SINR of 

the CUE 

3 Sensor SINR The SINR for the ProSe-enabled sensor is 

measured for various distances from the BS for 

both the LOS and NLOS scenarios 

The SINR of sensors decreases 

with distance, faster for LOS than 

it is for NLOS 

4 Energy efficiency 

metric 

EE was measured for both the proposed and 

baseline scheduling schemes 

The proposed scheme did not 

affect the AEE of the network 

 

7.2.1 User Throughput 

When it comes to issues of QoS, user throughput is a well-accepted performance 

metric in the research community (ITU-R 2009:1-72 and IEEE 2007:1-38). User 
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throughput refers to the number of bits per second that are transferred from one 

location to another. A modified Shannon formula was used to give the data rate: 

𝑟1 = 𝑚𝑐σ 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1 + SINR)            (7.1) 

Where: 

 𝑟1 is the data rate. 

m = the number of resource blocks allocated to a transmitting device. 

c = 180 kHz. 

σ = 0.4 according to 3GPP (2009:74) for a 16 QAM modulation scheme. 

User throughput was used to investigate whether the interference management scheme 

designed for handing the interference that arises when ProSe-enabled sensors are 

integrated was effective. 

 

(i) Impact of ProSe-enabled Sensor Traffic on CUE Throughput  

A ProSe-enabled sensor is made to reuse UL resources of one CUE, CUE 1. The 

throughput of CUE is then measured as it moves about in an AOI. Figure 7.1 shows 

the variation of CUE 1’s throughput as the user walks about randomly in an AOI. 

 
Figure 7.1: UE 1’s throughput before introducing communication with ProSe-enabled sensors 

 

The RB resources of the same user, CUE 1, are then allocated to a ProSe-enabled 

sensor for reuse and the process of measuring the user throughput of the user is 

repeated as the user walks randomly about an AOI. Figure 7.2 shows the results 

obtained for this process. 
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Figure 7.2: CUE 1’s throughput after introducing D2D communication 

 

The total throughput for users within 0-40m radius, 40-80m radius, 80-120m radius 

and 120-160m radius is measured before and after ProSe-enabled sensors are allowed 

to reuse UL as well as DL resources and the results obtained are presented in Figure 

7.3. 

 

Figure 7.3: Total throughput of 80 UEs scattered around an AOI before and after introduction of D2D 

 

(ii) Discussion on the Effect of the Developed Scheme on User Throughput 

Key performance indicators (KPIs) like user throughput are usually incorporated into 

service level agreements to assist in the monitoring of system performance 

(Ammunouri et al. 2018:1147-1160). KPI metrics give an insight of how a 
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telecommunication system under consideration may be perceived by stakeholders and 

in this regard may be taken as an abstraction of a complex system. According to 

Gamal et al. (2006:2568-2592), interference mitigation strategies enhance the 

individual devices’ throughput in mobile networks. Integration of D2D 

communication into cellular networks introduces interference (Ramasamy 2017:130-

150). The monitoring of user throughput becomes key in the validation of the 

developed interference mitigation scheme. It can be seen in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 that 

the re-assignment of some of the CUE’s resources to a ProSe-enabled sensor did not 

adversely affect the CUE’s throughput. There is, in fact, a slight increase in the 

throughput at 4.8m from the BS which can be attributable to the high SINR for small 

distances to the BS as shown in Figure 7.5. While Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are used to 

display the impact of allowing a single CUE randomly chosen to share its resources 

with a ProSe-enabled sensor, Figure 7.3 shows the impact of the introduction of 

ProSe-enabled sensors in an AOI with 80 randomly dropped CUEs. Table 7.2 

summarises the reduction in the throughput. 

 

Table 7.2: Throughput of 80 UEs scattered around an AOI before and after introduction of proposed 

scheme 

Distance from the BS in m 0-40 40-80 80-120 120-160 

 20 20 20 20 

Throughput 

in Mbps 

Before D2D 131 125 119 90 

After D2D 130 127 115 89 

Reduction of user throughput  0.76% -1.6% 3.36 1.11% 

Reduction of user throughput for 0-80m -0.84% 4.47% 

Overall reduction of user throughput for 0-160m. 3.63% 

An overall user throughput reduction of 3.63 % can be observed. This is a modest 

value in cellular networks. According to Ramasamy (2017:45), a reduction of up to 

5% is acceptable to both users and network providers and is usually captured in 

service level agreements. 

 

7.2.2 CUE SINR  

SINR plays a pivotal role in multi-user systems and is a good metric in measuring 

channel quality of individual users in a cellular network (Farhana et al. 2015:1-11).  

The proposed scheme is designed in such a way that interference that arises when 

sensors directly communicate with nearby smartphones in a D2D fashion is 

effectively managed. It is quite appropriate therefore, to gauge the effectiveness of the 
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scheme in this regard by closely monitoring the proposed scheme’s effect on SINR of 

individual users. 

 

To study the impact of sharing of DL and UL resources by ProSe-enabled sensors, the 

variation of SINR with distance within an AOI is noted and results obtained are 

compared to the SINR variation with distance when D2D communication between 

between ProSe-enabled sensors and smartphones is permitted. The results obtained in 

the study are captured in Figure 7.5.  

 

 

Figure 7.4: SINR of one CUE chosen randomly with and without resources being shared 

 

The impact of the proposed scheme on the SINR of a CUE is very minimal as can be 

observed in Figure 7.4. The SINR decreases with distance on moving away from the 

BS. This reduction however affects both the optimal and the proposed scheme in  a 

similar fashion. SINR is critical when it comes to issues of QoS of a network and 

Figure 7.4 shows that the introduction of D2D did not affect the SINR of the CUE. 

This means that the proposed scheme did not affect the QoS of a mobile network. 

 

7.2.3 Sensor SINR 

Figure 7.5 shows the variation of SINR of a ProSe-enabled sensor with distance from 

a BS for a power control of 0.7. The two curves are for LOS and NLOS 

communications. 
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Figure 7.5: Variation of a sensor’s SINR with distance from BS for (α = 2.0) LOS and (α = 3.1) NLOS 

 

The variation of SINR of a ProSe-enabled sensor with distance from a BS is shown in 

Figure 7.5. It can be observed that for a power control of 0.7, the SINR is high when 

the ProSe-enabled sensor is very close to a BS, and it then decreases exponentially as 

distance increases. It can also be observed that for distances of up to 120m, the LOS 

propagation ceases to enjoy a superior SINR compared to NLOS propagation.  This is 

a strange phenomenon which can be explained by the fact that, according to 

Rappaport et al. (2017:6213-6230), many reflections and scatterings from ceilings and 

walls that are in abundance at highly built-up areas like shopping malls, and the 

waveguiding effects due to hallways, passages, and alleys, all contribute to an 

increased received power. 

 

7.2.4 Energy Efficiency  

According to Breeder et al. (2016:247-272), there are several definitions for energy 

efficiency (EE) metric. Buzzi et al. (2016:697-709) and Shi et al. (2016:7488-7500) 

concur that the EE metric is defined as a ratio of system throughput to energy 

consumption using a unit of bits per joule. The proposed scheme considers channel 

gains in the allocation of RB resources to CUEs to ensure equal distribution of 

transmission power to all RB resources. The CUEs are allocated resources first ahead 

of any ProSe-enabled sensor requesting to be connected to nearby smartphones to 

guarantee the QoS of the cellular links. ProSe-enabled sensors can then be allocated 
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resources depending on availability of RBs. Figure 7.6 displays the energy efficiency 

for both the proposed scheme and a baseline resource allocation strategy. For the 

baseline resource allocation, no D2D commjunication is allowed during this itime and 

the allocation of RBS is as per 3GPP standards. 

 

 

Figure 7.6: EE for the proposed and baseline resource allocation schemes 

 

Battery lifetime is an aspect that is at the heart of an end user of cellular networks 

(Techradar, 2021). When it comes to design, camera, and even computing power, 

smartphones have come a long way in the previous few years. However, there have 

been few improvements in battery technology, which is crucial today because 

cellphones are loaded with large displays, additional sensors, and quicker processors, 

all of which deplete battery life. Any application or strategy that tends to reduce the 

battery lifetime is not welcome to the end user. The proposed scheme requires sensors 

to engage with smartphones only when there is positive detection of explosives in the 

vicinity. Figure 7.7 shows that energy efficiency is not affected by the introduction of 

the proposed scheme. This means that use of the proposed technology does not result 

in any noticeable battery deterioration 

 

7.2.5 Comparison with an FFR Interference Mitigation Scheme 
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assumptions were used for an accurate comparison and the results depicted in Figure 

7.7 were obtained. 

 

Figure 7.7: D2D link throughput versus D2D transmit power (cellular Tx power = 40 dBm). 

 

It can be observed from Figure 7.7 that the proposed scheme outperforms that was 

proposed by Kim et al. (2018:1-8). This could be because the researchers did not 

incorporate a rigid power control strategy of the devices engaged in D2D 

communication. This is likely to affect the QoS of the underlying cellular network. 

The FFR proposed scheme does not limit D2D in the uplink using distance from the 

BS. The FFR proposed scheme also does not make use of the downlink. 

 

7.3 Validation of the Results 

Validating the results obtained from the tests that were performed on the developed 

scheme was firstly achieved by the validation of the developed MATLAB simulator. 

A set of empirical tests were carried out to validate its normal functioning. The tests in 

which the simulator was supposed to generate expected outputs in comparison to the 

ones obtained analytically appear in Table 7.2. 
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Table 7.2 Validation of the Simulator 

Empirical 

Test 

Description 

1 Check if an error message is displayed each time input values are inserted outside the 

confidence interval. 

2 Verify that all input files are read correctly. 

3 Verify that all output files do exist and are in the correct output directories. 

4 Verify that potential smartphone-sensor pairing has been done correctly as expected. 

5 Verify that the maximum distances between any two devices participating in a D2D 

communication has not been exceeded. 

6 Check whether smartphones and sensors tagged as belonging to inner and outer 

regions really belong to those regions by verifying their physical distances. 

 

For the validation of the main tests that were performed using the simulator and to 

ensure statistical relevance, mean values of parameters used in the tests like user 

throughput, were calculated using equation 7.1. 

µ =
1

𝑁
∑ µ𝑛

𝑁𝑠
𝑛=1      (7.1) 

Where 𝑁𝑠  = number of similarities 

 µ𝑛  = mean value obtained in n simulations. 

The standard deviation was calculated using 7.2.  

σ  = √
1

𝑁
∑ 𝜎𝑛

2𝑁
𝑛=1     (7.2) 

Where σ𝑛   = standard deviation for n simulations. 

Percentage deviation was calculated using equation 8.3.  

Δ% = 
|𝑓𝑛 −𝑓𝑓 |

𝑓𝑓 
100     (7.3) 

Where 𝑓𝑛   = fractional output cumulative mean at interval n. 

 𝑓𝑓   = total output cumulative mean. 

It was found out that it was not necessary to undertake long duration  simulations 

since the results that were obtained for 30 minutes of simulation were comparable to 

results obtained for simulation durations of 60, 90, 120, and 150 minutes. As can be 

observed in Figure 7.8, convergence is below 3%. 
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Figure 7.8 Convergence of the average smartphones’ throughputs 

 

Total throughput of smartphones scattered around an AOI before and after the 

introduction of the developed interference management scheme showed that the mean 

standard deviation and the smartphones’ throughput approached a constant value as 

shown in Figure 7.9. 

 

Figure 7.9 Mean standard deviation of the Ues throughput 

       

7.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented the simulation tests that were used in the evaluation of the 

proposed strategy. The performance metrics have been outlined. The results obtained 

shows that the proposed scheme can be deployed in cellular networks without 

compromising the QoS of the underlay cellular network. To display the advantages of 

the proposed scheme over other employed schemes in the literature based on similar 
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system models, the proposed scheme was compared with a scheme proposed by other 

researchers who also worked on an interference mitigation scheme meant to deal with 

the interference that results when ProSe-enabled sensors are added to a D2D-enabled 

cellular network. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT:  CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

8.1 Introduction 

This last chapter is divided into four sections. The conclusions of the work reported in 

this thesis are presented in the first section. The thesis' main contributions are 

highlighted in the second section. The implications and applications of the research 

effort are then presented in the third section. A few potential research directions are 

highlighted in the last part to continue the research effort relevant to the challenges 

addressed in this thesis towards interference management in WSN/MCN converged 

networks. 

 

8.2 Conclusions 

The first chapter presented the introduction of the thesis. The second chapter 

presented the background of D2D communication, with a focus on its integration in 

future cellular networks, particularly in the domain of sensor networks. The design 

challenges of integrating D2D in cellular networks for sensor networking were also 

discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presented a discussion of the current state-of-the-art 

in interference management techniques for D2D-enabled cellular networks. Power 

control, mode selection, beamforming techniques, and other novel interference 

management approaches that have gotten a lot of attention from the research 

community were discussed. Machine learning's role in D2D-enabled network 

interference reduction was also discussed in this chapter. The formulation of the 

problem is presented in Chapter 4 as well as the system model that was used in the 

study. A description of the development of a collaborative area monitoring framework 

that focuses on the management of interference introduced to a cellular network by 

ProSe-enabled sensors and D2D communication was also presented. Chapter 5 

describes the design of the interference control method. Chapter 6 presented details of 

the development of a state-of-the-art simulator as part of this research to enable 

studies in converged mobile cellular networks (MCNs) and wireless sensor networks 

(WSNs) for the implementation and investigation of novel techniques/ algorithms 

developed to reduce interference that occurs when sensors communicate with 

smartphones in a D2D manner. Chapter 7 presented the simulation tests done on the 

proposed scheme to ensure that the design specifications were met This chapter also 

explains why the tests were chosen in the first place. The findings from these tests are 

also reported in this chapter. 
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8.3 Contributions 

8.3.1  Contribution 1 

The main contribution addresses how sensors in cellular networks can share radio 

resources with no or minimal impact on present cellular services. As a result, a 

spectrally efficient technique was devised and presented   A mobile environment with 

several sensors was studied, and detailed simulations were performed to determine 

how the addition of sensors would affect network throughput and SINR. 

 

8.3.2 Contribution 2 

Power control of DUEs is a significant and challenging task. A unique algorithm was 

proposed in this research study.  The approach considered the channel capacity, 

network radius, and DUE transmission power optimisation. It was concluded that the 

inclusion of DUEs has no detrimental effect on the QoS of an underlay cellular 

network, according to the simulation results of the proposed power control strategy. 

 

8.3.3 Contribution 3 

A state-of-the-art simulator was developed as part of this research to enable studies in 

converged mobile cellular networks (MCNs) and wireless sensor networks (WSNs) 

for the implementation and investigation of novel techniques/ algorithms developed to 

reduce interference that occurs when sensors communicate with smartphones in a 

D2D manner. The developed model encompasses the connections between a BS, UEs, 

and sensors, allowing for realistic analysis of network-related issues such as 

interference mitigation and network planning optimization in urban settings such as 

shopping malls. The system level simulator follows the 3GPP standard for 5G 

network features and characteristics. Path-loss models, BS/UE standards, MIMO/ 

smart antenna designs, appropriate channel models such as the WINNER II model, 

and defined channel bandwidths are all features of the 5G network standard. The 

system-level simulator was developed by first abstracting the link-level features (i.e., 

the physical layer) to a sufficient level of detail and accuracy, and then mapping the 

link-level to the system-level. 

 

8.4 Applications of the Research Work 

Regarding data traffic by individual devices, a smartphone is predicted to generate 11 

GB of traffic per month by 2022, up from 2GB in 2017 (Shi 2019). This rightfully 
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positions 5G to become the cornerstone of the IoT. 5G is expected to be a 

revolutionary change in the whole network architectures that will trigger a lot of 

revenue generating services. It is anticipated that slightly over 50 billion devices will 

connect directly to mobile networks all over the world (Evans 2011:1-11). Most of 

these devices will make use of sensors for the measurement of pressure, temperature, 

stress or speed. 5G is likely to incorporate sensors that facilitate the remote 

monitoring of buildings, bridges and roads for minute structural changes for security 

and safety. For the unlocking of IoT, 5G must address issues like latency security and 

bandwidth. This revolutionary nature of 5G is likely to usher in technologies like 

D2D. Researchers that specialise in D2D communication are likely to benefit 

immensely with this literature that has been put together. The strategies developed for 

ProSe-enabled sensors will benefit those working on IoT. 

 

Shopping mall owners are highly likely to embrace the technology as it enhances 

security at their shops which then becomes a pull factor for customers leading to 

increased revenue. According to Davis (2018), incidences of terrorist attacks at 

shopping malls has been in the increase of late, so any technology that warns 

smartphone users of any impending danger when undertaking their business at these 

places is highly welcome. Results from this research work have shown that sensors 

that are positioned at strategic points in a place with many users like at a shopping 

mall, can participate in D2D communication without adversely affecting the QoS of 

the underlay cellular network.  

 

The strategies for interference mitigation can be integrated into cellular networks not 

only for sensor networking but for nearby devices to offload information to increase 

their spectral efficiency. 

 

8.5 Implications of the Research 

The aim of this research work was to develop new radio resource allocation and 

power control algorithms for machine type communication, where the same spectrum 

is shared by human to human and D2D communications. The focus in the algorithm’s 

development was interference management and energy consumption minimisation so 

that the scheme is acceptable to both cellular network operators and smartphone users. 

This led to the development of the following: 
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(i) A scheme for interference mitigation for use in D2D sensor networks 

deployable  at highly crowded public places such as shopping malls. 

(ii) An analysis of mitigation techniques for the interference that arises from the 

integration of D2D and explosives detecting systems into the next generation 

mobile networks. 

(iii) A framework for a hybrid sensor networking system that can be used to warn 

smartphone users, security agencies, emergency services and other stakeholders 

of an imminent terrorist attack at shopping malls and other crowded places. 

(iv) A complete system level D2D communications simulation package for the 

evaluation of the developed scheme.  

 

The results that were produced can be useful to quite a few entities. Cellular network 

operators are likely to embrace the technology as a way of broadening their offerings 

to the public in a bid to increase their revenue base. It is also sentimentally true that 

people need to feel safe and secure when visiting highly crowded places like shopping 

malls. Thus, naturally, the common person is likely to be excited about the proposed 

design. It is easy for the end user to accept the design because the design does not lead 

to accelerated battery deterioration as confirmed by the results. It is easy for the end 

user to accept the design because the design does not lead to accelerated battery 

deterioration as confirmed by the results. Cellular end users do not easily accept 

technologies that deplete their devices’ batteries too quickly. Many apps deplete 

users' batteries even when they aren't using them. Certain apps provide 

communication services to keep people always linked. This means that the apps are 

always running in the background, collecting data, fetching users' whereabouts, 

sending notifications, and so on. Not to mention the fact that users tend to spend a lot 

of time on them, whether it's checking their news feeds or contacting friends and 

family. The results posted by the research are likely to be used to fast track the 

convergence of wireless sensor networks and cellular networks. 

 

8.6 Recommendations for Further Work 

The aim of the research was to develop an interference management method for usage 

in D2D-enabled cellular networks with ProSe-enabled sensors. Extensive simulations 

were used to evaluate the proposed scheme. mmWave communication was only 
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studied for downlink transmission. It would be interesting to look at the prototype's 

performance with the uplink using mm Wave communication as well.  

 

To cope with spectrum limitations, sensor traffic is expected to be sent using radio 

channels assigned to cellular subscribers. However, a crucial question arises: why 

should cellular users share their assigned subchannels with sensors which results in 

the degradation of the cellular QoS? It would be interesting to develop tactics and 

incentives to encourage resource sharing between cellular users and MTDs like 

sensors as a two-sided market, and then apply them to the proposed model. To 

overcome the incentive issue, new approaches for calculating the costs/benefits ratio 

in each sharing situation can be developed. MTDs, for example, may offer monetary 

compensation to H2H users even though they share the same spectrum. The cost of 

using the underlying D2D technology should be thoroughly investigated so that 

MTDs involved in D2D communication do not pay more than they would if they used 

a BS. Furthermore, it is critical to incorporate a level of confidence into incentive 

structures. Indeed, because both cellular users and MTD devices exchange 

information (distance, channel information, etc.), incorporating a mutual reputation 

reward in the incentive mechanism that reflects each node's reliability and 

performance will make resource sharing transparent and thus improve spectrum 

sharing. 

 

Another angle is to apply the proposed adaptive and efficient radio resource sharing 

framework for MTC-based cellular networks to security system design concerns. 

M2M services are vulnerable to unique security threats due to the unique features of 

M2M communications that benefit from D2D technology. Direct communication 

between devices is more risky than traditional infrastructure-based communication. 

M2M devices are semi- or entirely self-managed, and they have a limited computing 

capability, which might make MTC adoption difficult. While monitoring has long 

been touted as a viable approach for safeguarding the network and detecting breaches 

by a centralised body, it is not the most practical solution for dealing with the large 

number of MTC. As a result, focusing on making the design of security and privacy 

solutions for M2M communications easier by designing novel security procedures that 

compensate for the power consumption and processing capacity of M2M devices with 

restricted capacity is a difficult task. 
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8.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has provided a summary of the work that was carried out, the main 

contributions as well as implications and applications of the research work. Directions 

for future work have also been presented. 
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Appendix 1 

A. Initialisation, declaration of entities and placement of devices in an AOI 

1 BANDWIDTH = 100; % Total available Bandwidth 

2 RB = (BANDWIDTH*0.9)/0.18;% Calculation gives the total number of available 

Resource Blocks(RBs) 

3 PCHW = 2.5; % Cluster Head power in Watts 

4 PCHdB = 10*log10(PCHW); % Cluster Head power in dB 

5 P_smartphone_Watt = 1.5; % Smartphone power in Watts 

6 P_smartphone_dB = 10*log10(P_smartphone_Watt); % Smartphone power in dB     

7  Smartphone_users = 5; % The number of users is steadily increased to evaluate 

perfomance as the number           increases 

10 THE_TARGETED_RATES = [0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.8 2.0]; % This table gives 

the_targeted rates 

11 THE_TARGETED_RATES_l = length(THE_TARGETED_RATES); 

12 Prioritised_Group = [1]; % Smartphones in the prioritised group 

13 Prioritised_Group_size = length(Prioritised_Group); 

14 Smartphone_user_table = []; 

15 D2d_with_CH = []; 

16 Table_of_prioritised_smartphones = []; 

17 Table_of_connected_smaartphones = []; 

18 Main_tabulation = zeros(Smartphone_users,10); 

19 Assigned_rates = zeros(9,4); 

20 alg_smartphone_droppings_sum = zeros(9,4); 

21 Optional_prioritised_req_met= 0; 

22 Optional_non_prioritised_req_met= 0; 

23 Prioritised_req_not_met = 0; 

24 non_Prioritised_req_not_met = 0; 

25 Smartphone_axes = []; 

26 line = 1; 

27 next = 1; 

28 flag = 0; 

29 CH_distance = 0; 

30 Smartphone_distance_max= 0; 

31 for Step_Cluster_Head = 0.05:1:0.05 % CH-BS distance in paces of 1 beginning at 0.05 

32 for Step_Smartphone = 1:1:10 % Smartphone-Cluster Head in paces of 1m starting at 1m 

33 for smartphone_droppings = 1:1:1 % Gives the number of random smartphone droppings  

34 % Gives smartphones and Cluster Head new locations 

35 [ CH_distance, CH_angle, Smartphone_distance, Smartphone_angle,  

   Smartphone_distance_CH, Smartphone_distance_max] =  

   Place_devices( Smartphone_users,  

   Step_Smartphone, Step_Cluster_Head ) 

36 Smartphone_distance_ch = Smartphone_distance_CH' 

37 Smartphone_distance = [1.5682 1.4325 1.3457 1.1363 1.4509]  

38 Smartphone_angle = [256.2544 100.4536 214.9497 235.4325 224.9382] 

39 Smartphone_distance_CH = [0.067 0.0145 0.0243 0.0344 0.0566] 

40 % Setting up of the crucial tables 

41 [ Smartphone_user_table, D2d_with_CH, Table_of_prioritised_smartphones,  

   Table_of_connected_smartphones ] = Cluster_tables( PCHdB,  

   P_smartphone_dB,  
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   Smartphone_users, CH_distance, CH_angle, Smartphone_distance, 

   Smartphone_angle,  

   Smartphone_distance_CH, THE_TARGETED_RATES,   

   THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, Prioritised_Group,  

   Prioritised_Group_size ); 

42 %%% The_targeted_rates: For non-prioritised smartphones = 0,8 and prioritised 

smartphones is 2 %%% 

43 minimum = find(abs(THE_TARGETED_RATES-0.8) < 0.001); 

44 desired = find(abs(THE_TARGETED_RATES-2) < 0.001); 

45 not_possible = 0; 

46  for f = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

47   if (Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(f,2) == 1) &&    

  (Table_of_connected_smartphones (f,1+desired)  == 1)&&   

  (D2d_with_CH(f,1+desired) ~= 1) %prioritised smartphones user, connected, 

  d2d  connection 

48   Main_tabulation(f,1) = Smartphone_user_table(f,4+desired); 

49   elseif (Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(f,2) == 1) &&  

    (Table_of_connected_smartphones(f,1+desired) == 1)&& 

    (D2d_with_CH(f,1+desired) == 1) %  prioritised,  

    connected, clusterhead 

50   Main_tabulation(f,2) =         

  Smartphone_user_table(f,4+(2*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)+desired); 

51   Main_tabulation(f,2+desired) = 1; 

52   elseif (Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(f,2) ~= 1) &&  

    (Table_of_connected_smartphones(f,1+minimum) == 1)&& 

    (D2d_with_CH(f,1+minimum) ~= 1) %  

    Non-prioritised smartphones, connected, d2d connection 

53   Main_tabulation(f,1) = Smartphone_user_table(f,4+minimum); 

54   elseif (Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(f,2) ~= 1) &&  

    (Table_of_connected_smartphones(f,1+minimum) == 1)&& 

    (D2d_with_CH(f,1+minimum) == 1) % 

    Non-prioritised smartphones, connected, cluster head 

55     Main_tabulation(f,2) = 

Smartphone_user_table(f,4+(2*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)+minimum); 

56   Main_tabulation(f,2+minimum) = 1; 

57   end 

58  end 

59 Main_tabulation_secure_1 = Main_tabulation 

 

B. Checking whether all smartphones are connected 

60  for f = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

61       fit = Main_tabulation(f,1) + Main_tabulation(f,2); 

62   if fit == 0 

63   not_possible = not_possible +1; 

64   end 

65  end 

66 [ Main_tabulation_sum_init, Main_tabulation_calc_init ] = Main_tabulation_calc(  

        Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, 

THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB,          CH_distance); 

67 % If the setup is not right, upgrade non-prioritised smartphones 
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68 if (Main_tabulation_calc_init(4,1) > 0) && (not_possible == 0)    

69 Main_tabulation_secure = Main_tabulation; 

76 [ Main_tabulation ] = Cluster_upgrade( Smartphone_user_table,  

  Table_of_prioritised_smartphones,      

  Table_of_connected_smartphones, D2d_with_CH,  

  Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, 

 THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB,    PCHdB, CH_distance); 

77   [ Main_tabulation_check2, D2d_with_CH_check2, check_count_2 ] = 

 checking_efficiency(  Smartphone_user_table, D2d_with_CH, Main_tabulation,  

   Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, 

 THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, CH_distance ); 

78   if check_count_2 > 0 

79   Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_check2; 

80   D2d_with_CH = D2d_with_CH_check2; 

81  end 

82 [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_plot ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation, 

Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, 

PCHdB, CH_distance); % only provides insight into used RBs 

83 %else % If the setup is not right, downgrade all smartphones until it is right 

84 Main_tabulation_secure = Main_tabulation; 

85 [ Main_tabulation ] = Cluster_downgrade( Smartphone_user_table,  

   Table_of_prioritised_smartphones,     

   Table_of_connected_smartphones, D2d_with_CH,  

   Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, 

   THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, CH_distance ); 

86  [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_plot ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation,  

   Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, 

THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB,     CH_distance);    

87 end 

88 % Plot and show results 

89 [ ~, final_rate, final_resources ] = Cluster_draw(Smartphone_user_table,  

   Main_tabulation_calc_plot, Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users, 

Prioritised_Group,  

   Smartphone_angle, Smartphone_distance, CH_angle, CH_distance ) 

90 Assigned_rates(9,4)= 0; 

 

C. Determination of Resource Allocation 

91 [ opt_rates, opt_resources ] = Cluster_optimal_scalelable_6_function_v6(  

         Smartphone_user_table, Smartphone_users, PCHdB, CH_distance,  

         THE_TARGETED_RATES); 

92 alg_rates(smartphone_droppings,:) = final_rate; 

93 rates_ideal(smartphone_droppings,:) = opt_rates; 

94 alg_resources(smartphone_droppings,:) = final_resources; 

95 resources_ideal(smartphone_droppings,:) = opt_resources; 

96 tot_alg_rates(line,:) = final_rate; 

97 tot_rates_ideal(line,:) = opt_rates; 

98 tot_alg_resources(line,:) = final_resources; 

99 tot_resources_ideal(line,:) = opt_resources;  101 line = line + 1; 

102 Main_tabulation = zeros(Smartphone_users,10); 

103  end 
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104 End 

 

D. Placement of Mobiles, a Cluster Head and a Base Station 

105 %The following function facilitates the random placement of smartphoness 

106 function [ CH_distance_new, CH_angle, Smartphone_distance_n, Smartphone_angle_n, 

Smartphone_distance, Smartphone_distance_max_new] = Place_devices( 

Smartphone_users, count_smartphone, count_cluster_head) 

107 %This function is responsible for the updating of the locations of the smartphones and 

the cluster head 

108 Smartphone_distance_max_initial = 0.1; 

109 CH_distance_initial = 0.1; 

110 CH_angle = 106; 

111 Smartphone_distance_max_new = (Smartphone_distance_max_initial - 0.1) + (0.1 * 

count_smartphone); 

112 CH_distance_new = (CH_distance_initial - 0.1) + (0.1 * count_cluster_head); 

113 Smartphone_distance = round( 1000*(0 + (Smartphone_distance_max_new - 0)*rand 

           (Smartphone_users,1)))/1000; 

114 Smartphone_angle = round((0 + (360-0)*rand(Smartphone_users,1))); 

115 % Setting up of distances of smartphones from the Base Station to the Cluster Head 

116   for f = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

117    [ Smartphone_distance_n(f), Smartphone_angle_n(f)] =   

   Loc_random_smartphone(  

   Smartphone_distance(f), Smartphone_angle(f), CH_  

   distance_new, CH_angle); 

118   end 

119  End\ 

120 function [ beta_x, alpha_x] = Loc_random_smartphone( d_smartphone, 

Smartphone_angle, d_clusterhead, CH_angle ) 

121 % Mobile smartphones that are scattered around the centre in polar plot to area around 

cluster head  

 

E. The calculation of distances to a Base Station 

122 [x_clusterhead,y_clusterhead] = pol2cart(deg2rad(CH_angle),d_clusterhead); 

123 [x_smartphone,y_smartphone] = pol2cart(deg2rad(Smartphone_angle),d_smartphone); 

124 x_n = x_smartphone + x_clusterhead; 

125 y_n = y_smartphone + y_clusterhead; 

 

F. Plotting the AOI 

126 plot(x_smartphone, y_smartphone, 'blao', 'MarkerSize', 2, 'LineWidth', 3), hold on  129 

plot(x_clusterhead, y_clusterhead,'bD', 'MarkerSize', 5, 'LineWidth', 4 ), hold on 

130 BaseStationX = 0.05; 

131 BaseStationY = 0.05; 

132 plot(BaseStationX, BaseStationY, 'rs', 'MarkerSize', 6, 'LineWidth', 4), hold on, grid on, 

grid minor; 

133 hleg = legend('Smartphone UE', 'Cluster Head', 'Mwashita Base Station') 

134 set(hleg, 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside') 

135 xlabel('Distance in kilometres')  

136 ylabel('Distance in kilometres')  

137 [theta,beta_x] = cart2pol(x_n,y_n); 

138 alpha_x = rad2deg(theta); 
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139 if alpha_x < 0 

140 alpha_x = alpha_x + 360; 

141 end 

142 end 

   

G. Taking a Snapshot 

144 function [ Smartphone_user_table, D2d_with_CH, Table_of_prioritised_smartphones,  

   Table_of_connected_smartphones ] = Cluster_tables( PCHdB,  

   P_smartphone_dB,  

   Smartphone_users, CH_distance, CH_angle, Smartphone_distance, 

   Smartphone_angle,  

   Smartphone_distance_CH,THE_TARGETED_RATES,   

   THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, Prioritised_Group,  

   Prioritised_Group_size ) 

145   % This function creates the Smartphone_user_table, dir-ch_table,  

    Table_of_prioritised_smartphones and Table_of_connected_smartphones. 

146 % based on these tables the proposed Heuristic algorithm makes a resolution on 

utilisation of resources. 

147 % The setting up of resources table 

148 for d = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

149    Smartphone_user_table(d,1) = d; % User ID 

150    Smartphone_user_table(d,2) = Smartphone_distance(d); % distance 

   of smartphone user to BS 

151    Smartphone_user_table(d,3) = Smartphone_angle(d); % angle 

152    Smartphone_user_table(d,4) = Smartphone_distance_CH(d); %  

   distance to cluster head for comparison 

153    % Smartphone_user_table(d,4) =     

   Dist_smartphone_clusterhead(Smartphone_distance(d),   

   Smartphone_angle(d), CH_distance, CH_angle); % distance to  

   cluster head for  cluster_main_v5  

154    D2d_with_CH(d,1) = d; % setting up direct-clusterhead table. 

155    Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(d,1) = d; % The setting up of a 

   prioritised table   

156    Table_of_connected_smartphones(d,1) = d; % The setting up of a 

   table of connected smartphones 

158   for f = 1:1:THE_TARGETED_RATES_l 

159   % resources table 

160    Smartphone_user_table(d,4+f) =     

   Smartphone_direct(THE_TARGETED_RATES(f),  

   P_smartphone_dB, Smartphone_distance(d)); 

161  [Smartphone_user_table(d,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+f),Smartphone_user_tab

 le(d,4+ (2*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)+f)] =   

 Smartphone_to_clusterhead(THE_TARGETED_RATES(f), PCHdB,  

 P_smartphone_dB, CH_distance, Smartphone_user_table(d,4)); 

162  % Smartphone to Base Station versus smartphone to Cluster Head table 

163  if ((Smartphone_user_table(d,4+f) >= Smartphone_user_table(d, 

 4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+f)) && (Smartphone_user_table(d,4+f) > 0)... 

164     && 

 (Smartphone_user_table(d,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+f) > 0)) ||  

 ((Smartphone_user_table(d,4+f) == 0) && (Smartphone_user_table(d, 
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    4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+f)~= 0)) 

165     D2d_with_CH(d,1+f) = 1; 166  

166     else 

167     D2d_with_CH(d,1+f) = 0; 

168     end 

169     if (Smartphone_user_table(d,4+f) == 0) &&  

    (Smartphone_user_table(d, 

    4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+f) == 0) 

170     Table_of_connected_smartphones(d,1+f) = 0;  

171      else 

172     Table_of_connected_smartphones(d,1+f) = 1; 

173     end 

174    End 

 

H. Table of prioritised Smartphones 

177    if any(d==Prioritised_Group) 

178    Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(d,2) = 1; % setting a  

   prioritised flag   

179    else 

180    Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(d,2) = 0; % setting a prioritised 

   flag 

181    end 

182   end 

183  end 

184 %The following function is used to determine the amount of resources to Cluster head 

185 function [ RBs_total, RBs_smartphone ] = Smartphone_to_clusterhead(  

   Smartphone_the_target_rate, PCHdB, P_smartphone_dB, drs, due ) 

186 % The function calculates the required resources for a given the_target rate when 

communicating with the cluster  head. 

187 %Ldsmartphone = 128.1+(37.6*log10(due)); %loss due to distance Smartphone to  

   Clusterhead (dB). Antenna at height BS 

188 % Ldsmartphone = 131.3+(38.4*log10(due)); %loss due to distance UE-RS (dB). 

Antenna at 10m height 

189 Ldsmartphone = 148+(40*log10(due)); %loss due to distance UE-RS (dB). antenna at 

vehicle height 

190 RBsmartphone_max = floor (10^((P_smartphone_dB-(-10+Ldsmartphone+(-

146.45)))/10)); % determine the maximum resource blocks of smartphone-cluster head 

191 %Ldch = 10000000+(100000*log10(drs)); % impossible to use relay station 

192 Ldch = 128.1+(37.6*log10(drs)); %loss due to distance RS-BS (dB) 

193 RBch_max = floor (10^((PCHdB-(-10+Ldch+(-146.45)))/10)); % determine max RBs 

RS_BS 

194 % calculates the BRs needed to The_targeted_ratesansmit via the RS 

195 Rate_min = 0; 

196 time = 0;  

197    

198   for BRs_Smartphone_users = 1:1:50 %Increasing the number of RBs for the 

   smartphone   

199    if Rate_min == 0 

200    % determination of the smartphone rate 

201    RBmin = BRs_Smartphone_users-1; 
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202    SINSmartphone_rate = 10^((P_smartphone_dB-   

   (10*log10(BRs_Smartphone_users))- 

   Ldsmartphone-(-146.45))/10); 

203 Smartphone_rate = (BRs_Smartphone_users*0.18)*0.4*log2(1+SINSmartphone_rate); 

204 % determine SINRi + rate rate RBsmartphone-1 

 

205 SINSmartphone_rate_1 = 10^((P_smartphone_dB-(10*log10(RBmin))-Ldsmartphone-(-

146.45))/10); 

206 Smartphone_rate_M1 = (RBmin*0.18)*0.4*log2(1+SINSmartphone_rate_1); 

207 if (Smartphone_rate >=Smartphone_the_target_rate) && (RBmin ~= 0) 

208 diff = Smartphone_rate-Smartphone_rate_M1; 

209 short = Smartphone_the_target_rate-Smartphone_rate_M1; 

210 time =ceil((short/diff)*1000)/1000; 

211 SmartphoneRate =((1-time)*Smartphone_rate_M1)+(time*Smartphone_rate); 212 

Rate_min = 1; 

213 elseif (Smartphone_rate >=Smartphone_the_target_rate) && (RBmin == 0) 

214 time = ceil((Smartphone_the_target_rate/Smartphone_rate)*1000)/1000; 

215 SmartphoneRate = time*Smartphone_rate; 

216 Rate_min = 1; 

217 end 

 

I. Determining if BS can accommodate a Cluster Head   

218 RB_ClusterHead =0; 

221 if Smartphone_rate >=Smartphone_the_target_rate; 

222 RB_smartphone = RBmin+time; 

223 x =0; 

224 ClusterHeadRate =0; 

225 time_M1 =0; 

226 time_P1 = 0; 

227 time_P11 =0; 

228 for RBch = 1:1:50 % Number of Resource Blocks  

229 if x==0 

 

J. Determination of the rate of the  Cluster Head  

230 SINRch = 10^((PCHdB-(10*log10(RBch))-Ldch-(-146.45))/10) 

231 Rch = (RBch*0.18)*0.4*log2(1+SINRch); 

232 if (Rch >= SmartphoneRate) && (x==0) 

233 x =1; 

234 RB_clusterheadmin1 = RBch-1; 

235 SINR_1 = 10^((PCHdB-(10*log10(RB_clusterheadmin1))-Ldch-(-146.45))/10); 

236 Rch_1 = (RB_clusterheadmin1*0.18)*0.4*log2(1+SINR_1); 

237 if RB_clusterheadmin1 ~= 0 

238 diff = Rch-Rch_1; 

239 short = (SmartphoneRate)-Rch_1; 

240 time_M1 =ceil((short/diff)*1000)/1000; 

241 ClusterHeadRate =((1-time_M1)*Rch_1)+(time_M1*Rch); 

242 elseif RB_clusterheadmin1 == 0 

243 time_M1 = ceil((SmartphoneRate/Rch)*1000)/1000; 

244 ClusterHeadRate = time_M1*Rch; 

246  
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247 end 

248 RB_clusterhead = RB_clusterheadmin1 + time_M1; 

249 RBs_subtotal = RB_smartphone+RB_clusterhead % Total number of resource blocks  

250 %  

251 end 

252 end 

253 end   

255 end 

256 end 

257 end 

258 if (Rate_min == 0) || (x == 0) || (RB_clusterhead > RBch_max) || (RB_smartphone >  

         RBsmartphone_max) 

259 RBs_total = 0; 

260 RBs_smartphone = 0; 

261 else 

262 RBs_total = RBs_subtotal; 

263 RBs_smartphone = RB_smartphone; 

264   

265 end 

266 end 

267 %determine amount of resources direct to base station 

268 function [ RB_direct ] = Smartphone_direct( Smartphone_the_target_rate,  

          P_smartphone_dB, due_dir ) 

269 % This function calculates the RBs needed for transmission to the BS 

270 Ldsmartphone_dir = 128.1+(37.6*log10(due_dir)); %loss due to distance 

smartphonebase station in -+dB 

271 RBsmartphone_max = floor (10^((P_smartphone_dB-(-10+Ldsmartphone_dir+(-

146.45))) 

/10)); % determine max RBs 

272 Rate_min_RBs = 0; 

273 time_dir = 0; 

274 for BRs_Smartphone_users = 1:1:50 %Increase the number of RBs 

275 if Rate_min_RBs == 0 

276 RBmin_dir = BRs_Smartphone_users-1; 

277 % determine SINRi + rate for RBsmartphone 

278 SINSmartphone_rate_dir = 10^((P_smartphone_dB-

(10*log10(BRs_Smartphone_users))- 

          Ldsmartphone_dir-(-146.45))/10); 

279 Smartphone_rate_dir = 

(BRs_Smartphone_users*0.18)*0.4*log2(1+SINSmartphone_rate_dir) 

280 % detemine SINRi + rate ahead of RBsmartphone-1 

281 SINSmartphone_rate_1_dir = 10^((P_smartphone_dB-(10*log10(RBmin_dir))- 

         Ldsmartphone_dir-(-146.45))/10); 

282 Smartphone_rate_M1_dir = 

(RBmin_dir*0.18)*0.4*log2(1+SINSmartphone_rate_1_dir); 

283 if (Smartphone_rate_dir >=Smartphone_the_target_rate) && (RBmin_dir ~= 0) 

284 diff_dir = Smartphone_rate_dir-Smartphone_rate_M1_dir; 

285 short_dir = Smartphone_the_target_rate-Smartphone_rate_M1_dir; 

286 time_dir =ceil((short_dir/diff_dir)*1000)/1000; 

287 SmartphoneRate_dir =((1-time_dir)*Smartphone_rate_M1_dir)+ 
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(time_dir*Smartphone_rate_dir); 

288 Rate_min_RBs = 1; 

289 elseif (Smartphone_rate_dir >=Smartphone_the_target_rate) && (RBmin_dir == 0) 

290 time_dir = ceil((Smartphone_the_target_rate/Smartphone_rate_dir)*1000)/1000; 

291 SmartphoneRate_dir = time_dir*Smartphone_rate_dir; 

292 Rate_min_RBs = 1; 

293 end 

294 end 

295 end 

296 % if the amount of required resources tallies with the available resources, give the value 

otherwise return a zero 

297 if (Rate_min_RBs == 1) && ((RBmin_dir+time_dir) <= RBsmartphone_max) 

298 RB_direct = RBmin_dir+time_dir; 

299 else 

300 RB_direct = 0; 

301 end 

302 end 

303 %Downgrading  SUEs 

304 function [ Main_tabulation ] = Cluster_downgrade( Smartphone_user_table,  

          Table_of_prioritised_smartphones, Table_of_connected_smartphones, 

D2d_with_CH,  

        Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, 

THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB,              CH_distance ) 

305 % If a smartphone does not meet the requirement find its highest rate 

306 for f = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

307 if (Main_tabulation(f,1) == 0) && (Main_tabulation(f,2) == 0) 

308 [~, col_cee] = find(abs(Table_of_connected_smartphones(f,2:8)-1) < 0.001); 

309 tmp_c = length(col_cee); 

310 if tmp_c > 0 

311 if D2d_with_CH(f,1+tmp_c) == 0 

312 Main_tabulation(f,1) = Smartphone_user_table(f,4+tmp_c); 

313 elseif D2d_with_CH(f,1+tmp_c) == 1 

314 Main_tabulation(f,2) = 

Smartphone_user_table(f,4+(2*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)+tmp_c) 

315 Main_tabulation(f,2+tmp_c) = 1; 

316 end  323   

324 end 

325 end 

326 end 

327 Main_tabulation_secure_2a = Main_tabulation 

328 [ Main_tabulation_down_1, D2d_with_CH_down_1, down_count_1 ] = 

checking_efficiency... 

329 ( Smartphone_user_table, D2d_with_CH, Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users,  

           THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, 

PCHdB, CH_distance ); 

330 if down_count_1 > 0 

331 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_down_1; 

332 D2d_with_CH = D2d_with_CH_down_1; 

333 end 

334 Main_tabulation_secure_2b = Main_tabulation 
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335 if (sum(Main_tabulation(:,1)) + sum(Main_tabulation(:,2))) > 0 

336 for down = 1:1:10 % go through resolution theThe_targeted_ratesix (10 steps) 

337 % determine downgrade values   

338 for f = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

339 if (Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(f,2) ~= 1) && ((Main_tabulation(f,1)+  

           Main_tabulation(f,2)) > 0) % non-prioritised 

smartphones and connected   

340  [~, col_dee]               = find(abs(Main_tabulation(f,3:9)-1) < 

0.001); 

341 if col_dee == resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,1)% when using CH 

342 if D2d_with_CH(f,1+col_dee-1) == 1 

343 Main_tabulation(f,10) = 

Smartphone_user_table(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+col_dee)- 

        Smartphone_user_table(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+col_dee-

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down, 2)); 

344 elseif D2d_with_CH(f,col_dee) ~= 1 

345 Main_tabulation(f,10) = 

Smartphone_user_table(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+col_dee)- 

         Smartphone_user_table(f,4+col_dee-

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,2));   

346   end 

347 elseif (sum(Main_tabulation(f,3:2+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)) == 0) && 

(Main_tabulation 

          (f,1) ~= 0) 

348 if find(abs(Smartphone_user_table(f,5:11)-Main_tabulation(f,1)) < 0.001) == 

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,1) 

349 [f_user, f_col] = find(abs(Smartphone_user_table(f,5:4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)-

Main_tabulation(f,1)) < 0.001); 

350 Main_tabulation(f,10) = Main_tabulation(f,1)-Smartphone_user_table(f,4+f_col-

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,2)); 

351 end 

352 end 

353 elseif (Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(f,2) == 1)% prioritised smartphones, 

communicating with Cluster Head 

354 [~, col_ee] = find(abs(Main_tabulation(f,3:9)-1) < 0.001); 

355 if col_ee == resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,4); 

356 if D2d_with_CH(f,1+col_ee-1) == 1 

357 Main_tabulation(f,11) = 

Smartphone_user_table(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+col_ee)- 

Smartphone_user_table(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+col_ee-

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down, 5)); 

358 elseif D2d_with_CH(f,col_ee) ~= 1 

359 Main_tabulation(f,11) = 

Smartphone_user_table(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+col_ee)- 

Smartphone_user_table(f,4+col_ee-resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,5)); 

360 end 

 

361 elseif (sum(Main_tabulation(f,3:2+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)) == 0) && 

(Main_tabulation 

(f,1) ~= 0)  
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362 if find(abs(Smartphone_user_table(f,5:11)-Main_tabulation(f,1)) < 0.001) == 

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,4) 

363 [~, col_gee] = find(abs(Smartphone_user_table(f,5:4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)- 

Main_tabulation(f,1)) < 0.001) 

364 Main_tabulation(f,11) = Main_tabulation(f,1)-Smartphone_user_table(f,4+col_gee-

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,5)) 

365 end 

366 end 

367 end 

368 end 

369 Main_tabulation_secure_2c = Main_tabulation 

370 [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_down ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation,  

Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, 

CH_distance) 

371 if resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,2) == 1 

372 while (max(Main_tabulation(:,10)) ~= 0) && (Main_tabulation_calc_down(4,1) <= 0) % 

loop for non-priotised smartphones  

373 % determine downgrade values and downgrade 

374 [~,ndi_smartphone] = max(Main_tabulation(:,10)); 

375 if Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,1) == 0 % smartphone connected via a cluster head 

376 [ndi_user, ucol_ee] = find(abs(Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,3:9)-1) < 0.001);  

378 if D2d_with_CH(ndi_smartphone,1+ucol_ee-resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,2)) == 

1 Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,2) = Smartphone_user_table(ndi_smartphone,4+  

           (2*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)+ucol_ee-

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,2)); 

379 Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,2+ucol_ee) = 0; 

380 Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,2+ucol_ee-resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,2)) = 1; 

381 Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

382 elseif D2d_with_CH(ndi_smartphone,1+ucol_ee-resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,2)) 

~= 1  

383 Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,1) = 

Smartphone_user_table(ndi_smartphone,4+ucol_ee-

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,2)); 

384 Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,2) = 0; 

385 Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,2+ucol_ee) = 0; 

386 Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

387 D2d_with_CH(ndi_smartphone,1+ucol_ee-1) = 0; 

388 end 

389 elseif Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,1) ~= 0 % connected directly to BS 

390 [~, ucol_ee] = find(abs(Smartphone_user_table(ndi_smartphone,5:11)-Main_tabulation 

(ndi_smartphone,1)) < 0.001) 

391 ndi_smartphone 

 

392 Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,1) = 

Smartphone_user_table(ndi_smartphone,4+ucol_ee-

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,2)); 

393 Main_tabulation(ndi_smartphone,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0 

394 D2d_with_CH(ndi_smartphone,1+ucol_ee-1) = 0 

395 end 

396   
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397 Main_tabulation_secure_3a = Main_tabulation 

398 [ Main_tabulation_down_2, D2d_with_CH_down_2, down_count_2 ] = 

checking_efficiency... 

399 ( Smartphone_user_table, D2d_with_CH, Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users,  

THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, CH_distance ); 

400 if down_count_2 > 0 

401 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_down_2; 

402 D2d_with_CH = D2d_with_CH_down_2; 

403 end 

404 Main_tabulation_secure_3b = Main_tabulation 

405 % check if the downgrade is enough for the available resources 

406 Main_tabulation_down = Main_tabulation(:,1:2+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l); 

407 [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_down ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation_down,  

Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, 

PCHdB, CH_distance)   

408   end 

409 elseif resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,2) ~= 1 

410 while (max(Main_tabulation(:,11)) ~= 0) && (Main_tabulation_calc_down(4,1) <= 0) % 

loop for prioritised smartphones 

411 [~,h_prioritised] = max(Main_tabulation(:,11)) 

412 [~, pee_col] = find(abs(Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,3:9)-1) < 0.001) 

413 if Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,1) == 0 

414 if D2d_with_CH(h_prioritised,1+pee_col-resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,5)) == 1  

415 Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,2) = Smartphone_user_table(h_prioritised,4+ 

(2*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)+pee_col-resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,5)); 

416 Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,2+pee_col) = 0; 417 

Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,2+pee_col-resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,5)) = 1; 

418 Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

419 elseif D2d_with_CH(h_prioritised,1+pee_col-resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,5)) ~= 

1  

420 Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,1) = Smartphone_user_table(h_prioritised, 4+pee_col-1); 

421 Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,2) = 0; 

422 Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,2+pee_col) = 0; 

423 Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

424 end 

425 elseif Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,1) ~= 0  

426 Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,1) = Smartphone_user_table(h_prioritised,4+col_gee-

resolution_The_targeted_rate(down,5)); 

427 Main_tabulation(h_prioritised,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

428 end 

429 Main_tabulation_secure_4a = Main_tabulation 

430 [ Main_tabulation_down_3, D2d_with_CH_down_3, down_count_3 ] = 

checking_efficiency(  

Smartphone_user_table, D2d_with_CH, Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users,  

THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, CH_distance ); 

431 if down_count_3 > 0 

432 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_down_3; 

433 D2d_with_CH = D2d_with_CH_down_3; 

434 end 

435 Main_tabulation_secure_4b = Main_tabulation 
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436 % check if the downgrade fits the resources available 

437 Main_tabulation_down = Main_tabulation(:,1:2+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l); 

438 [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_down ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation_down, 

Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, 

PCHdB, CH_distance); 

439 end 

440 end 

441 if Main_tabulation_calc_down(4,1) > 0 

442 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation(:,1:2+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l); 

443 break 

444 end 

445 end 

446 [ Main_tabulation ] = Cluster_upgrade( Smartphone_user_table,  

          Table_of_prioritised_smartphones, Table_of_connected_smartphones, 

D2d_with_CH,  

         Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, 

THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB,  

         CH_distance); 

447 end 

448 end 

 

K. Upgrading of non-prioritised smartphones  

449 function [ Main_tabulation ] = Cluster_upgrade( Smartphone_user_table,  

         Table_of_prioritised_smartphones, Table_of_connected_smartphones, D2d_with_CH,  

         Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, 

THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB,                  CH_distance ) 

450 % this function upgrades non-priotised smartphones 

451 for step = 1:1:7 

452 for f = 1:1:Smartphone_users % determine the upgrade values 

453 if Main_tabulation(f,1) ~= 0 

454 waarde = Main_tabulation(f,1); 

455 [~, col_a] = find(abs(Smartphone_user_table(f,5:4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)-

waarde) <  

0.001) 

456 if isempty(col_a) 

457 Main_tabulation(f,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

458 Main_tabulation(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

459 else 

461   

462 value_loc = col_a 

463 if (Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(f,2) ~= 1) && (Table_of_connected_smartphones 

(f,value_loc+1) == 1) && (D2d_with_CH(f,value_loc+1) ~= 1) && (value_loc <= 

6)%nonprioritised, connected, direct 

464 if (Table_of_connected_smartphones(f,value_loc+2) == 1) && (D2d_with_CH(f, 

value_loc+2) ~= 1) % 1 up rate, connected, direct 

 

465 Main_tabulation(f,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 

Smartphone_user_table(f,value_loc+5)- 

Smartphone_user_table(f,value_loc+4); 

466 Main_tabulation(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 
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467 elseif (Table_of_connected_smartphones(f,value_loc+2) == 1) && (D2d_with_CH(f, 

value_loc+2) == 1) % 1 up rate, connected, direct becomes ch 

468 Main_tabulation(f,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = Smartphone_user_table(f, 

THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+value_loc+5)-Smartphone_user_table(f,value_loc+4); 

469 Main_tabulation(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 1;  

470 470 else 

471 Main_tabulation(f,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

472 Main_tabulation(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

473 end 

474 end 

475 end 

476 elseif Main_tabulation(f,2) ~= 0 

477 value_loc = find(abs(Main_tabulation(f,3:2+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)-1) < 0.001); 

478 if (Table_of_prioritised_smartphones(f,2) ~= 1) && (Table_of_connected_smartphones 

(f,value_loc+1) == 1)&& (D2d_with_CH(f,value_loc+1) == 1) && (value_loc <= 

6)%nonprioritised, connected, ch 

479 if (Table_of_connected_smartphones(f,value_loc+2) == 1)&& (D2d_with_CH(f, 

value_loc+2) == 1) % 1 up rate, connected 

480 Main_tabulation(f,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = Smartphone_user_table(f, 

THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+value_loc+5)-Smartphone_user_table(f, 

THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+value_loc+4); 

481 Main_tabulation(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0;  

482 else 

483 Main_tabulation(f,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

484 Main_tabulation(f,4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

485 end 

486 end 

487 end 

488 if (length(Main_tabulation(f,:)) > 9) 

489 if (Main_tabulation(f,10) < 0.0001) 

490 Main_tabulation(f,10) = round(0); 

491 end 

492 end 

493 end 

494 Main_tabulation(Smartphone_users,13)= 0; 495 % search smartphone which is in a 

position to be upgraded using a minimum of exThe_targeted_rates resources. 

496 for f = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

497 Main_tabulation_secure_up = Main_tabulation 

498 if isempty(Main_tabulation(:,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)) 

499 break 

500 else 

501 if (Main_tabulation(f,10) < 0.0001) && (Main_tabulation(f,10) > -0.0001) 

502 Main_tabulation(f,10) = 0; 

503 end 

504 tmp_a = unique(Main_tabulation(:,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)) 

505 if (tmp_a(1) == 0) && (length(tmp_a) > 1) 

506 min_RBs = tmp_a(2) 

507 elseif (tmp_a(1) == 0) && (length(tmp_a) == 1) 

508 break 

509 else 
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510 min_RBs = tmp_a(1) 

511 end 

512 end 

513 [a_smartuser, col_aee] = find(abs(Main_tabulation(:,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)-

min_RBs) < 0.00001); 

514 a_smartuser_lenght = length(a_smartuser); 

515 if a_smartuser_lenght > 1 

516 a_smartuser = a_smartuser(1) 

517 col_aee = col_aee(1) 

518 end 

519 tmp_b = Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,1)+Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2); 

520 if Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,1) ~= 0 

 

521 [b_smartuser,col_bee] = find(abs(Smartphone_user_table(a_smartuser,5: 

4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)-tmp_b) < 0.00001) 

522 base = 4 

523 else 

524 [b_smartuser,col_bee] = find(abs(Smartphone_user_table(a_smartuser,5+ 

(2*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l):4+(3*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l))-tmp_b) < 0.00001) 

525 base = 4+(2*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) 

526 end 

527 b_smartuser_length = length(b_smartuser); 

528 if b_smartuser_length > 1 

529 b_line = b_smartuser(1); 

530 col_bee = col_bee(1); 

531 end 

532 if (base > 4) && (Table_of_connected_smartphones(a_smartuser,1+col_bee+1) ~= 0) % 

next is cluster head and connected 

533 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,1) = 0; 

534 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2) = Smartphone_user_table(a_smartuser,4+  

(2*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)+col_bee+1); 

535 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2+col_bee) = 0; 

536 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,3+col_bee) = 1; 

537 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

538 elseif (base > 4) && (Table_of_connected_smartphones(a_smartuser,1+col_bee+1) == 

0)  

% cluster and next is not connected 

 539   

540 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,1) = 0; 

541 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2) = 0; 

542 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2+col_bee) = 0; 

543 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,3+col_bee) = 0; 

544 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

545 elseif (base == 4) && (D2d_with_CH(a_smartuser,1+col_bee+1) == 0) &&  

(Table_of_connected_smartphones(a_smartuser,1+col_bee+1) ~= 0 

546 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,1) = Smartphone_user_table(a_smartuser,4+col_bee+1); 

547 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2) = 0; 

548 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

549 elseif (base == 4) && (D2d_with_CH(a_smartuser,1+col_bee+1) ~= 0) &&  
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(Table_of_connected_smartphones(a_smartuser,1+col_bee+1) ~= 0) %  next cluster head and 

connected 

550 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,1) = 0; 

551 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2) = Smartphone_user_table(a_smartuser,4+ 

(2*THE_TARGETED_RATES_l)+col_bee+1); 

552 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,3+col_bee) = 1; 

553 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

554 elseif (base == 4) && (Table_of_connected_smartphones(a_smartuser,1+col_bee+1) == 

0)  

%  not connected 

555 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,1) = 0; 

556 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2) = 0; 

557 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,3+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) = 0; 

558 end 

559 [ Main_tabulation_up_1, D2d_with_CH_up, up_count_1 ] = checking_efficiency(  

Smartphone_user_table, D2d_with_CH, Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users,  

THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, CH_distance ) 

560 if up_count_1 > 0 

561 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_up_1; 

562 D2d_with_CH = D2d_with_CH_up; 

563 end 

564 % does the upgrade fit the total amount of resources? 

565 Main_tabulation_up_1 = Main_tabulation(:,1:2+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l) 

566 [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_up_1 ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation_up_1,  

Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, 

CH_distance) 

567 if (Main_tabulation_calc_up_1(4,1) <= 0) &&(Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2) == 0) 

568 [ Main_tabulation_up_2, D2d_with_CH_up, up_count_2 ] = checking_efficiency(  

Smartphone_user_table, D2d_with_CH, Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users,  

THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, CH_distance ) 

569 if up_count_2 > 0 

570 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_up_2; 

571 D2d_with_CH = D2d_with_CH_up; 

572 end 

573 [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_up_2 ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation,  

Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, 

CH_distance) 

574 if (Main_tabulation_calc_up_2(4,1) <= 0) && (Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2) == 0) 

575 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_secure_up 

576 break 

577 end 

578 elseif (Main_tabulation_calc_up_1(4,1) <= 0) && (Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2) ~= 

0) 

579 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_secure_up; 

580 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,10) = 0; 

581 end 

582 end 

583 Main_tabulation_up_3 = Main_tabulation 

584 [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_up_2 ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation_up_3,  
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Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, 

CH_distance) 

585 if Main_tabulation_calc_up_2(4,1) <= 0; 

586 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_up_3 

587 break 

588 end 

589 Main_tabulation1 = Main_tabulation 

590 end 

591 end 

592 %Undertaking the efficiency check 

593 function [ Main_tabulation, D2d_with_CH, check_count ] = checking_efficiency(  

Smartphone_user_table, D2d_with_CH, Main_tabulation, Smartphone_users,  

THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, CH_distance ) 

594 % checks if resources can be scheduled more efficiently 

595 count_ch = 0; 

596 count_dir = 0; 

597 check_count = 0; 

598 [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_check ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation,  

Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, 

CH_distance); 

599 Main_tabulation_ch(:,1) = Main_tabulation(:,2); 

600 for f = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

601 if Main_tabulation_ch(f,1) > 0 

602 [~, col_cee] = find(abs(Smartphone_user_table(f,19:25)-Main_tabulation_ch(f,1)) < 

0.001); 

603 if Smartphone_user_table(f,4+col_cee) > 0 

604 count_ch = count_ch + 1; 

605 Main_tabulation_ch(f,2) = abs(Smartphone_user_table(f, 

4+THE_TARGETED_RATES_l+col_cee) - Smartphone_user_table(f,4+col_cee)); 

606 end 

607 end 

608 end 

609 if sum(Main_tabulation_ch(:,1)) > 0 

610 for f = 1:1:count_ch 

611 Main_tabulation_tmp = Main_tabulation 

612 D2d_with_CH_tmp = D2d_with_CH; 

613 [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_check ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation,  

Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, 

CH_distance); 

614 tmp_a = unique(Main_tabulation_ch(:,2)) 

615 if tmp_a(1) > 0 

616 tmp_b = tmp_a(1) 

617 elseif (tmp_a(1) == 0) && (length(tmp_a) > 1) 

618 tmp_b = tmp_a(2) 

619 else 

620 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_tmp; 

621 D2d_with_CH = D2d_with_CH_tmp; 

622 break 

623 end 

624 [a_smartuser, col_aee] = find(abs(Main_tabulation_ch-tmp_b) < 0.001); 
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625 a_smartuser_lenght = length(a_smartuser); 

626 if a_smartuser_lenght > 1 

627 a_smartuser = a_smartuser(1); 

628 col_aee = col_aee(1); 

629 end 

630 Main_tabulation_ch(a_smartuser,2) = 0; 

631 value_loc = find(abs(Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,3:9)-1) < 0.001); 

632 new_forue = Smartphone_user_table(a_smartuser,4+value_loc)  

633 if new_forue > 0 

634 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,1) = new_forue; 

635 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2) = 0; 

636 Main_tabulation(a_smartuser,2+value_loc) = 0 

637 D2d_with_CH(a_smartuser,1+value_loc) = 0; 

638 end 

639 [ ~, Main_tabulation_calc_eff ] = Main_tabulation_calc( Main_tabulation,  

Smartphone_users, THE_TARGETED_RATES, THE_TARGETED_RATES_l, RB, PCHdB, 

CH_distance); 

640 if Main_tabulation_calc_eff(4,1) < Main_tabulation_calc_check(4,1) 

641 Main_tabulation = Main_tabulation_tmp; 

642 D2d_with_CH = D2d_with_CH_tmp; 

643 break 

644 end 

645 check_count = check_count +1; 

646 end 

647 end 

648 end 

 

L. 

649 function [ rates_ideal, resources_ideal ] =  

Cluster_optimal_scalelable_6_function_v07( Smartphone_user_table, Smartphone_users,  

PCHdB, CH_distance, THE_TARGETED_RATES) 

650 % setting up of the baseline table 

651 bin_table= abs(dec2bin(0:(2^Smartphone_users-1)) - '1'); 

652 [lines_a,Smartphone_users] = size(bin_table); 

653 for i = 1:1:lines_a 

654 for k = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

655 if bin_table(i,k) == 0 

656 bin_table(i,k) = 8; 

657 end 

658 end 

659 end 

660 information_aa = {[0:4],[0:6]}; 

661 sub_combination_a = combine_all(information_aa{:}); 

662 [len_aa,~] = size(sub_combination_a); 

663 information_bb = {[5:6],[3:6]}; 

664 sub_combination_b = combine_all(information_bb{:}); 

665 [bb_length,~] = size(sub_combination_b); 

666 resolution_The_targeted_rate = sub_combination_a; 
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667 resolution_The_targeted_rate(len_aa+1:len_aa+bb_length,:) = 

sub_combination_b(1:bb_length,:); 

668 [bb_length,~] = size(resolution_The_targeted_rate); 

669 % searching for the baseline 

670 y = 1; 

671 for i = 1:1:lines_a 

672 for j = 1:1:bb_length 

673 for k = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

674 if (k == 1) 

675 the_the_target(y,k) = bin_table(i,k) + resolution_The_targeted_rate(j,1);  

676  

677 else 

679 the_the_target(y,k) = bin_table(i,k) + resolution_The_targeted_rate(j,2); 

680 end 

681 end 

682 y = y + 1; 

683 end 

684 end 

685 the_target_secure_a = the_target; 686   

687 [len_aa,~] = size(the_target); 

688 the_the_target(y-1,(2*Smartphone_users)+4) = 0; 

689 for j = 1:1:y-1 

690 for k = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

691 if (the_the_target(j,k) == 1) 

692 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+1) ~= 0 

693 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.1; 

694 else 

695 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

696 end 

697 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,5); 

698 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 2) 

699 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+2) ~= 0 

700 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.2; 

701 else 

702 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

703 end 

704 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,6); 

705 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 3) 

706 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+3) ~= 0 

707 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.3; 

708 else 

709 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

710 end 

711 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,7); 

712 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 4) 

713 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+4) ~= 0 

714 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.4; 

715 else 

716 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 
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717 end 

718 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,8); 

719 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 5) 

720 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+5) ~= 0 

721 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.8; 

722 else 

723 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

724 end 

725 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,9); 

726 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 6) 

727 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+6) ~= 0 

728 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 1.2; 

729 else 

730 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

731 end 

732 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,10); 

733 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 7) 

734 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+7) ~= 0 

735 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 2; 

736 else 

737 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

738 end 

739 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,11); 

740 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 8) 

741 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+8) ~= 0 

742 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.1; 

743 else 

744 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

745 end 

746 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,19); 

747 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 9) 

748 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+9) ~= 0 

749 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.2; 

750 else 

751 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

752 end 

753 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,20); 

754 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 10) 

755 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+10) ~= 0 

756 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.3; 

757 else 

758 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

759 end 

760 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,21); 

761 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) ==11) 

762 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+11) ~= 0 

763 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.4; 

764 else 

765 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 
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766 end 

767 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,22); 

768 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 12) 

769 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+12) ~= 0 

770 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.8; 

771 else 

772 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

773 end 

774 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,23); 

775 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 13) 

776 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+13) ~= 0 

777 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 1.2;  

778  else 

779 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

780 end 

781 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,24); 

782 elseif (the_the_target(j,k) == 14) 

783 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+14) ~= 0 

784 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 2;  

785  else 

786 the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

787 end 

788 resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,25); 

789 end 

790 if the_the_target(j,k) >= 8 

791 the_the_target(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+3) = the_the_target(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+3) 

+ the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+1+k); % determine THE_TARGETED_RATES 

for cluster head 

792 end 

793 end 

794 the_the_target(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+4) = sum(the_the_target(j,Smartphone_users+2: 

(2*Smartphone_users)+1)); 

 

795 [ resources(j,Smartphone_users+2) ] = Smartphone_direct(the_the_target(j, 

(2*Smartphone_users)+3), PCHdB, CH_distance); % resources cluster head 

796 if (the_the_target(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+3) > 0) && (resources(j, 

Smartphone_users+2) == 0) 

797 resources(j,Smartphone_users+2) = 100 ; 

798 end 

799 resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) = sum(resources(j,1:Smartphone_users+2)); 

 

800 if (sum(resources(j,Smartphone_users+3)) > 50) || (any(resources(j,1: 

Smartphone_users) == 0)) 

801 resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 

802 end 

803 if j > (len_aa/2)  

804 if (resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) >= resources(j-(len_aa/2), 

Smartphone_users+3)) && (resources(j-(len_aa/2),Smartphone_users+3) > 0) 

805 resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 
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806 elseif (resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) < resources(j-(len_aa/2), 

Smartphone_users+3)) && (resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) > 0) 

807 resources(j-(len_aa/2),Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 

808 end 

809 end 

810 end 

811 resources_secure_a = resources; 

812 % remove all lines from tables which do not fit in RB 

813 loc_a = 1; 

814 for j = 1:1:len_aa 

815 if (resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) == 0) 

816 to_del_a(loc_a) = j; 

817 loc_a = loc_a + 1; 

818 end 

819 end 

820 the_the_target(to_del_a,:) = []; 

821 resources(to_del_a,:) = []; 

822 [bb_length,~] = size(the_target); 

823 % find highest rate for prioritised smartphones and delete all lines with lower rates 

824 for prioritised_highest = 7:-1:1 

825 if (any(the_the_target(:,1) == prioritised_highest)) || (any(the_the_target(:,1) == 

prioritised_highest+7)) 

826 highest = prioritised_highest; 

827 break 

828 end 

829 end 

830 the_target_secure_b = the_target; 

831 resources_secure_b = resources; 

832 loc_b = 1; 

833 for f = 1:1:bb_length 

834 if (the_the_target(f,1) < highest) || ((the_the_target(f,1) > highest) &&  

(the_the_target(f,1) < (highest+7))) 

835 to_del_b(loc_b) = f; 

836 loc_b = loc_b + 1; 

837 end 

838 end 

839 the_the_target(to_del_b,:) = []; 

840 resources(to_del_b,:) = []; 

841 the_target_secure_c1 = the_target; 

842 resources_secure_c1 = resources; 

843 % find highest base rate for non-prioritised smartphones 

844 max_for_a = max(the_the_target(:,(2*Smartphone_users)+4)); 

845 [line_max, ~] = 

ind2sub(size(the_target),find(the_the_target(:,(2*Smartphone_users)+4)==max_for_a)); 

846 [len_c,~] = size(line_max); 

847 for f = 1:1:len_c 

848 base_the_target_1(f,:) = the_the_target(line_max(f,1),:); 

849 resources_base_1(f,:) = resources(line_max(f,1),:); 

850 end 

851 the_target_secure_c2 = base_the_target_1; 
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 852   

853 resources_secure_c2 = resources_base_1; 

854 P_smartphone_DB_min = min(base_the_target_1(:,1)); 

855 P_smartphone_DB_max = max(base_the_target_1(:,1)); 

856 [len_c,~] = size(base_the_target_1); 

857 the_target_secure_d1 = base_the_target_1; 

858 resources_secure_d1 = resources_base_1; 

859 % if more options available take cheapest in ch RBs 

860 if len_c > 1 

861 min_for_a = min(resources_base_1(:,Smartphone_users+2)); 

862 loc_b2 = 1; 

863 for f = 1:1:len_c 

864 if resources_base_1(f,Smartphone_users+2) > min_for_a 

865 to_del_b2(loc_b2) = f; 

866 loc_b2 = loc_b2 + 1; 

867 end 

868 end 

869 if loc_b2 > 1 

870 base_the_target_1(to_del_b2,:) = []; 

871 resources_base_1(to_del_b2,:) = []; 

872 end 

873 the_target_secure_d = base_the_target_1; 874 resources_secure_d = resources_base_1; 

875 [len_cc,~] = size(base_the_target_1); 

876 if len_cc > 1 

877 min_for_aa = min(resources_base_1(:,Smartphone_users+3)); 

878 [line_min_a,~] = ind2sub(size(resources_base_1),find(resources_base_1==min_for_aa)); 

879 [len_d,~] = size(line_min_a); 

880 for f = 1:1:len_d 

881 base_the_the_target(f,:) = base_the_target_1(line_min_a(f),:); 

882 resources_base(f,:) = resources_base_1(line_min_a(f),:); 

883 end 

884 else 

885 base_the_target = base_the_target_1; 

886 resources_base = resources_base_1; 

887 end 

888 else 

889 base_the_target = base_the_target_1; 

890 resources_base = resources_base_1; 

891 end 

892 % check if a non-prioritised smartphone is at highest and if so, upgrade prioritised 

smartphone if possible. 

 

893 if (base_the_the_target(1,Smartphone_users+2) < 2) && base_the_the_target(1, 

Smartphone_users+3) < 2 

894 flag_a = 0; 

895 for f = 2:1:Smartphone_users 

896 if base_the_the_target(1,f) > 7 

897 np_base_forue = base_the_the_target(1,f)-7 

898 else 

899 np_base_forue = base_the_the_target(1,f) 
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900 end 

901 if (Smartphone_user_table(f,5+np_base_forue) < 0.0001) && (Smartphone_user_table(f, 

12+np_base_forue) < 0.0001) % if a smartphone is at limit, first upgrade prioritised 

smartphones 

902 flag_a = 1 

903 break 

904 end 

905 end 

906 if flag_a == 1 

907 for f = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

908 x(f) = base_the_the_target(1,f); 

909 if x(f) < 8 

910 b(f) = x(f) + 7; 

911 a(f) = x(f); 912 else 

913 b(f) = x(f); 

914 a(f) = x(f) - 7; 

915 end 

916 one(f) = 7; 

917 two(f) = 14; 

918 end 

919 information_aa = {[a(1):one(1) b(1):two(1)],[a(2) b(2)],[a(3) b(3)],[a(4) b(4)],[a(5) 

b(5)],[a(6) b(6)]}; 

920 sub_combination_2 = combine_all(information_aa{:}); 

921 [len_dd,~] = size(sub_combination_2); 

922 rates_for_prioritised(:,1:Smartphone_users) = sub_combination_2(:,1: 

Smartphone_users); 

923 for j = 1:1:len_dd 

924 for k = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

925 if (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 1) 

926 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+1) ~= 0 

 927   

928 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.1; 

929 else 

930 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

931 end 

932 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,5); 

933 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 2) 

934 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+2) ~= 0 

935 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.2; 

936 else 

937 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

938 end 

939 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,6); 

940 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 3) 

941 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+3) ~= 0 

942 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.3; 

943 else 

944 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

945 end 

946 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,7); 
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947 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 4) 

948 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+4) ~= 0 

949 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.4; 

950 else 

951 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

952 end 

953 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,8); 

954 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 5) 

955 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+5) ~= 0 

956 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.8; 

957 else 

958 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

959 end 

960 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,9); 

961 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 6) 

962 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+6) ~= 0 

963 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 1.2; 

964 else 

965 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

966 end 

967 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,10); 

968 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 7) 

969 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+7) ~= 0 

970 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 2; 971  

971 else 

972 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

973 end 

974 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,11); 

975 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 8) 

976 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+8) ~= 0 

977 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.1; 

978 else 

979 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

980 end 

981 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,19); 

982 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 9) 

983 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+9) ~= 0 

984 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.2; 

985 else 

986 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

987 end 

988 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,20); 

989 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 10) 

990 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+10) ~= 0 

991 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.3; 

992 else 

993 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

994 end 

995 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,21); 
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996 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) ==11) 

997 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+11) ~= 0 

998 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.4; 

999 else 

1000 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1001 end 

1002 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,22); 

1003 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 12) 

1004 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+12) ~= 0 

1005 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.8; 

1006 else 

1007 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1008 end 

1009 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,23); 

1010 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 13) 

1011 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+13) ~= 0 

1012 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 1.2; 

1013 else 

1014 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1015 end 

1016   

1017 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,24); 

1018 elseif (rates_for_prioritised(j,k) == 14) 

1019 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+14) ~= 0 

1020 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 2;1021 else 

1022 rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1023 end 

1024 resources_for_prioritised(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,25); 

1025 end 

1026 if rates_for_prioritised(j,k) >= 8 

1027 rates_for_prioritised(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+3) = rates_for_prioritised(j, 

(2*Smartphone_users)+3) + rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+1+k); % determine  

THE_TARGETED_RATES for cluster head 

1028 end 

1029 end 

 

1030 rates_for_prioritised(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+4) = 

sum(rates_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+2: (2*Smartphone_users)+1)); 

1031 [ resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+2) ] = Smartphone_direct 

(rates_for_prioritised(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+3), PCHdB, CH_distance); % resources 

cluster head 

1032 if (rates_for_prioritised(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+3) > 0) &&  

(resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+2) == 0) 

1033 resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+2) = 100 ; 

1034 end 

1035 resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+3) = sum(resources_for_prioritised(j,1: 

Smartphone_users+2)); 

1036 if (sum(resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+3)) > 50) || (any 

(resources_for_prioritised(j,1:Smartphone_users) == 0)) 

1037 resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 
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1038 end 

1039 if j > (len_dd/2) 

 

1040 if (resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+3) >= resources_for_prioritised(j- 

 

(len_dd/2),Smartphone_users+3)) && (resources_for_prioritised(j-(len_dd/2), 

Smartphone_users+3) > 0) 

1041 resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 

1042 elseif (resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+3) < resources_for_prioritised 

(j-(len_dd/2),Smartphone_users+3)) && (resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+3) > 

0) 

1043 resources_for_prioritised(j-(len_dd/2),Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 

1044 end 

1045 end 

1046 end 

1047 doc_loc= 1; 

1048 for j = 1:1:len_dd 

1049 if resources_for_prioritised(j,Smartphone_users+3) == 0 

1050 to_del_dd(loc_dd) = j; 

1051 doc_loc= doc_loc+ 1; 

1052 end 

1053 end 

1054 if doc_loc> 1 

1055 rates_for_prioritised(to_del_dd,:) = []; 

1056 resources_for_prioritised(to_del_dd,:) = []; 

1057 end 

1058 [len_ddd,~] = size(rates_for_prioritised); 

1059 resources_for_prioritised_secure = resources_for_prioritised; 

1060 rates_for_prioritised_secure = rates_for_prioritised; 

1061 % find highest rate for prioritised smartphone and delete all lines with lower rates 1062 

for f = 7:-1:1 

1063 if (any(rates_for_prioritised(:,1) == f)) || (any(rates_for_prioritised(:,1) == f+7)) 

1064 highest = f; 

1065 break 

1066 end 

1067 end 

1068 loc_bb = 1; 

1069 for f = 1:1:len_ddd 

1070 if (rates_for_prioritised(f,1) < highest) || ((rates_for_prioritised(f,1) > highest)  

&& (rates_for_prioritised(f,1) < (highest+7))) 

1071 to_del_two(loc_bb) = f; 

1072 loc_bb = loc_bb + 1; 

1073 end 

1074 end 

1075 if loc_bb > 1 

1076 rates_for_prioritised(to_del_bb,:) = []; 

1077 resources_for_prioritised(to_del_bb,:) = []; 

1078 end 

1079 [len_dddd,~] = size(rates_for_prioritised); 

1080 P_smartphone_DB_min = min(rates_for_prioritised(:,1)); 
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1081 P_smartphone_DB_max = max(rates_for_prioritised(:,1)); 

1082 % choose the least expensive combination 

1083 if len_dddd > 1 

1084 min_for_b = min(resources_for_prioritised(:,Smartphone_users+3)); 

 

1085 [line_min_b, ~] = ind2sub(size(resources_for_prioritised),find 

(resources_for_prioritised==min_for_b)); 

1086 [len_d5,~] = size(line_min_b); 

1087 for f = 1:1:len_d5 

1088 base_the_the_target(f,:) = rates_for_prioritised(line_min_b(f),:); 

1089 resources_base(f,:) = resources_for_prioritised(line_min_b(f),:); 

1090 end 

1091   

1092 else 

1093 base_the_target = rates_for_prioritised; 

1094 resources_base = resources_for_prioritised; 

1095 end 

1096 end 

1097 end 

1098 % Check if non-prioritised smartphones can be upgraded 

1099 % determine optimal combination for non-prioritised smartphones 

1100 % setup short combination table 

1101 for f = 2:1:Smartphone_users 

1102 x(f) = base_the_the_target(1,f); 

1103 if x(f) < 8 

1104 b(f) = x(f) + 7; 

1105 a(f) = x(f);1106 else 

1107 b(f) = x(f); 

1108 a(f) = x(f) - 7;1109 end 

1110 one(f) = a(f)+3; 

1111 if one(f) > 7 

1112 one(f) = 7; 

1113 end 

1114 two(f) = b(f)+3; 

1115 if two(f) > 14 

1116 two(f) = 14; 

1117 end 

1118 end 

1119 data_in = {[a(2):one(2) b(2):two(2)],[a(3):one(3) b(3):two(3)],[a(4):one(4) b(4):two 

(4)],[a(5):one(5) b(5):two(5)],[a(6):one(6) b(6):two(6)]}; 

1120 sub_combination = combine_all(data_in{:}); 

1121 [len_e,~] = size(sub_combination); 

1122 sub_combination_secure_1 = sub_combination; 

1123 % remove the combinations  that  are not valid 

1124 to_del_c = []; 

1125 loc_c = 1; 

1126 for f = 1:1:len_e 

1127 if ((~any(sub_combination(f,:) == a(2))) && (~any(sub_combination(f,:) == b(2)))) 

1128 to_del_c(loc_c) = f; 

1129 loc_c = loc_c + 1; 
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1130 end 

1131 end 

1132 sub_combination(to_del_c,:) = []; 

1133 sub_combination_secure_a = sub_combination; 

1134 [len_f,columns_f] = size(sub_combination); 

1135 if P_smartphone_DB_min == P_smartphone_DB_max% setup the bit rate table 

(rates_last) and resources table 

1136 for i = 1:1:len_f 

1137 rates_last(i,1) = base_the_the_target(1,1); % rate of prioritised smartphone  

1138 end 

1139 rates_terminal(:,2:1+columns_f) = sub_combination(:,1:columns_f); 

1140 rates_terminal(len_f,(2*Smartphone_users)+4) = 0; 

1141 else 

1142 for i = 1:1:len_f 

1143 rates_terminal(i,1) = highest; % rate of prioritised smartphone  

1144 end 

1145 for i = len_f+1:1:2*len_f 

1146 rates_terminal(i,1) = highest+7; % rate of prioritised smartphone  

1147 end 

1148   rates_terminal(1:len_f,2:1+columns_f) = sub_combination(1:len_f,1:columns_f);  

1149  rates_terminal(len_f+1:2*len_f,2:1+columns_f) = sub_combination(1:len_f,1: 

             columns_f) 

1150 rates_terminal(2*len_f,(2*Smartphone_users)+4) = 0; 

1151 len_f = len_f *2 

1152 end 

1153 rates_terminal_secure_a =  rates_terminal; 

1154 for j = 1:1:len_f 

1155 for k = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

1156 if ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 1) 

1157 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+1) ~= 0 

1158 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.1; 

1159 else 

1160 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1161 end 

1162 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,5); 

1163 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 2) 

1164 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+2) ~= 0 

1165 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.2; 

1166 else 

1167   

1168 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1169 end 

1170 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,6); 

1171 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 3) 

1172 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+3) ~= 0 

1173 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.3; 

1174 else 

1175 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1176 end 
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1177 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,7); 

1178 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 4) 

1179 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+4) ~= 0 

1180 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.4; 

1181 else 

1182 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1183 end 

1184 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,8); 

1185 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 5) 

1186 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+5) ~= 0 

1187 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.8; 

1188 else 

1189 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1190 end 

1191 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,9); 

1192 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 6) 

1193 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+6) ~= 0 

1194 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 1.2; 

1195 else 

1196 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1197 end 

1198 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,10); 

1199 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 7) 

1200 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+7) ~= 0 

1201 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 2; 

1202 else 

1203 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1204 end 

1205 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,11); 

1206 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 8) 

1207 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+8) ~= 0 

1208 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.1; 

1209 else 

1210 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1211 end 

1212 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,19); 

1213 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 9) 

1214 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+9) ~= 0 

1215 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.2; 

1216 else 

1217 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1218 end 

1219 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,20); 

1220 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 10) 

1221 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+10) ~= 0 

1222 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.3; 

1223 else 

1224 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1225 end 
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1226 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,21); 

1227 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) ==11) 

1228 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+11) ~= 0 

1229 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.4; 

1230 else 

1231 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1232 end 

1233 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,22); 

1234 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 12) 

1235 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+12) ~= 0 

1236 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.8; 

1237 else 

1238 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1239 end 

1240 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,23); 

1241 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 13) 

1242 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+13) ~= 0 

1243 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 1.2; 

1244 else 

1245 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1246 end 

1247 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,24); 

1248 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 14) 

1249 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+14) ~= 0 

1250 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 2;1251 else 

1252 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1253 end 

1254 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,25); 

1255 end 

1256   

1257 if  rates_terminal(j,k) >= 8 

1258 rates_terminal(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+3) =  rates_terminal(j,(2*Smartphone_users) +3) 

+  rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k); % determine THE_TARGETED_RATES 

for cluster head  

1259 end 

1260 end 

 

1261 rates_terminal(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+4) = sum( rates_terminal(j, 

Smartphone_users+2: (2*Smartphone_users)+1)); 

1262 [ final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+2) ] = Smartphone_direct( rates_terminal(j, 

(2*Smartphone_users)+3), PCHdB, CH_distance); % resources cluster head 

 

1263 if ( rates_terminal(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+3) > 0) && (final_resources(j, 

Smartphone_users+2) == 0) 

1264 final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+2) = 100 ; 

1265 end 

 

1266 final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) = sum(final_resources(j,1: 

Smartphone_users+2)); 

1267 if (sum(final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3)) > 50) || (any(final_resources(j,1: 
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Smartphone_users) == 0)) 

1268 final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 

1269 end 

1270 if j > (len_f/2) 

 

1271 if (final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) >= final_resources(j-(len_f/2), 

Smartphone_users+3)) && (final_resources(j-(len_f/2),Smartphone_users+3) > 0) 

1272 final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 

1273 elseif (final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) < final_resources(j-(len_f/2), 

Smartphone_users+3)) && (final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) > 0) 

1274 final_resources(j-(len_f/2),Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 

1275 end 

1276 end 

1277 end 

1278 rates_terminal_secure_b =  rates_terminal; 

1279 final_resources_secure_b = final_resources; 

1280 [len_g,~] = size( rates_terminal); 

1281 [len_gg,~] = size(final_resources); 

1282 if len_g ~= len_gg 

1283 final_resources(len_g,9) = 0; 

1284 end 

1285 loc_d = 1; 

1286 for j = 1:1:len_g 

1287 if final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) == 0 

1288 to_del_d(loc_d) = j; 

1289 loc_d = loc_d + 1; 

1290 end 

1291 end 

1292 if loc_d > 1 

1293 rates_terminal(to_del_d,:) = []; 

1294 final_resources(to_del_d,:) = []; 

1295 end 

1296 [ h_length,~] = size( rates_terminal); 

1297 rates_terminal_secure_c =  rates_terminal; 

1298 final_resources_secure_c = final_resources; 

1299 resources_ideal = []; 

1300 rates_ideal = []; 

1301 if  h_length > 1 

1302 for d = 1:1:Smartphone_users-1 

1303 [~, start_for(1,d)] = find(abs(THE_TARGETED_RATES-base_the_the_target(1, 

Smartphone_users+2+d)) < 0.001); 

1304 end 

1305 n = 0; % for the lines 

1306 m = 1; % for the count 

1307 for_that = []; 

1308 doc_loc= 1; 

1309 for f = 1:1: h_length 

1310 flag = 0; 

1311 for_that(f,Smartphone_users) = 0; 

1312 for d = 1:1:Smartphone_users-1 
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1313 if ( rates_terminal(f,Smartphone_users+2+d) > base_the_the_target(1, 

Smartphone_users+2+d)) 

1314 for_that(f,d) = find(abs(THE_TARGETED_RATES- 

rates_terminal(f,Smartphone_users+2+d)) <  

0.001) - start_for(1,d); 

1315 n = n + 1; 

1316 elseif ( rates_terminal(f,Smartphone_users+2+d) < base_the_the_target(1, 

Smartphone_users+2+d)) 

1317 for_that(f,d) = -10; 

1318 n = n + 1; 

1319 end 

1320 for_that(f,Smartphone_users) = sum (for_that(f,1:Smartphone_users-1)); 

1321 end 

1325 de_mos(m,1) = n; 

1326 m = m+1; 

1327 n = 0; 

1328 end 

1329 if doc_loc> 1 

1330 rates_terminal(to_del_dd,:) = [];1331   

1332 final_resources(to_del_dd,:) = []; 

1333 for_that(to_del_dd,:) = []; 

1334 end 

1335 [ h_length,~] = size( rates_terminal); 

1336 rates_terminal_secure_c1 =  rates_terminal; 

1337 final_resources_secure_c1 = final_resources; 

1338 for_that_secure_c1 = for_that; 

1339 de_mos_max_a = max(max(for_that(:,1:Smartphone_users-1))) %  

1340 if (de_mos_max_a > 2) && (one(2) < 7)  

1341 [  rates_terminal, final_resources, for_that, de_mos ] = Optimal_6_long_run_v02(a, aa, 

b, bb,Smartphone_user_table, base_the_target, THE_TARGETED_RATES, 

Smartphone_users,  

PCHdB, CH_distance, P_smartphone_DB_min, P_smartphone_DB_max, highest) 

1342 [ h_length,~] = size( rates_terminal); 

1343 end 

1344 rates_terminal_secure_cc =  rates_terminal; 

1345 final_resources_secure_cc = final_resources; 

1346 for_that_secure_cc = for_that; 

1347 de_mos_smartphones_b = max(de_mos(:,1)); 

1348 for_that_max = max(for_that(:,Smartphone_users)); 

1349 if for_that_max > 0 

1350 loc_e = 1; 

1351 for j = 1:1: h_length 

1352 if sum(for_that(j,1:Smartphone_users-1)~=0) < de_mos_smartphones_b 

1353 to_del_e(loc_e) = j; 

1354 loc_e = loc_e + 1; 

1355 end 

1356 end 

1357 if loc_e > 1 

1358 rates_terminal(to_del_e,:) = []; 

1359 final_resources(to_del_e,:) = []; 
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1360 for_that(to_del_e,:) = []; 

1361 end 

1362 [len_i,~] = size( rates_terminal); 

1363 rates_terminal_secure_d =  rates_terminal; 

1364 final_resources_secure_d = final_resources; 

1365 for_that_secure_d = for_that; 

1366 candidate_1=  rates_terminal(1,:); 

1367 candidate_1_res= final_resources(1,:); 

1368 if len_i > 1 

1369 for f = 1:1:len_i-1 

1370 can_1(f,:) = candidate_1; 

1371 a = 1; 

1372 diff_can_1 = [0] 

1373 diff_can_2 = [0] 

1374 candidate_2 =  rates_terminal_secure_d(f+1,:) 

1375 candidate_2_res = final_resources_secure_d(f+1,:); 

1376 for d = Smartphone_users+2:1:(2*Smartphone_users)+1 

1377 if candidate_1(1,d) ~= candidate_2(1,d) 

1378 diff_can_1(a) = candidate_1(1,d) 1384 d_can_1(f,a) = candidate_1(1,d) 

1385 diff_can_2(a) = candidate_2(1,d) 

1386 d_can_2(f,a) = candidate_2(1,d) 

1387 a = a + 1 

1388 end 

1389 end 

1390 if a > 1 

1391 count_d = 0 

1392 [len_i] = length(diff_can_1) 

1393 for g = 1:1:len_i 1394 if diff_can_1(g) < diff_can_2(g) 

1395 count_d = count_d + 1 

1396 elseif diff_can_1(g) > diff_can_2(g) 

1397 count_d = count_d - 1 

1398 end 

1399 end 

1400 if len_i == 1 

1401 if count_d == 1  

1402 candidate_1= candidate_2 

1403 candidate_1_res= candidate_2_res; 

1404 end 

1405 elseif len_i == 2 

1406 if (count_d == 2) || ((count_d == 0) && (min(diff_can_1) < min(diff_can_2)))  

1407   

1408 candidate_1= candidate_2 

1409 candidate_1_res= candidate_2_res; 

1410 elseif ((count_d == 0) && (min(diff_can_1) == min(diff_can_2)) && (max(diff_can_1) 

== max(diff_can_2))) 

1411 if candidate_1_res(1,Smartphone_users+3) > candidate_2_res(1,Smartphone_users+3) 

1412 candidate_1= candidate_2 

1413 candidate_1_res= candidate_2_res; 

1414 end 
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1415 end 

1416 elseif len_i == 3 

1417 if (count_d == 3) || ((count_d == -1) && (min(diff_can_1) < min(diff_can_2))) ||  

((count_d == -1) && (min(diff_can_1) == min(diff_can_2)) && (sum(diff_can_1(:)== max 

(diff_can_1(:)))) < (sum(diff_can_2(:)== max(diff_can_2(:)))) && (min(diff_can_2) == max 

(diff_can_2)) )... 

1418 ((count_d == 1) && (min(diff_can_1) == min(diff_can_2)) && (max(diff_can_1) < max 

(diff_can_2)) ) 

1419 candidate_1= candidate_2 

1420 candidate_1_res= candidate_2_res; 

1421 end 

1422 end 

1423 else 

1424 if candidate_1_res(1,Smartphone_users+3) > candidate_2_res(1,Smartphone_users+3) 

1425 candidate_1= candidate_2; 

1426 candidate_1_res= candidate_2_res; 

1427 end 

1428 end 

1429 end 

1430 end 

1431 rates_ideal = candidate_1; 

1432 resources_ideal = candidate_1_res; 

1433 else 

1434 resources_ideal = final_resources(1,:); 

1435 rates_ideal =  rates_terminal(1,:); 

1436 [len_k2,~] = size( rates_terminal); 

1437 if len_k2 > 1 

1438 for f = 1:1:len_k2  

1439 if final_resources(f,Smartphone_users+3) < resources_ideal(1,Smartphone_users+3) 

1440 resources_ideal = final_resources(f,:); 

1441 rates_ideal =  rates_terminal(f,:); 

1442 end 

1443 end 

1444 end 

1445 end 

1446 else 

1447 rates_ideal =  rates_terminal; 

1448 resources_ideal = final_resources; 

1449 end 

1450 end 

1451 function [  rates_terminal, final_resources, for_that, de_mos ] = Optimal_6_long_run 

(a, aa, b, bb,Smartphone_user_table, base_the_target, THE_TARGETED_RATES,  

Smartphone_users, PCHdB, CH_distance, P_smartphone_DB_min, P_smartphone_DB_max, 

highest) 

 

1456 data_in = {[a(2):7 b(2):14],[a(3):7 b(3):14],[a(4):7 b(4):14],[a(5):7 b(5):14],[a 

(6):7 b(6):14]}; 

1457 sub_combination = combine_all(data_in{:}); 

1458 [len_e,~] = size(sub_combination); 

1459 to_del_c = []; 
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1460 loc_ = 1; 

1461 for f = 1:1:len_e 

1462 if ((~any(sub_combination(f,:) == a(2))) && (~any(sub_combination(f,:) == b(2)))) 1464 

to_del_c(loc_) = f; 

1465 loc_ = loc_ + 1; 

1466 end 

1467 end 

1468 sub_combination(to_del_c,:) = []; 

1469 [len_f,columns_f] = size(sub_combination); 

1470 if P_smartphone_DB_min == P_smartphone_DB_max 

1471 for i = 1:1:len_f 

1472 rates_terminal(i,1) = base_the_the_target(1,1); % rate of prioritised SUE  

1473 1473 end 

1474 rates_terminal(:,2:1+columns_f) = sub_combination(:,1:columns_f); 

1475 rates_terminal(len_f,(2*Smartphone_users)+4) = 0; 

1476 else 

1477 for i = 1:1:len_f 

1478 rates_terminal(i,1) = highest; % rate of priorotised smartphone 

1479 end 

1480 for i = len_f+1:1:2*len_f 

1481 rates_terminal(i,1) = highest+7; % rate of prioritised smartphone 

1482 end 

1483 rates_terminal(1:len_f,2:1+columns_f) = sub_combination(1:len_f,1:columns_f);1484  

rates_terminal(len_f+1:2*len_f,2:1+columns_f) = sub_combination(1:len_f,1: 

columns_f); 

1485 rates_terminal(2*len_f,(2*Smartphone_users)+4) = 0; 

1486 len_f = len_f *2; 

1487 end 

1488 rates_terminal_secure_c =  rates_terminal; 

1489 for j = 1:1:len_f 

1490 for k = 1:1:Smartphone_users 

1491 if ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 1) 

1492 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+1) ~= 0 

1493 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.1; 

1494 else 

1495 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1496 end 

1497 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,5); 

1498 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 2) 

1499 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+2) ~= 0 

1500 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.2; 

1501 else 

1502 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1503 end 

1504 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,6); 

1505 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 3) 

1506 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+3) ~= 0 

1507 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.3; 

1508 else 

1509 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 
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1510 end 

1511 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,7); 

1512 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 4) 

1513 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+4) ~= 0 

1514 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.4; 

1515 else 

1516 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1517 end 

1518 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,8); 

1519 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 5) 

1520 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+5) ~= 0 

1521 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.8; 

1522 else 

1523 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1524 end 

1525 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,9); 

1526 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 6) 

1527 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+6) ~= 0 

1528 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 1.2; 

1529 else 

1530 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1531 end 

1532 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,10); 

1533 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 7) 

1534 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+7) ~= 0 

1535 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 2; 

1536 else 

1537 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1538 end 

1539 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,11); 

1540 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 8) 

1541 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+8) ~= 0 

1542 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.1; 

1543 else 

1544 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1545 end 

1546 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,19); 

1547 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 9) 

1548 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+9) ~= 0 

1549 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.2; 

1550 else 

1551 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1552 end 

1553 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,20); 

1554 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 10) 

1555 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+10) ~= 0 

1556 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.3; 

1557 else 

1558 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 
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1559 end 

1560 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,21); 

1561 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) ==11) 

1562   

1563 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+11) ~= 0 

1564 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.4; 

1565 else 

1566 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1567 end 

1568 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,22); 

1569 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 12) 

1570 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+12) ~= 0 

1571 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0.8; 

1572 else 

1573 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1574 end 

1575 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,23); 

1576 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 13) 

1577 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+13) ~= 0 

1578 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 1.2; 

1579 else 

1580 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1581 end 

1582 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,24); 

1583 elseif ( rates_terminal(j,k) == 14) 

1584 if Smartphone_user_table(k,4+14) ~= 0 

1585 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 2;1586 else 

1587 rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k) = 0; 

1588 end 

1589 final_resources(j,k) = Smartphone_user_table(k,25); 

1590 end 

1591 if  rates_terminal(j,k) >= 8 

1592 rates_terminal(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+3) =  rates_terminal(j,(2*Smartphone_users) +3) 

+  rates_terminal(j,Smartphone_users+1+k); % determine THE_TARGETED_RATES 

for cluster head  

1593 end 

1594 end 

 

1595 rates_terminal(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+4) = sum( rates_terminal(j, 

Smartphone_users+2: (2*Smartphone_users)+1)); 

 

1596 [ final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+2) ] = Smartphone_direct( rates_terminal(j, 

(2*Smartphone_users)+3), PCHdB, CH_distance); % resources cluster head 

1597 if ( rates_terminal(j,(2*Smartphone_users)+3) > 0) && (final_resources(j, 

Smartphone_users+2) == 0) 

1598 final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+2) = 100 ; 

1599 end 

1600 final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) = sum(final_resources(j,1: 

Smartphone_users+2)); 
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1601 if (sum(final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3)) > 50) || (any(final_resources(j,1: 

Smartphone_users) == 0)) 

1602 final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 

1603 end 

1604 if j > (len_f/2) 

1605 if (final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) >= final_resources(j-(len_f/2), 

Smartphone_users+3)) && (final_resources(j-(len_f/2),Smartphone_users+3) > 0) 

1606 final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 

 

1607 elseif (final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) < final_resources(j-(len_f/2), 

Smartphone_users+3)) && (final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) > 0) 

1608 final_resources(j-(len_f/2),Smartphone_users+3) = 0; 

1609 end 

1610 end 

1611 end 

1612 rates_terminal_secure_b =  rates_terminal; 

1613 final_resources_secure_b = final_resources; 

1614 [len_g,~] = size( rates_terminal); 

1615 loc_d = 1; 

1616 for j = 1:1:len_g 

1617 if final_resources(j,Smartphone_users+3) == 0 

1618 to_del_d(loc_d) = j; 

1619 loc_d = loc_d + 1; 

1620 end 

1621 end 

1622 if loc_d > 1 

1623 rates_terminal(to_del_d,:) = []; 

1624 final_resources(to_del_d,:) = []; 

1625 end 

1626 [ h_length,~] = size( rates_terminal); 

1627 rates_terminal_secure_c =  rates_terminal; 

1628 final_resources_secure_c = final_resources; 

1629 for d = 1:1:Smartphone_users-1 

1630 [~, start_for(1,d)] = find(abs(THE_TARGETED_RATES- rates_terminal(1, 

Smartphone_users+2+d)) < 0.001); 

1631 start_rate(1,d) =  rates_terminal(1,Smartphone_users+2+d); 

1632 end 

1633 n = 0; % Lines 

1634 m = 1; % count 

1635 for_that = []; 

1636 Enhancement_best = []; 

1637 for f = 1:1: h_length 

1638 for_that(f,Smartphone_users) = 0; 

1639 for d = 1:1:Smartphone_users-1 

1640   

 

1641 if ( rates_terminal(f,Smartphone_users+2+d) >  rates_terminal(1, 

Smartphone_users+2+d)) 

1642 for_that(f,d) = find(abs(THE_TARGETED_RATES- 

rates_terminal(f,Smartphone_users+2+d)) <  
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0.001) - start_for(1,d); 

1643 n = n + 1; 

1644 elseif ( rates_terminal(f,Smartphone_users+2+d) <  rates_terminal(1, 

Smartphone_users+2+d)) 

1645 for_that(f,d) = -10; 

1646 n = n + 1; 

1647 end 

1648 for_that(f,Smartphone_users) = sum (for_that(f,1:Smartphone_users-1));1649 end 

1650 de_mos(m,1) = n; 

1651 m = m+1; 

1652 n = 0; 

1653 end 

1654 \de_mos_max_a = max(max(for_that(:,1:Smartphone_users-1))); 

1655 end  

 


